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 Abstract 

 

Concrete is a very strong material in compression and the steel reinforcement in 

tension. The bonding between them is vital for structural strength and serviceability. 

The strength is reflective of bond stress between concrete and the steel reinforcement 

when subjected to loading. Whenever external load is applied on concrete, reinforcing 

bar receives a part of the load through load transfer mechanism from concrete to steel. 

When tensile force is applied to the rebar, it develops stresses that are both tangential 

and normal to the contact surface. The stress parallel to bar is termed bond stress. 

Interaction between concrete and reinforcing bar is due to chemical adhesion, friction, 

mechanical interlock and shear along the cylindrical concrete surface between 

adjacent ribs. The first two properties contribute more in the case of plain rebar. For 

deformed rebar, the surface roughness and closely spaced ribs produce great 

interlocking with bearing against the key formed between concrete and ribs. For a 

given concrete grade, pull-out strength is related to bond stress between concrete and 

the rebar. In the pull-out tests, the force at the interface can be represented by;  

 

1) A force component that is parallel to rebar (which is responsible for the 

breakdown of adhesion and frictional resistance that leads to pull-out failure) 

   

2) The perpendicular component which creates circumferential or radial stress 

(which lead to splitting type of failure)  

 

Such failures get exacerbated in events such as fire in building where steel is used as 

reinforcement in the concrete. Significant scrutiny on the failure mechanisms of 

concrete and rebars using both physical tests (pull-out tests) and numerical modelling 

techniques using commercially available software such as ANSYS can be found in the 

literature. These studies primarily focus on failure mechanisms at standard room 

temperature conditions and assisting in the design of reinforced structural elements to 

address such conditions. However, there is plenty of evidence in the literature that 

suggest the loss of both life and property due to events such as fire. The loss of 

property can primarily be attributed to the failure of structural elements in the buildings 

affected by fire events and as an extension the loss of valuable lives too. The 
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development of modern materials such as smart materials may provide a means to 

addressing the above-mentioned problem.  

 

In this study, smart materials (SMAs) are investigated for their ability to gain strength 

at elevated temperatures (such as event of fire). While steel rebars lose strength at 

higher temperatures, SMAs can be trained to gain strength at such high temperatures. 

This novel thought of using SMA reinforcement alongside traditional steel 

reinforcement in concrete is new to literature. In doing so, the advantages of steel 

rebars and SMA can be exploited under normal conditions and at higher temperatures 

respectively. Since steel rebars have been in existence for many decades they were 

subjected to in depth scrutiny in the literature. The method of strength testing steel-

reinforced concrete under standard conditions (both experimentally and numerically) 

is well defined in the literature. However, there is only minimal data to model the effects 

of fire on the steel rebar-concrete bond stress and more so on SMA rebars and 

concrete.  

 

Therefore, physical experiments were conducted as a part of this thesis to generate 

the required data sets on the bond stress between 1) Steel Rebar-Concrete and 2) 

SMA-Concrete specimens not only at room temperature but in various conditions of 

fire. In all, 24 specimens were tested (12 each for Steel and SMA) for different rebar 

embedded lengths (150mm and 300mm) and for different fire exposure time periods 

(no fire, 30 and 60 minutes fire exposure). The methodology for physical experiments 

was developed based on established processes and methods found in the literature 

(for example pull-out test). Differential scanning calorimeter DSC 8500 was used to 

measure the transformation temperatures of SMA NiTi alloy (Nickel Titanium) samples 

extracted from the SMA rebars. It was essential to understand the maximum heat 

treatment temperature since the SMA material loses its memory retaining ability 

beyond this temperature. The due execution of physical experiments on several 

concrete specimens resulted in the generation of the bond stress and slip data for use 

in numerical studies, thereby achieving the first aim of this thesis. 

  

Such data sets from the physical experiments was drawn upon as inputs to define the 

parameters of the CZM bilinear model required for defining the material characteristics 
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of the interface in the structural analysis. Data derived and observations made from 

such experimentation builds on the existing knowledge in the literature. More 

importantly, such data sets were employed in examining the interface of the 

specimens (concrete and SMA/steel rebar) that were subjected to conditions of fire 

and structural loading using numerical methodology that was adopted (from literature) 

and improvised in this work.  

 

The novel numerical method developed in this work employs a cohesive zone 

modelling (CZM) technique that combines both thermal and structural effects and 

hence allowed for the examination of the interface bond stress for the first time taking 

into account both the conditions of fire and structural loading. Physical experiments 

were duplicated in the numerical methods to study the discrepancies and to validate 

the novel numerical method developed in this work. Such numerical studies duplicated 

the geometry, conditions of fire, rebar embedded (insert) length, rebar material etc. 

The bond stress values from both numerical and physical experiments were compared 

and found to be in tight agreement thereby validating the novel numerical method 

developed and thus achieving the second aim of this work. 

 

The results of both physical and numerical experiments are presented in Chapter 5; 

wherein they are compared and comprehensively analysed for accuracy and 

agreement. It was established that the numerical model and methodology developed 

in this work predicted the bond stress values between SMA-Concrete and Steel-

Concrete with a good accuracy against corresponding values from physical 

experiments for all of the specimen cases that were considered. The accuracy was in 

the range of (2% to 12%). In developing such a numerical model that predicts the bond 

stress between SMA rebar and concrete for various conditions as mentioned earlier 

(including that of fire exposure), a novel non-destructive method is confirmed to have 

been developed. 

 

In the process of validating the results of both the physical and numerical experiments, 

various observations were made. Equipped with the new non-destructive, cost 

effective and time saving numerical modelling tool this study set out to test the 

influence of several other parameters on the bond stress at the interface. The 
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parameters considered were various bar diameters, concrete grade, embedded length 

of rebar, material of rebar, sand coated SMA and different fire conditions. On 

identifying the key parameters, regression analysis was carried out to develop a new 

empirical formula that will allow for quick assessment of the bond stresses at the 

interface that holistically takes into account the influence of thermal and structural 

loading on a given reinforced concrete specimen. Such a formula will come handy to 

design engineers in performing quick assessment of the bond stress in an SMA 

reinforced concrete structural element. Development of such a formula achieves the 

third and final aim of this thesis. 

 

Summary of significant contributions 

 

A novel numerical model is developed in this work to examine the bond stress 

behaviour between both steel and SMA reinforced concrete specimens. The model 

takes into account the effect of fire and the duration of fire on the rebars and allows 

the user to model and predict the strength of structural members in such scenarios. 

The observations made in this work can potentially give rise to the use of SMA rebars 

alongside steel rebars in reinforced concrete design. Such a novel approach is 

expected to enhance and build on the existing knowledge on the passive mechanism 

of addressing fire related issues and structural failures. The significant contributions 

of this study can be summarised into the following points: 

 

• A data set is produced from physical experiments that establishes specific 

values for bond stress at the interface of SMA reinforcement and concrete that 

is subjected to fire over a period of 60 minutes; 

• A new numerical method is developed for examining and evaluating the bond 

stress at the interface in reinforced concrete that takes into account the influence 

of thermal and structural loading;  

• An empirical formula is developed for quick assessment of bond stress between 

SMA and concrete in conditions ranging from room temperature to conditions 

that prevail during a fire event in a building;  
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• A method of strengthening concrete is proposed that utilises both steel and SMA 

rebars in concrete, potentially could save properties and lives; and 

• The developed methods and proposed techniques assist greatly in improving 

the fire rating of buildings. 
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Notation and Abbreviation: 

 

30F 30min of fire exposure 

60F 60min of fire exposure 

ASCE American Society of Civil Engineering 

{𝐹𝑎} Applied load vector 

Af Austenitic finish temperature 

As Austenitic start temperature   

  bond stress  

BCA Building Code of Australia 

CCAA Cement Concrete and Aggregate Australia 

CPU Central Processing Unit 

𝑓𝑐′ Characteristic strength of concrete. 

CZ Cohesive Zone 

CZM Cohesive Zone Method 

CAD Computer Aided Design 

C Critical value interfacial separation 

ρ Density  

db Diameter of the rebar  

DSC Differential scanning calorimetry 

u Displacement 

ld Embedment length 

σf, Final stress level 

FEM Finite Element Method 

FRL Fire Resistance Level 

Kic ,Jic Fracture toughness parameter 

GPU Graphics Processing Unit 

{𝑄𝑎} Heat flow vector 

HSC High strength concrete 

HTSMA High Temperature Shape Memory Alloys 

HHT Hilber-Hughes-Taylor 

 Interfacial separation 

a length between transversal ribs 

P Load 

Mf Martensitic finish temperature 
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Ms Martensitic start temperature  

𝜏𝑡
𝑚𝑎𝑥 Max tangential stress  

σcu Maximum compressive strength  

𝑇𝑡
𝑚𝑎𝑥 Maximum tangential cohesive traction 

𝛿𝑡
𝑚𝑎𝑥 Maximum tangential displacement jump 

σmax Maximum tangential traction  

MDF  Medium Density Fibre board 

Ec Modulus of elasticity  

NiTi Nickel Titanium 

NF No fire exposure 

{�̈�(𝑡)} Nodal acceleration vector 

𝑢(𝑡) Nodal displacement vector 

{𝑢𝑛} Nodal DOF value at time 𝑡𝑛 

{�̇�(𝑡)} Nodal velocity vector 

d Nominal rebar diameter 

𝛿𝑛 Normal direction displacement 

NSC Normal strength concrete  

OHS Occupational Health and Safety 

µ Poisson’s ratio 

PVC Poly Vinyl Chloride  

σzp Principal stress in the z direction 

σxp Principal stresses are in the x  

σyp Principal stresses are in the y 

SPR projective area of transversal ribs 

Rm Rebar modulus 

β1,β2  Regression coefficients 

β3 , β4 Regression coefficients 

RC Reinforced Concrete 

R Resultant force 

𝑅𝑓 Rib factor 

KR Sand roughness factor   

α Sand size coefficient 

SMA Shape Memory Alloy 

SME Shape Memory Effect 

βt Shear transfer coefficient 
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𝛿𝑡
𝑐 Slip at failure of bond  

𝛿𝑡
∗ Slip at Max tangential Stress 

α1 Slope of transversal ribs  

p2 SMA area ratio of the cross-section 

ASMA SMA reinforcement area 

SR Spacing of transversal ribs 

cp Specific heat 

σs Start stress level 

μ Static coefficient of friction of rebar with concrete 

As Steel area  

p1 Steel area ratio of the cross-section 

ε Strain 

Gc Strain energy release rate 

σSMA Stress in SMA 

[𝐶] Structural damping matrix 

[𝑀] Structural mass matrix 

[𝐾] Structural stiffness matrix 

𝐾𝑡 Tangential cohesive stiffness 

Tt Tangential cohesive traction 

𝛿𝑡 Tangential direction displacement 

δt Tangential displacement jump 

𝛿𝑡
𝑐 Tangential displacement jump at the completion of debonding 

𝛿𝑡
∗ Tangential stiffness jump 

T Temperature 

fR The relative rib area  

λ Thermal conductivity 

{�̇�} Time rate of the DOF values 

{�̇�𝑛} Time rate of the nodal DOF values at time 𝑡𝑛 

𝐶 Transient integration parameter 

𝜃 Transient integration parameter  

TWSME Two Way Shape Memory Effect 

εcu Ultimate strain  

fc Ultimate uniaxial compressive strength 

ft Ultimate uniaxial tensile strength 

{𝑢} Vector of DOF values 
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WBZ Wood-Bosak-Zienkiewicz 

fsy Yield stress of steel 
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 

1.1 Statement of problem 

Concrete has excellent inherent fire resistive properties such as non-combustibility  

and high thermal resistivity. However, during an event of fire (at high temperature), 

several physio-chemical transformations take place in the concrete resulting in a drop 

in its strength and stiffness. In addition, the chemical disintegration of major 

constituents of concrete enables crack propagation and/or explosive spalling. In 

reinforced concrete members, such changes are reflected by a reduction in the 

mechanical properties and an increase in the permeability of concrete. Furthermore, 

weakening in the bond strength between embedded rebar and concrete is well 

documented in the literature.  

 

The strength of reinforced concrete structure purely depends on the concrete and 

reinforcing rebar (which is steel in most of the cases). The purpose of providing the 

reinforcement is to increase the strength of concrete in tension, which in turn depends 

on the bonding between the two materials (i.e. concrete and reinforcing rebar). The 

bond strength is measured by calculating the bond stress. The design bond stress is 

defined as the shear force per unit nominal surface area of reinforcement bar (rebar). 

The stress acts on the interface between rebars and the surrounding concrete (along 

the direction parallel to the rebars).  

 

Bond strength is derived from various parameters, such as bond stress at the interface 

of concrete and the rebar and the pressure of the hardened concrete against the rebar 

(due to the drying shrinkage of the concrete) to name a few. Likewise, friction interlock 

between the rebar surface, deformations, projections and the micro movements of the 

tensioned rebar in the concrete results in the increased resistance to slippage. In short, 

bond strength is governed by the following key factors:  

 

• Adhesion between the concrete and the reinforcing rebar;  
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• Gripping effect resulting from the drying shrinkage of the surrounding concrete 

and the shear interlock between the rebar deformations and the surrounding 

concrete;  

• Frictional resistance to sliding and interlock of reinforcement;  

• Effect of concrete grade, strength in tension and compression; and 

• Diameter, shape, ribs type, ribs spacing and reinforcement spacing. 

 

The response of structures exposed to fire is usually described in terms of fire 

resistance level (FRL). FRL is defined as the period of time (in minutes) within which 

a specimen is subjected to conditions of fire defined by a standard fire time-

temperature curve at which time the specimen reaches the prescribed form of “limiting 

behaviour”. For example, in performance-based design, this limiting behaviour may be 

defined as real structural collapse or as a failure of structural integrity (generally 

defined in terms of a deflection limit). The design for fire safety includes the following 

measures: 

 

• Passive measures: Fire resisting beams, columns, floors and walls (preventing 

structural collapse); and 

• Active measures: Automatic fire alarms, sprinkler systems, smoke control fans 

and smoke vents (controlling or preventing fire itself, facilitating the evacuation 

of occupants). 

 

Passive fire protection measures can be defined as products that are built in as part 

of the building or structure which helps to limit the development and spread of fire, 

thereby increasing the FRL. Passive fire safety covers all those aspects of fire 

protection that are involved in the design of a building, the building materials and the 

structural maintenance. The three main failure criteria under fire condition, in relation 

to concrete structures are: 

 

• Structural adequacy (which is the ability to resist load);  

• Integrity (which is the ability to resist the passage of flames); and 
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• Insulation (the ability to prevent fire spread due to unacceptable temperature 

rise of the non-heated face). 

 

Passive fire protection products and systems are those that are considered to be 

always ‘switched on’ and do not require activating in order to fulfil their roles. In 

contrast, active fire protection devices require some form of a response and/or motion 

in order to perform their desired functions. A further differentiation is that active fire 

protection systems are added to the building after construction, as opposed to being 

part of the building itself. The limitations that are typical to passive measures are that 

of reduction in strength and stiffness with the increase in the temperature, a short 

window of time before failure to name a few. To overcome the above-mentioned 

limitations of the passive measures, there is a need to strengthen and improve the 

FRL of the passive measures.  

1.2 Background 

In today’s construction industry reinforced concrete is adjudged as one of the main 

construction materials owing to its strength and durability. However, under conditions 

of fire (high temperature exposure) both concrete and reinforcement steel lose their 

respective strength, leading to catastrophic failure of structures and leaving short time 

for rescue and fire prevention operation. A structure’s fire resistance capacity is 

determined by the period for fire resistance level (FRL) under specific fire conditions 

such as the standard fire curve. The standard fire curve predicts that the ambient 

temperature can reach as high as 900°C in less than 60 minutes of fire exposure. In 

reinforced concrete, the temperature of reinforced steel can be significantly high in 

fire, leading to deteriorating conditions which may cause structural collapse or a failure 

of integrity. Design for fire safety includes numerous active and passive measures. 

However, these measures, especially for structural fire protection of concrete 

elements, have their own limitations such as continuous weakening of structural 

materials in rising fire temperature, etc. 

 

Moreover, another important component of reinforced concrete is steel. It is very 

important to understand how steel in the reinforced concrete behaves under fire. 

Studies on the effect of rising temperature on the strength of steel are well published 
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in the literature. It has been noted that the on average steel loses around 50% of its 

strength when the temperature reaches around 400°C. During a fire event, the rising 

temperature of the steel reinforcement reduces the load carrying capacity of steel, 

resulting in catastrophic failure of the structure. To reduce the rate of heating to the 

reinforcement, generally increased concrete cover or providing insulation on the 

concrete is recommended. However, the increased cover or insulation provision for all 

structural elements in a concrete structure is not practical. In addition, it will make the 

design inefficient and construction cost exceedingly high as well as increasing the risk 

of concrete spalling. 

 

To overcome these limitations of structural fire design, smart materials such as shape 

memory alloy (SMA) are employed to enhance the integrity of the structural elements 

in the event of fire. The excellent physical and mechanical properties of SMA have 

made them successful candidates for use in structural engineering applications. The 

use of shape memory alloys (SMAs) has increasingly expanded in recent decades. 

Undeniably, the number of commercial applications is increasing each year. SMA is 

popular in market segments represented by actuators and motors, which is amongst 

the largest applications of SMA materials. Primarily, SMAs play a key role in the 

development and implementation of smart devices, which can be integrated into 

structures to provide functions such as sensing, energy dissipation, actuation, 

monitoring, self-adapting, and healing or rehabilitation of structures.   

 

In recent decades, intensive research has been carried out on SMA for its application 

in the field of structural engineering (such as smart engineered systems with a 

particular emphasis on seismic response control of structures). Such systems mainly 

use NiTi (Nickle Titanium) and Copper based SMAs, typically aimed at absorbing a 

part of the seismic energy acting on a structure (for example, damping control, 

structural retrofit etc.). SMAs come in many shapes and configurations, such as single 

and stranded wires, ribbons, strips, tubing, and rebars. SMA is characteristically 

defined by their super elastic behaviour and large recoverable strain that confers a 

remarkable fatigue resistance. It is for this reason that SMA can follow large 

mechanical strain without significant irreversible strain. Some of the highlights on the 

SMA as evidenced in the literature are discussed in this section. 
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1.3 Shape Memory Alloys (SMA) 

Shape Memory Alloys (SMA's) are relatively novel materials which have the ability to 

return to a predetermined shape when heated. When SMA is cold, or below its 

transformation temperature, it has a very low yield strength and can be deformed quite 

easily into any new shape, which can be retained. However, when the material is 

heated up above its transformation temperature, it undergoes a change in crystal 

structure which causes it to return to its original shape. If the SMA encounters any 

resistance during this transformation, it can generate extremely large forces. The 

shape memory effect is the ability of an SMA to remember and return to its 

predetermined shape even after several deformations when subjected to heating to a 

certain temperature. This shape recovery is the result of phase transformations that 

can be induced by either a stress or a temperature change. In addition to these key 

aspects, other excellent properties of SMAs have been exploited in civil engineering 

applications, such as durable fatigue strength, corrosion resistance, large damping 

capacity, and a good versatility in terms of their many possible shapes and 

configurations (refer Chapter 2). SMAs have the potential to have a significant impact 

in the field of structural engineering; for example, rehabilitation/restoration of 

structures, adaptable structures for seismic or shock loading to developing solutions 

for structures undergoing cyclic or fatigue loading.  

 

A metallurgical phase diagram for a metallic alloy is a schematic representation of the 

equilibrium conditions between distinct phases. Phase diagrams consist of equilibrium 

lines or phase boundaries that separate different phases from each other. For an SMA 

alloy consisting of Nickle (Ni) and Titanium (Ti), the phase transformation (Figure 1.1) 

is represented in temperature along the ordinate axis. In the typical operating 

temperature range, SMAs have two phases, each with a different crystal structure and 

therefore different properties. One is the high temperature phase called austenite (A) 

and the other is the low temperature phase called martensite (M). There are four 

characteristic temperatures associated with the phase transformation. The detailed 

process of how the Shape Memory Effect works is described in the next Chapter (refer 

Chapter 2). The following are the distinct temperature induced phases; 
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• (Ms): martensitic start temperature  

• (Mf): martensitic finish temperature  

• (As): austenitic start temperature   

• (Af): austenitic finish temperature  

 

The variable stiffness in super elastic behaviour (T > Af) can be used to provide force 

and displacement control within the three characteristic strain regimes: 

 

• at low strains (ε < 1%), the elastic modulus of the austenite phase can be used 

to limit strains under service load conditions;  

• at intermediate strains (1% < ε < 6%; i.e., in the super elastic plateau), the 

reduced modulus can be used to limit the force transmitted to the structure while 

it undergoes rather large displacements; and  

• at large strains (ε > 6%), the increased modulus in the stress-induced martensite 

phase can be used to control displacements under severe loadings. 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Temperature induced phase transformation of SMA (temperature induced) (Lagaudas et 
al. SMA book) 
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SMA is used in base isolation through SMA sliding device, where the resistance to 

sliding was achieved by opposing pairs of Nitinol tension elements. The isolated 

structure exhibited noticeable improvement in terms of inter-story drifts, and column 

rotational demands (Casciati et al. 2007). Another application is that of SMA springs 

that are activated in a base isolation system as a response to the vibration caused by 

structural resonance frequency during the high loading (Dolace et al. 2007).  

 

SMA’s super elastic capability is used to dissipate significant amount of energy 

through phase transition-induced hysteresis of SMA. For example, a hybrid SMA-

based super elastic semi-active base isolation system was used for the moderation of 

seismic motions; as a result, it reduced base drifts by 18% achieving a satisfactory 

superstructure seismic response (Shook et al. 2008). Elsewhere, SMA-based 

damping devices have been used as external damping systems to obtain better 

effectiveness and combine good corrosion-resistance properties. Deng et al. 2006 

assessed the effectiveness of SMA NiTi wires for use in damping devices to reduce 

the vibration amplitudes on realistic full-scale cable samples. The authors noted that 

the cable oscillation amplitudes (in the cable with SMA damper) were reduced by 25% 

with respect to the unequipped cable. SMA has been used in full scale rehabilitation 

or restoration of structures of historic importance. Li et al. 2008 explored the SMA’s 

shape memory effect capability in Reinforced Concrete (RC) beam, where it is 

reported to have recovered to its original shape (SMA wires when heated have closed 

the crack and reduced the mid-span deflection) on heating. Like any material, SMAs 

have limitations too. 

1.4 Major issues and limitations of current SMA’s 

SMA has been successfully used in many applications under low to mid-temperature. 

The concept of using SMA is gaining popularity. For example, Wong et al. 2014, 

examined the concept of hybrid SMA-reinforced steel concrete using analytical 

techniques. However, a majority of studies mentioned in the literature are focused on 

SMA wires that are latched on to the structure with additional anchoring system, 

leading to a very costly installation process (Menna et al. 2015). Mounting the SMA 

wires externally to retrofit a structure is a challenging affair that requires physical 

intervention on the structure itself. Secondly, SMA based reinforced concrete has not 
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been studied under high temperature condition; in other words, FRL of SMA-reinforced 

concrete is unknown. If SMA rebars were to be used along with the steel rebar in a 

hybrid reinforced concrete structure, it’s imperative to understand the bond behaviour 

of SMA-reinforced concrete. Moreover, SMA wires require additional insulation in 

order to delay the temperature rise to a value that is beyond the optimal phase 

transformational value for practical use of SMA. Following are three key limiting factors 

for the use of SMA in civil engineering applications: 

 

• Mostly SMA wires have been used to retrofit the damaged and displaced 

structure; 

• SMA have not been studied thoroughly under high temperature in conjunction 

with concrete; and 

• No experimental-based studies have been done to use SMA rebar as a measure 

to improve the fire resistance level. 

 

It is evident in the literature that the bond stress is critical for the behaviour of 

reinforced concrete at higher temperature. However, no previous work in the literature 

exists on the bond stress of SMA-concrete interface that is subjected to conditions of 

fire (during the fire event). It is important to understand the bond behaviour at high 

temperature for the use of SMA in reinforced concrete to improve the fire resistance 

level (FRL) of the building, which is an important factor to be considered while 

designing for fire safety. In the present situation, the issues and limitations restrict the 

application of SMA’s in construction industry. 

1.5 Research Significance and Innovation 

The strength of reinforced concrete is derived from the combination of the strength of 

both the rebar and concrete which gives it the desired results in tension and 

compression. The interaction between reinforcement and the surrounding concrete is 

termed as bond behaviour or bond mechanism. Bond behaviour is crucial to the 

structural strength of concrete elements as it does the transfer of stresses from 

concrete to rebar. It is this transfer of stresses that makes it possible to take advantage 

of the compressive strength of the concrete and the tensile strength of the 
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reinforcement in reinforced concrete structures. Hence, bond strength is a vital factor 

when the performance of reinforced concrete is assessed. Muntasir et al. 2015 carried 

out research on bond behaviour of SMA while others (Sadiq et al. 2013) have 

evaluated the SMA performance under high temperature. For example, Andrawes et 

al. 2010 examined the use of SMA wires mostly to retrofit structures externally. By 

using such smart materials one can limit the number of active measures that are 

otherwise required to address the situation that arises during a fire event. Analytical 

studies have shown that a hybrid steel-SMA reinforced concrete beam is able to 

increase fire resistance level of the beam in regard to its bending capacity and 

deflection as compared to a steel-reinforced concrete beam with similar strength 

(Wong et al. 2014).  

 

Most of the experimental investigations found in literature are limited to finding ultimate 

bond stress and bond-slip of a concrete specimen for varying parameters and under 

standard room temperature conditions. Finite element modelling (FEM) has found 

acceptance in the literature as a method that can address many issues that are 

normally associated with physical experiments such as cost, time etc. Several authors 

employed the FEM and studied the stress distribution in reinforced concrete (Ngo and 

Scordeis, 1967; Bamonte et al. 2003; Sezen and Mohle, 2003; Jendele and Cervenka, 

2006, Khalfallah and Ouchenane, 2007, and Shafaie et al. 2009) Numerical prediction 

of bond-slip behaviour in simple pull-out test was investigated by Al-Zuhairi and Al-

Fatlawi (2013). It is understood that proper modelling can replicate the results of the 

physical experiments. 

 

In view of drawbacks mentioned in the previous section and based on the work carried 

out in the literature on the use of SMA in civil engineering applications (as discussed 

above), the idea of hybrid SMA RC beam is a possibility that might provide an 

alternative solution to improve the FRL of structures. The application of the 

aforementioned concept has huge potential in fire-resistant structural design. 

Therefore, the hypothesis of the current research is that the performance of the SMA 

reinforced concrete beam will be much better under f ire as compared to conventional 

RC beam. While steel strength deteriorates as its temperature increases, SMA can 

make up for the lost strength by its ability to strengthen at high temperatures. For 
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example, a simple reinforced concrete (RC) beam under fire will have large deflection, 

which will lead to a collapse state of high stress. By using SMA in reinforced concrete 

beams the SMA will gain the strength and stiffness at higher temperature, 

subsequently reducing the otherwise large deflection as well as increasing the fire 

resistance level of the beams. FEM could potentially be used as a tool to study the 

bond stress between the SMA reinforcement and concrete. 

1.6 The purpose of this study 

The purpose of this thesis is twofold 1) to scrutinize and characterise the bond stress 

distribution between the concrete and the smart materials (SMA) based reinforcement 

bar and 2) to examine the specimen’s response to heat exposure in an event of fire. 

More particularly, this thesis for the first time develops a numerical model to examine 

the bond stress of SMA-concrete under high temperature. This research will introduce 

a novel concept of SMA rebar embedded in concrete (Reinforced Concrete with Shape 

Memory Alloy rebar) to enhance the fire safety of RC elements. The smart materials 

based RC developed in this research will improve on the existing passive measures 

for fire safety known in the literature. This research will help enhance a structure’s 

ability to withstand large displacement, larger strain and higher fatigue strength by 

transforming back to the original shape/position after being subjected to extreme heat 

(a fire event), extreme loading (experienced during earthquakes), wind loading or 

vibration etc. In summary, the general aims are: 

 

1. To review the literature and study SMA materials in order to identify an SMA 

with a potential to improve fire resistance level in concrete structures; 

2. To conduct experimental studies in order to understand the bond behaviour 

between SMA and concrete that is subjected to significantly high temperature 

(which occurs in a fire event); 

3. To develop a numerical model by incorporating data from experimental studies 

and carry out parametric studies by using the factors that influence the SMA-

Concrete bond strength; and 

4. To formulate an empirical equation for quick evaluation of bond stress in a SMA-

Concrete structural element.  
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The specific aims and objectives of this study are framed on reviewing the literature 

and are presented at the end of the following chapter (Chapter 2). 

1.7 Outline of Thesis 

This report is divided into six chapters i.e. Introduction, Literature review, Experimental 

testing, Numerical analysis, Results discussion and Development of Empirical 

formula, Conclusions & Recommendation.  

 

Chapter 1: It presents the background, statement of the problem and background to 

the current research study that highlights the significance of SMA and their application 

in the present scenario. The generic aims of the research work are established which 

formed the basis for the literature review. 

 

Chapter 2: In the literature review, a thorough study was undertaken on existing 

research on the bond stress modelling, SMA and its application, SMA rebar bond 

stress evaluation. Extensive review of the relevant technical literature on strength 

degradation of the concrete and steel material, case studies of the structures under 

fire conditions and damage or failure of structures due to behaviour of material at high 

temperature was taken up. In specific, the behaviour of materials such as concrete, 

steel and SMA under high temperatures, the shape memory alloys and their 

applications in wider industries such as automotive, aerospace, biomedical, etc. are 

examined including that of application of SMA in structural and construction industry. 

The gaps in the literature were identified based on which specific aims and objective 

of this research work are established. 

 

Chapter 3: An aim of this research is to conduct experiments on SMA-CONCRETE 

structural elements. In this chapter, experiments were designed and conducted to 

understand the bond behaviour of SMA-CONCRETE structural elements at high 

temperature (replicating a fire event). To this extent, the methodology for sample 

preparation, the physical testing setup, the apparatus and equipment used and the 

data that was gathered that assists in the numerical studies is also discussed in detail. 

Failure analysis of the specimens tested was documented for comparative studies with 

the numerical results. 
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Chapter 4: The FEM numerical methodology (numerical model creation, approach, 

verification and validation with experimental work of other researchers) to conduct 

numerical experiments was established in this chapter. Numerical parametric studies 

were conducted on the finite element model using ANSYS software. Finite element 

models were developed that replicate the geometry employed in the experimental 

studies. Thermal and structural analyses were carried out on specimens; the results 

of which were validated against the failure modes documented in the physical 

experiments. The fire exposure duration was studied for three durations of 1) no fire 

exposure, 2) 30 minutes fire exposure and 3) 60 minutes fire exposure. On validation, 

parametric studies were undertaken to identify the parameters that most significantly 

influence the bond stresses. The information gathered from the results of the 

parametric study assisted in the development of an empirical formula (discussed 

towards the end of the following chapter). 

 

Chapter 5: In this chapter, the results from both the physical experiments and the 

numerical studies (including parametric studies) are presented. Such results are 

compared and analysed to establish and validate the novel numerical method 

developed in this study. In addition, the data sets were used to understand the factors 

affecting bond stress such that an empirical formulation of bond strength could 

successfully be developed. Thorough regression analyses were carried out on the 

factors such as concrete grade, rebar diameter, embedded length and strength 

reduction for high temperature under different fire duration times. The effects of these 

factors were studied. The influencing parameters are combined and correlated to 

generate a new empirical equation that can be employed to assess the maximum bond 

stress value for structures that are subjected to thermal and structural loading. A quick 

mathematical tool is hence developed to predict the bond strength at high temperature.  

 

Chapter 6: It summarises the research undertaken in this work, major conclusions are 

drawn, and recommendations are provided for future research in this area. Some of 

the limitations endeavoured in this thesis are discussed for consideration in future 

research undertaking.  
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Figure 1.2 Thesis outline
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CHAPTER 2: Literature Review 

 

In this chapter, an extensive review of the relevant technical literature on reinforced 

concrete and its strength behaviour under high temperature condition was carried out. 

The specific areas covered in this chapter include fire statistics & modelling analysis, 

behaviour of concrete under fire and effect of fire on bond strength. Also, shape 

memory alloy and its mechanism and applications are studied in detail to understand 

its behaviour in fire resisting structures. The bond failure mechanism and bond 

strength are crucial part of this research which has been studied and collated for 

reinforced concrete structure. The critical research problem was identified based on 

the gaps that were established in the course of literature review. Specific aims and 

objectives that would address the stated research problem were developed towards 

the end of this chapter. The theoretical framework, mathematical models and the 

methodology that form the basis of achieving some of the aims are presented in 

Chapter 3.  

2.1 Background 

Concrete has an excellent inherent fire-resistant property. It is non-combustible and 

has a high thermal resistivity which significantly slows down the spread of heat through 

concrete elements. The behaviour of concrete under high temperature condition was 

critically examined in several studies (Ulrich (1988), Naus (1995), Hager (2013), Kodur 

(2014)). Various aspects such as evaporation, condensation, heat conduction & 

advection, phase expansion, thermo-chemical changes and damage, thermo-

mechanical damage, spalling and crack initiation and propagation were considered. 

For example, Heikal (2000), and Xu et al. 2001, studied the physical, chemical and 

mechanical aspects that lead to the deterioration of concrete. It is understood that 

such aspects may result in undesirable structural failures (Kalifa et al. 2000; Cioni et 

al. 2001; Poon et al. 2004; Georgali et al. 2005 and Janotka et al. 2005).  Therefore, 

an understanding of the properties of concrete (both before and after a fire event) is 

of significant importance for determining its fire resistance level (FRL). Fire resistance 

of materials is quantified by means of fire resistance rating. Fire resistance rating is 
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typically determined by measuring the ability of a passive fire protection material or 

assembly to withstand a standard fire resistance test. This is quantified either as a 

measure of period of time for which a material or assembly withstands a specific fire 

resistance test, or by evaluating through quantifiable criteria set by a specific fire 

resistance test, the ability of a material or assembly to perform a specific structural 

functionality (D. Panias et al. 2015). The standard fire curve can reach 900°C in just 

60 minutes of fire exposure in reinforced concrete and the temperature of reinforcing 

steel can be significantly high, leading to deteriorating conditions which may result in 

structural collapse. It is for this reason that the behaviour of concrete needs to be well 

understood more so in conditions of fire event. In the next section some of the most 

important aspects that govern the reinforced concrete behaviour under both normal 

and fire conditions are discussed. 

2.2 Behaviour of reinforced concrete building under fire 

Although there are many fire incidents in buildings that have occurred in past, only the 

unusual or remarkable ones are reported in the public and in technical literature. The 

ones that are important to this study and are reported in the technical literature is 

discussed in the following sections. 

 

2.2.1 Effect of fire on concrete 

Kodur et al. 2006 illustrated the performance of concrete under fire conditions in 

regards to its material, structural and fire characteristics. Results from a number of fire 

resistance tests showed that the strength of concrete has significant influence on fire 

performance of concrete members.  

 

Youssef et al. 2007 provided formulations for estimating the behaviour of unconfined 

and confined concrete under various temperature conditions for various parameters. 

These parameters are concrete compressive strength, concrete tensile strength, 

concrete compressive strain at peak stress, initial modulus of elasticity of concrete, 

transient creep strain mechanism, thermal strain, yield stress and bond strength of 

reinforcing rebars. To evaluate strength and behaviour of materials under elevated 

temperature conditions, tests are carried out by increasing the temperature of the 
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small specimen using some form of heating under various conditions. Based on such 

testing and models developed and proposed by Schneider et al. 1981, Cement 

Concrete and Aggregate Australia (CCAA) developed stress-strain relationships at 

different temperature for normal-strength concrete (Figure 2.1).  

 

 

Figure 2.1: Stress-strain curves for normal-strength concrete at various temperatures (CCAA T61) 

 

The higher the strength (along with associated lower permeability) of concrete, the 

higher the probability of spalling (Dwaikat et al. 2009). Spalling is a process of surface 

failure in which spall is shed. Spalling can occur in all concrete types when exposed 

to rapid heating during fire conditions. The results from past studies on concrete 

column and steel hollow section filled with concrete showed that concrete strength 

reduced significantly under fire event (Mohamed et al. 2014 and Shan-Shan et al. 

2013). As per National Institute of Standards and Technology Internal Report (NISTIR 

5934), the compressive strength of concrete with a value that is more than more than 

40MPa is referred to as high strength concrete (HSC), whereas the concrete with 

compressive strength between 20 MPa to 40 MPa is referred as normal strength 

concrete (NSC).   
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It is understood that the reduction of strength of HSC when heated under stress is 

around 30% for temperature between 100-400°C and is comparable to NSC (refer 

Figure 2.2).  

 

 Figure 2.2: Relative strength reduction (Guide to fire safety of concrete building 2010) 

 

The study on normal strength concrete was conducted to understand the strength and 

behaviour of concrete material under elevated temperature conditions; however, the 

specimen was not exposed to actual fire conditions. The specimen in the above-

mentioned studies was soaked at a given temperature to achieve close to uniform 

temperature conditions throughout the specimen. Based on such testing, various 

complex models (small cylinders) which include effect of creep have been developed 

and studied (Schneider et al. 1981).  

 

The mechanical properties such as compressive strength, tensile strength, elastic 

modulus and stress-strain response in compression under high temperature 

conditions are important when designing for fire resistance or design for increased fire 

resistance level. Kodur studied the behaviour of concrete under high temperature. It 

is understood that both ASCE model (ASCE 1992) (Figure 2.3) and Kodur model 

(Kodur et al. 2008) (Figure 2.4) demonstrate the variation of compressive strength 

ratio for NSC and HSC at elevated temperatures respectively. Furthermore, when 

such data is compared with the values of compressive strength generated by 

Eurocode (EN-2004) and Kodur (Kodur et al. 2014), it is observed that there is a large 

but uniform variation in the compressive strength data for NSC between the 
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temperature range 20–800°C. However, for HSC the variation seems to be more 

profound between the temperature of 200-500°C and less pronounced above 500°C. 

 

Figure 2.3: Degradation of compressive strength of normal strength concrete (ASCE Model) 

 

Figure 2.4: Degradation of compressive strength of high strength concrete (Kodur Model) 

 

2.2.2 Response of concrete to fire 

Concrete responds to fire in many different ways and the most significant ones among 

them are 1) change in chemistry of the cement, 2) spalling and 3) loss of bond strength 

between cement and the reinforcement rods. In an event that cement starts 

responding to fire, any or all of the aspects mentioned may happen at varying rates, 

eventually leading to the catastrophic failure of the structural elements of the building. 
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It is therefore important to review and understand the above-mentioned aspects in 

detail.  

2.2.2.1 Chemical changes  

When a concrete is subjected to heat, it undergoes several changes depending on the 

temperature and the duration it is exposed to the heat. Owing to the heterogeneous 

nature of the material (i.e. sand, cement and aggregate), the changes that occur in 

concrete are multidimensional and complicated. In addition, it has shown that some 

changes are linear such as strain with in elastic limit and can be reversed. However, 

there are other non-linear aspects to concrete (such as thermal expansion, cracks and 

their propagation, material strength etc.) that undergo permanent physical change.  

 

Figure 2.5: Chemical transformation in concrete at high temperature 

 

As the temperature approaches to about 100-140°C, the moisture trapped in the pores 

of concrete expands and evaporates causing a pressure built-up in the concrete 

(Hager 2013). Likewise, as the temperature reaches close to 400°C the dehydration 

of calcium hydroxide further accelerates the vapour pressure build-up leading to 

significant drop in strength of concrete. At further elevated temperatures (around 

575°C) quartz-based aggregate undergo mineral transformation resulting in volumetric 

expansion further adding to the internal pressure in the concrete. At around 800°C, 

limestone aggregates decompose (Figure 2.5). At this juncture, there exists a 

differential expansion rates between quartz and limestone aggregates leading to 

cracking and spalling of the concrete. These physical and chemical changes in 

concrete significantly lower the compressive strength of the concrete. It is for this 

reason the concrete starts losing its compressive strength significantly around 600°C; 

identified as critical temperature ranges for concrete (Kodur 2014). In reinforced 
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concrete in addition to the chemical mixtures of concrete it also includes reinforcement 

rebars. The effect of fire on such reinforcing rebars also needs to be understood. 

2.2.2.2 Effect of fire on steel reinforcement in reinforced concrete 

An important constituent of reinforced concrete is steel. It is therefore important to 

understand how the steel in the reinforced concrete behaves during a fire event. 

Elghazouli et al. 2009, investigated the influence of elevated temperatures on the 

mechanical properties of steel reinforcement. The experimental study focused on 

assessing the performance of reinforcement, with particular focus on the influence of 

temperature on enhancing the ductility of the reinforcement.  

 

 

Figure 2.6: Effect of elevated temperature on Young’s Modulus (Elghazouli et al. 2009) 

 

The reduction factors obtained by Elghazouli et al. 2009 and Eurocode (Eurocode 2, 

2004) are compared in Figure 2.6. It is noted that in the event of fire, the rise in the 

temperature of the reinforcing steel significantly affects the load carrying capacity of 

steel. It is also noted that all specimens behaved rather similarly in terms of the overall 

degradation. The temperature range at which point the reduction was notably varied 

was between 250-400°C.   

 

Xuhong (Xuhong et al. 2012) examined the tensile strength of steel over the 

temperature range 20-700°C. Specimens considered in these experiments were made 

up of structural steel (grade S460N and S460M). The data from the above-mentioned 

experiments were further compared to the design standards and plotted as shown in 

Figure 2.7 . By comparing the results, it was found that the deterioration of mechanical 
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properties of structural steel at elevated temperature is dependent on steel quality and 

grades. The stress-strain relation at elevated temperature is presented in (Figure 2.8). 

Furthermore, unique predictive equations were proposed and validated by the 

researchers to study deterioration of high strength structural steel (grade S460) at 

elevated temperatures (Xuhong et al. 2012; Amin H et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2014; 

Chiew (2014)).  

 

Figure 2.7: Reduction factors at the elevated temperatures (Xuhong et al. 2012) 

 

 

Figure 2.8: Stress-strain curves at the elevated temperatures (Amin H et al. 2014) 
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2.2.2.3 Spalling    

Like chemical changes and steel exposure to fire, spalling is also a failure mechanism 

in concrete. Spalling is the process of concrete breaking apart into smaller pieces from 

the parent concrete surface. If spalling occurs at significantly high rates it is often 

referred as explosive spalling; such a situation normally occurs at elevated 

temperatures. However, in cases where moisture content is present in the pores of 

concrete, spalling can occur at a lower temperature. Severe spalling occurs where 

there is limited or no concrete cover present on the reinforcing steel. In such a 

situation, the reinforcement steel is exposed directly to high temperature during a fire 

event. As a consequence, the reinforcement rebars lose their strength. High strength 

concrete (HSC), (which has higher compressive strength than normal strength 

concrete) is considerably less porous. Such low porosity leads to other problems; it 

makes it harder for water vapor to escape the concrete block during heat build-up 

leading to catastrophic failures. At this juncture, it is important to understand yet 

another failure mechanism in concrete i.e. the bond stress of cement aggregate and 

steel in reinforced concrete. 

 

2.2.3 Bond-Strength of reinforced concrete 

Bond is necessary not only to ensure adequate level of safety allowing composite  

action of steel and concrete, but also to control structural behaviour along with 

sufficient ductility. The bond in reinforced concrete (RC) members depends on a 

number of factors such as reinforcing unit (rebar or multi wire) and stress state in both 

reinforcing unit and surrounding concrete. Other parameters such as concrete cover, 

space between rebars, number of layers and bundled bars, casting direction and rebar 

position play important role.  

 

Mathey and Watstein (1961) reported that the bond stress decreases as the 

embedment length increases. Hansen and Liepins (1962) reported an increase in the 

bond stress under dynamic loading over static loading. Also, the author reported 

progressive bond failure and large slip from large repeated loading. Ferguson and 

Thomson (1962) studied the development length of rebars and the effect of 

confinement on such bars. The author noted that the bond stress varies as a function 
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of development length rather than rebar diameter. Ultimate bond stress varies as 

concrete grade changes when other factors kept constant. Furthermore, Thomson 

observed that the bond stress is dependent on concrete tensile strength.  

 

 

Figure 2.9: Internal cracks around the reinforcing rebar embedded in concrete (Goto, 1971). 

 

Goto (1971) reported on the influence of deformation patterns and rib geometry on 

bond stress. The author noted that the bond behaviour is influenced by the rib face 

angle. However, when the rib face angle is less than 30°, the bond behaviour is 

different (Figure 2.9). 

 

The three main influencing parameters to the bond stress between cement aggregate 

and steel reinforcement in concrete are 1) adhesion, 2) friction and 3) mechanical 

bond. While the adhesion bond is dependent on capillary forces and adhesion forces 

between the concrete and rebar, the frictional bond is based on the friction and shear 

resistance between the roughness of the rebar surface and the concrete interface. The 

adhesion and frictional bonds play only a minor role and they affect only lighter loads 

and smaller slips. Unlike the adhesion and frictional bonds, the mechanical bond is a 

strong bond that occurs as a result of the mechanical interlocking between rebar and 

concrete (assisted by the lugs or ribs in rebar). It is for this reason that a great deal of 

importance is placed on the geometrical features of the ribs on deformed rebar (Figure 

2.10). 
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Figure 2.10: Rebar rib types (One Steel – essential technical data on the steel reinforcement) 

 

Based on Jokela (1979) equation presented in study conducted by Esko (Esko et al. 

2005), geometric information of the ribs allows one to calculate the relative rib area 

(fR), and the angle of slope of transversal ribs (α1). The relative rib area (fR) is a 

parameter which takes account of height and occurrence, or the distance of 

transversal ribs. It is the ratio between the projected rib area and the cylindrical surface 

area of one rib space. Relative rib area (Figure 2.12) increases if rib height increases 

or the number on ribs per unit of length increases. Relative rib area (fR), is calculated 

as per Equation 2.1 which is written as follows: 

 

𝑓𝑅 = 
∑𝑆𝑃𝑅
𝜋 𝑑 𝑎

 
 

Equation 2.1 

where, 

d: is the nominal rebar diameter 

a: is the length between transversal ribs and  

SPR: is the projective area of transversal ribs (Figure 2.11) 
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Figure 2.11: Definition of relative rib area, fR. (Jokela 1979) 

 

Some of the earliest tests to study deterioration of bond stress in concrete-steel rebar 

with respect to increasing temperature were conducted by Diederichs and Schneider 

(1981). The authors conducted the concentric pull-out tests on normal strength 

concrete (NSC) specimens between 20°C-800°C temperature range under both 

steady state and transient thermal conditions. They concluded that shape of the rebar 

(ribbed or smooth) has significant influence on bond stress besides temperature itself.  

 

Slipping and fracturing can occur in either of the two ways 1) depending on the 

properties of concrete and 2) the geometry of the reinforcement rebar. In the case of 

geometry of the reinforcement rebar: 

 

• If the ribs are high and are situated close to one another, breaking takes place 

on the cylindrical plane at the outermost edges of the ribs; and  

• If the ribs are lower or apart from one another, breaking occurs behind the ribs, 

where the hardened cement paste will be pulverised and the concrete gets 

broken in a wedge-shaped formation.  

 

Galvanised steel reinforcement is used to reduce the corrosion. Esko et al. 2005, 

studied the effect of galvanisation on steel reinforcing rebars and its effect on the 

relative rib area. It was found that ribbed black steel reinforcement had better bonding 

compared to galvanising steel rebar. Figure 2.12 shows relative rib area calculations 
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for each rebar. The mean values of relative rib area, length between transversal ribs, 

the angle of slope of transversal ribs and the angle of slope longitudinal ribs of the 

specimens are shown in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 (testing year 2001) (Sistonen et al. 

2002). 

 

Figure 2.12: Specimens used in relative rib area measurement (testing year 1999) 

 

Table 2.1: Relative rib area 

Reinforcement rebar 
type 

Relative 
rib area 

Minimum 
allowed 
relative rib 
area 

Length 
between 
transversal 
ribs  

The angle 
of slope of 
transversal 
ribs 

The angle of 
slope of 
longitudinal 
ribs 

 FR FR  min    a (mm) α (°) β (°) 

A500HWMep.Zn 0.074 0.063 14.6/7.3 34 69/63 

A700HW.Zn 0.101 0.063 6.3/6.2 41 70/70 

KS600ST.Zn 0.126 - 5.1/5.1 34 62/62 

B500K..Zn 0.032 0.064 7.5 34 60 

B500Kmod.Zn 0.071 0.064 15 33 57 

A500HW Rotorcut, Zn 0.089 0.063 14.7/7.2 34 70/61 

A500HW Mep. ref 0.071 0.063 14.7/7.2 39 69/63 

A700HW. ref  0.087 0.063 6.1/6.1 46 70/69 

KS600ST. ref  0.149 - 5.1/5.1 45 62/62 

B500K. ref  0.032 0.064 7.4 39 60 

B500K. mod. ref  0.073 0.064 14.9 42 57 

A500HW Rotorcut ref. 0.090 0.063 14.6/7.2 43 70/61 
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Table 2.2: Description of rebars 

Reinforcement rebar type Remark 

A500HWMep.Zn Finnish weldable hot rolled ribbed steel rebar  Hot- dip galvanised 

A700HW.Zn Finnish weldable hot rolled ribbed steel rebar  Hot- dip galvanised 

KS600ST.Zn Swedish weldable hot rolled ribbed steel rebar  Hot- dip galvanised 

B500K..Zn Finnish cold worked ribbed steel rebar Hot- dip galvanised 

B500Kmod.Zn Finnish cold worked ribbed steel rebar  

A500HW Rotorcut, 
Zn 

Finnish weldable hot rolled ribbed steel rebar  Hot- dip galvanised 

A500HW Mep .ref Finnish weldable hot rolled ribbed steel rebar   

A700HW. ref  Finnish weldable hot rolled ribbed steel rebar   

KS600ST. ref  Swedish weldable hot rolled ribbed steel rebar   

B500K. ref  Finnish cold worked ribbed steel rebar   

B500K. mod. ref Finnish cold worked ribbed steel rebar Modified, every 
other transversal rib 
removed 

A500HW Rotorcut 
ref . 

Finnish weldable hot rolled ribbed steel rebar   

 

The utility of reinforced concrete as a structural material is derived from the 

combination of concrete (which is strong and relatively durable in compression) and 

reinforcing steel (which is strong and ductile in tension).  

 

Apparao et al. 2002, studied the parameters that influence the bond stress in 

reinforced concrete. The bond stress-slip curves were drawn from experimental 

observations of load vs. slip data (at the free and loaded ends) (Figure 2.13). The bond 

stress () was calculated as the stress developed over an equivalent surface area 

using the following formula (Equation 2.2): 

 

𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 
𝑃

𝜋 𝑑𝑏 𝑙𝑑   
 

 

Equation 2.2 

 

where,  
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P: load (N),  

ld: embedment length (mm), and  

db: diameter of the rebar (mm) 

 

 

Figure 2.13: Bond stress vs slip with 16 mm at 150 mm embedment in M40 concrete (Apparao et al. 
2002) 

 

Chih et al. 2003 studied the change in bond stress due to effects of changes in 

strength, stiffness, toughness, bond strength of the rebar etc. The experimental results 

of post-fire pull-out tests showed a substantial decrease in bond stress as the 

temperature exceeds 200°C. 

 

Haddad et al. 2008 studied the effect of elevated temperature on the bond between 

steel reinforcement and fiber reinforced concrete members through double pull-out 

tension tests for temperatures ranging from 350°C to 700°C. The specimens were 

heated to a temperature within aforementioned range without any applied load during 

heating, and then cooled down at room temperature before loading to failure. The 

authors concluded that there is significant reduction in bond stress between concrete 

and rebar as the temperatures exceed 400°C. 

 

While experimental methods were quite popular in studying the bond stress of RC, 

non-destructive numerical methods were developed to facilitate a much faster 
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experimentation process. Numerical models developed prior to 2010 (Huang 2010, 

Bartina et al. 2007, Capua et al. 2007) assumed a perfect bond stress between rebar 

and concrete throughout the temperature range of 20°C-800°C.  The authors opined 

that assuming a perfect bond between rebar and concrete at elevated temperatures 

may lead to un-conservative predictions of fire resistance in RC beams in certain 

scenarios. Nevertheless, the effect of rate of temperature induced bond degradation 

or the influence of different concrete strengths on fire resistance could not be 

quantified in these studies. Both Huang (2010) and Gao et al. 2013 incorporated the 

variation of temperature induced bond between rebar and concrete. The authors 

incorporated the influence of bond degradation utilizing zero thickness bond-link 

(spring) elements in evaluating the response of RC beams under fire. The separation 

of the bond-link elements was governed by set of equations based on the temperature 

of the elements. 

 

Thanyawat et al. 2012 proposed a mechanical model for evaluating the bond strength 

between steel rebar and concrete at elevated temperatures. The model is based on 

the smear crack theory. The study establishes a relationship between the splitting 

bond strength and the inner crack radius of the concrete. It is established by taking 

into account the thermal properties of the rebar and the concrete, specifically their 

respective differential thermal coefficient of expansions.  

 

Later, Zhong et al. 2012 investigated the effects of fire exposure on the residual bond 

strength between the encased steel section and concrete. Zhong et al. 2012, 

considered the following parameters:  

 

• Fire exposure time; 

• Thickness of concrete cover; 

• Concrete strength; and 

• Tie arrangement. 

  

Zhong et al. 2012 compared the measured bond stress-slip curves and the predictions 

made by an existing model. The authors opined that the influence of the thickness of 
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concrete cover on residual bond strength is not appropriate and significant and that 

there is significant bond strength deterioration after long fire exposure. On the 

contrary, the authors suggested that the lateral reinforcement was effective for 

concrete experiencing long fire exposure.  

 

Pothisiri and Panedpojaman (2012) developed a mechanical model for predicting bond 

strength between rebar and concrete at elevated temperatures by incorporating smear 

crack theory. The authors concluded that the bond strength predictions using empirical 

models developed using experimental data to be un-conservative when the ratio of 

concrete cover thickness to rebar diameter is less than two.  

 

2.2.4 Bond failure mechanism  

The nature of bond failure is dependent on factors such as 1) rebar spacing, 2) beam 

width, 3) end anchorage, 4) flexural bond and 5) anchorage bond (Ferguson et al. 

1966). Goto suggested that complex stress, strain and damage fields define the lug-

scale behaviour at the rebar concrete interface as shown in Figure 1.14 (Goto 1971). 

 

 

Figure 2.14: (a) Local bond response - scale of the reinforcement (b) Bond response – scale of 
reinforcement lugs (Goto 1971) 
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From the analytical and experimental studies, the authors concluded that load transfer 

between concrete and steel is attributed to three forces 1) chemical adhesion, 2) 

friction and 3) mechanical interaction of the lugs (the deformed reinforcement bearing 

on the surrounding concrete area). The authors also noted the mechanical interaction 

is quite a dominant response mechanism for ribbed rebars. Slip between the rebar 

and concrete is mainly due to crushing of concrete in front of the reinforcement lugs 

and increased level of slip (splitting of concrete due to wedging action of the lugs 

bearing on the concrete) (Figure 2.15).  

 

 

Figure 2.15: Reactive forces acting on concrete during rebar pull-out 

 

Three modes of system failure are proposed: 1) elastic, 2) partially cracked-elastic and 

3) plastic (Goto 1971, Lutz et al. 1967). The elastic mode of failure describes a system 

in which the concrete surrounding the reinforcing rebar exhibits a linearly-elastic 

material response and bond strength corresponds to the concrete carrying a peak 

tensile stress equal to the concrete tensile strength. The partially cracked-elastic mode 

of failure defines a system in which radial cracks initiate in the concrete at the concrete-

steel interface but do not propagate to the surface of the specimen. The cracked 

concrete is assumed to have no tensile strength and bond strength corresponds to the 

un-cracked concrete carrying a maximum stress equal to the tensile strength. The 

plastic failure mode describes a system in which all of the concrete surrounding the 

anchored rebar is assumed to carry a tensile hoop stress equal to the concrete tensile 

strength (Figure 2.15).  
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Tepfers pioneered an analytical model in which the concrete surrounding a single 

reinforcing rebar is characterized as a thick-walled cylinder subjected to internal shear 

and pressure. In this analogy the internal shear and pressure correspond respectively 

to the bond and radial stresses developed at the concrete-steel interfaces. Tepfers 

proposed that bond strength is determined by the capacity of the concrete nearby the 

reinforcing bars to carry the hoop stresses (Tepfers 1979).   

 

2.2.5 Assessment of fire damage 

Although fire is one of the major adversities that can affect a structure infrequently; it 

may nevertheless induce unpredictable damage that could be termed severe (Folic et 

al. 2002, Garlock et al. 2012, Ha et al. 2016). Exposure to heat due to fire (on steel 

reinforcement) can cause thermal buckling or elongation of structural members 

beyond the strain limit of the materials employed. Such effects can lead to catastrophic 

failure of load bearing member and cause unbalanced load transfers from damaged 

members to intact members (Yaqub et al. 2011). Such catastrophic failure may allow 

no or significantly small time to conduct rescue operations and to minimize the 

damage. Two recent examples of fire related catastrophes in buildings are discussed 

in the following paragraph to understand the devastating loss of property as well as 

human lives. 

 

Yi et al. 2015 conducted a fire assessment which showed that around 46% of the 

bottom reinforced concrete loadbearing structure experienced temperatures in excess 

of 800°C. The two central internal columns (Figure 2.17) of the building experienced 

temperatures close to 1300°C. The building subsequently collapsed, triggering a 

progressive catastrophic failure in which twenty fire fighters died and sixteen more 

were injured (Figure 2.16).  
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Figure 2.16: Hengzhou building in Hengyang city (Yi et al. 2015) 

 

 

Figure 2.17: Spalling and visible reinforcement (Yi et al. 2015) 

 

 

Figure 2.18: The photographs of the Plasco building – (a) During the fire  (b) After its collapse 
(Mehmet et al. 2018) 
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Figure 2.19: Spalling and visible reinforcement (Mehmet et al. 2018) 

 

Mehmet et al. 2018 documented the fire damage of the Plasco Building, a seventeen-

story high-rise RC building in Tehran (Figure 2.18). The building collapsed as a result 

of fire; leading to several casualties. Mehmet et al. 2018 observed that the cross-

section area of the some of the beams decreased as a result of spalling of concrete 

cover. Longitudinal rebars and stirrup were bared and direct that the flame attacked 

the reinforcements on many beams (Figure 2.19). Furthermore, many beams were 

vertically deformed and cracked with the loss of the cross-section which lead to 

significant material strength reduction. Bending capacity of a beam largely depends 

on strength and elastic modulus of the materials, cross section of the beam and 

reinforcement characteristics. Any significant damage to any or all of the 

aforementioned parameters will lead to the catastrophic failure. For the above-

mentioned reasons, it is important to study and understand the behaviour of fire in the 

building environment. An understanding of the Fire Resistance Level (FRL) of a 

material allows for proper design of buildings and structural elements. 
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2.2.6 Fire resistance level (FRL) of reinforced concrete 

Fire resistance level (FRL) of a material is the measure of the capacity of the material 

to resist fire with respect to 1) Structural adequacy, 2) Integrity and 3) Insulation 

wherein: 

 

• Structural adequacy: Material has to show a) ability to resist the load and b) to 

maintain the structural adequacy under the high temperature condition; 

• Structural integrity: material has to not only keep the integrity of the structure 

(i.e. not allowing the fire to break/damage the material) intact but also keep the 

integrity of materials (i.e. stop the flames to reach core of the material) intact; 

and 

• Insulation: protects the structure from unwarranted temperature rise in the inner 

layer of materials.  

 

As per the Building Code of Australia (BCA), the technical/appropriate term for fire 

ratings is ‘Fire Resistance Level (FRL)’. It is important to understand a) what the 

different components of FRL are, b) how they are determined and c) what they mean 

in regards to passive fire protection. The FRL is a rating period represented by time in 

minutes without any failures. As per AS 1530.4 fire test failure criteria, it is expressed 

in particular order. The FRL is expressed as structural adequacy/integrity/insulation 

(SA/INT/INS). For example, FRL 60/60/60 means it has the structural adequacy of 60 

minutes, structural integrity of 60 minutes and insulation of 60 minutes. The terms 

structural adequacy, integrity and insulation are defined as below: 

 

1. Structural adequacy: It is a measure of load bearing capacity or to carry a 

predetermined load during fire event. As per AS 1530, the structure is deemed 

to fail in structural adequacy if the structure collapses or when the maximum rate 

of deflection exceeds the limits provided in AS 1530.4; 

2. Integrity: It is the measure of fire resistance capacity of the material to restrict 

the passage of flames and hot gases through the material; and 
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3. Insulation: It is a measure of the temperature rise on the non-exposed surface 

of the fire-resistant separating barrier. AS 1530 limits average temperature rise 

to 140°C and maximum temperature rise to 180°C (Figure 2.20). 

 

Based on the ability to resist the fire in the aforementioned three key aspects, there 

are various fire resistance levels (FRL) or grading periods recognised in the Australian 

Standards (AS 1530) such as 30, 60, 90, 120, 180 and 240 minutes. This represents 

the time duration up to which the material will resist the fire without undergoing any of 

the failure due to fire. The higher fire resistance levels are generally applicable for the 

insulated non-load bearing materials. For the load bearing material, the FRL levels are 

generally considered as 60 minutes.  

 

The term ‘Real fire’ is commonly referred to the fire that can happen within buildings 

which are initiated either accidentally or deliberately. ‘Real fire’ is differentiated from 

the ‘Standard fire’. ‘Standard fire’ is referenced by the deemed to satisfy (DTS) 

provisions of the Building Code of Australia (BCA), Australian Standards for concrete 

structures (AS 3600) and Australian Standards – Methods for fire tests on building (AS 

1530.4); which is characterised by a standard fire temperature versus time relationship 

(Figure 2.20). 

 

 

Figure 2.20: Standard time temperature curve (AS 1530.4) 

 

Concrete structures are generally known for providing better fire resistance when 

compared to other equivalent building materials. When chemically fused and under 

normal conditions concrete is chemically inert, non-corrosive, exhibits high heat 
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capacity, has low thermal conductivity. It is this slow rate of heat transfer and strength 

loss that enables concrete to act as an effective fire shield not only between adjacent 

spaces but also to protect itself from fire damage. The behaviour of concrete structural 

members when exposed to fire is dependent on thermal, mechanical, and deformation 

properties of concrete. Similar to other materials, the thermo-physical, mechanical and 

deformation properties of concrete change substantially in temperature range that is 

normally associated with building fires. These properties vary as a function of 

temperature and depend on the composition and characteristics of concrete. The 

strength of concrete has significant influence on its properties at both room and high 

temperatures. For example, the FRL for a non-loadbearing external wall of a building 

of class 2, 3 or 4 is 60 minutes. A structure can however be designed to be fire resistant 

in two ways, i.e. 1) Active and 2) Passive. The active way of fire resistance is generally 

provided by the mechanism of alerting alarm, providing the insulated material to stop 

further spread, or providing rescue floor, escape path, sprinklers or other fire 

mechanism to put off the fire.  

 

Passive fire safety covers all those aspects of fire protection that are involved in the 

design of a building, the building materials and the structural maintenance. Passive 

measures also include designing structural members with fire resisting capability such 

as fire resisting beams, columns, floors and walls (preventing structural collapse). 

Passive fire protection products and systems are named as such because they are 

considered to be always ‘switched on’ and do not require activating in order to fulfil 

their role. In contrast, active fire protection devices require some form of response 

and/or motion in order to work. Moreover, active fire protection systems are added to 

the building after construction, in contrast to passive fire protection system which are 

being part of the building itself. Structural elements can be designed with fire 

resistance for either controlling the spread of fire or preventing structural collapse, or 

both.  Structural design for fire safety is a subset of fire resistance. Passive fire safety 

elements essentially allow more time for the fire fighters and rescue team to carry out 

their duties.  

 

As noted thus far, fire related issues are significant in the construction and building 

industry. The design criterion for fire safety includes both active and passive 
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measures. However, these measures, especially for structural fire protection of 

concrete elements, have their own limitations. The most significant limitation is the 

continuous weakening of structural materials during a fire event. To overcome these 

limitations for structural fire design, Sadiq et al. 2013 suggested the need for 

employing smart material such as shape memory alloy (SMA) to enhance the integrity 

of the structural elements.  

2.3 Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) 

Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) is novel material which has the ability to return or regain 

their original shape or to a predetermined shape when heated. When SMA is cold (or 

below its transformation temperature) it exhibits relatively low yield strength and can 

be deformed quite easily into any new shape which it will retain. However, when the 

material is heated above the transformation temperature it undergoes a change in 

crystal structure which causes it to return to its original shape. If the SMA encounters 

any resistance during this transformation, it can generate extremely large forces. 

 

In other words, remembering the original shape and restoring to its original shape 

under the application of thermal load is particularly unique to shape memory alloy. For 

the same reason they are classified as “Smart material”. This property of remembering 

the shape comes from the SMA’s capability of phase shift, where-in the crystal 

structure is reorganised. This atomic rearrangement can also occur when a stress field 

is imposed wherein, the thermal and mechanical fields show a reciprocal influence 

and the action of each of the two amends the characteristic values of the other. The 

two phases that exist in SMA are stable at low and high temperature respectively. The 

first phase at low temperature or “Cold” phase is called martensite, which gets its name 

from renowned German physicist Adolf Martens and the second phase which occurs 

at high temperature is called “hot” phase; also called as austenite or austenite phase. 

The hot phase gets its name after the English physicist Charles Austen. To be 

employed in a structural element of a building it is important to understand how the 

shape memory alloy works. 
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2.3.1 How shape memory alloy works 

SMAs have two phases, each phase has a different crystal structure and therefore 

different properties. As mentioned earlier, the high temperature phase is called 

austenite (A) and the low temperature phase is called martensite (M). Austenite 

(generally cubic) has a different crystal structure and orientation from martensite 

(tetragonal, orthorhombic or monoclinic). 

 

 

Figure 2.21: Temperature-induced phase transformation of an SMA without loading (Lagoudas, D.,C., 
Kumar, P., K., Introduction to Shape Memory Alloys) 

 

A schematic of the crystal structures of twinned martensite and austenite for an SMA 

and the transformation between them is shown in Figure 2.21. There are four 

characteristic temperatures associated with the phase transformation. During the 

forward transformation, austenite, under zero load, begins to transform to twinned 

martensite at the martensitic start temperature (Ms) and completes transformation to 

martensite at the martensitic finish temperature (Mf). At this stage, the transformation 

is completed and the material is fully in the twinned martensitic phase. Similarly, during 

heating, the reverse transformation initiates at the austenitic start temperature (As) and 

the transformation is completed at the austenitic finish temperature (Af) (Kumar and 

Lagoudas 2008). 
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Some SMA’s also exhibit super elastic behaviour. For example, Ni–Ti alloy (a type of 

SMA) is associated with the recovery of the deformation upon unloading. The super 

elastic behaviour is observed during loading and unloading above Af   and is associated 

with stress–induced martensitic transformation and the reversal to austenite upon 

unloading. For NiTi alloy when subjected to external stress at a temperature above Af, 

it deforms transforming into a detwinned martensite (which is unstable at high 

temperatures). However, when the load is removed the NiTi alloy transforms back into 

austenite and the original shape of the alloy is fully recovered. The loading and 

unloading paths do not coincide, with the unloading path being a lower stress plateau 

compared to the loading plateau. Figure 2.22 represents a typically stress–strain curve 

of the super elastic behaviour under particular load and unload condition. 

 

An SMA exhibits the shape memory effect (SME) when it is deformed in the twinned 

martensitic phase and then unloaded while at a temperature below As. When it is 

subsequently heated above Af, the SMA will regain its original shape by transforming 

back into the parent austenitic phase as shown in (Figure 2.23). 

 

 

Figure 2.22: Stress–strain curve of the super elastic behaviour (Lagoudas D.C and Kumar P.K) 
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Figure 2.23: A-Original parent phase, b-self-accommodated martensite, c-deformation in martensite, 
d- reverse transformation (upon heating above A f) 

 

2.3.2 NiTi Based shape memory alloy 

Shape memory alloy can be categorised into copper based, iron based and NiTi 

based. The NiTi alloy system has been studied most extensively and is used in the 

greatest number of commercial applications. This NiTi alloy exhibits strong Shape 

Memory Effect (SME), Two Way Shape Memory Effect (TWSME), and pseudo elastic 

behaviour under the right conditions, which make this material ideal for a variety of 

applications. It also exhibits resistance to corrosion and is biocompatible, making it 

suitable for use in biomedical applications. Compared to the less widely used alloys, 

the crystallography and thermomechanical properties and response of NiTi are well 

understood, as are the effects of heat treatment and the variation of transformation 

temperatures with changes in composition. In this section we briefly discussed the NiTi 

system, including the NiTi based ternary alloys. 

 

The nature of the NiTi alloy can be better understood by following the 

thermomechanical processing and loading path in a combined stress-strain-

temperature space as shown in Figure 2.24; where NiTi specimen is tested under 

uniaxial loading. The stress σ is the uniaxial stress on the specimen due to an applied 

load. The corresponding strain ε is the change in the length of the specimen along the 

direction of applied load, normalized by the original length starting from the parent 

phase (point A in, the stress-free cooling of austenite below the forward transformation 

temperatures (Ms and Mf) results in the formation of twinned martensite (point B) 

(Figure 2.24).  
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Figure 2.24: Shape memory effect in SMA (Lagoudas, D.,C., Kumar, P., K., Introduction to Shape 
Memory Alloys) 

 

When the twinned martensite is subjected to applied stress that exceeds the start 

stress level (σs), the reorientation process is initiated, resulting in the growth of certain 

favourably oriented martensitic variants that grow at the expense of other less 

favourable variants. The stress level for reorientation of the variants is far lower than 

the permanent plastic yield stress of martensite. The detwinning process is completed 

at a stress level, σf, that is characterized by the end of the plateau in the σ-ε diagram 

in Figure 2.24. The material is then elastically unloaded from C to D and the detwinned 

martensitic state is retained. Upon heating in the absence of stress, the reverse 

transformation initiates as the temperature reaches As, (at E) and is completed at 

temperature Af (point F), above which only the parent austenitic phase exists. In the 

absence of permanent plastic strain generated during detwinning, the original shape 

of the SMA is regained (indicated by A). The strain recovered due to the phase 

transformation from detwinned martensite to austenite is termed as the transformation 

strain (εt). Subsequent cooling to martensite will again result in the formation of self -

accommodated twinned martensitic variants with no associated shape change, and 

the whole cycle of the SME can be repeated. The above described phenomenon is 

called one-way shape memory effect, or simply SME, because the shape recovery is 

achieved only during heating after the material has been detwinned by an applied 
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mechanical load. Where applications involve high temperature, special NiTi alloys are 

employed as SMA.  

 

2.3.3 High Temperature Shape Memory Alloys 

High Temperature Shape Memory Alloys (HTSMAs) are a unique class of SMAs that 

have transformation temperatures greater than 100°C and are capable of actuating 

under high temperature deformations and conditions. These alloys are produced by 

adding ternary elements such as palladium, platinum, hafnium, gold, and zirconium to 

NiTi, for which the transformation temperatures can be shifted anywhere in the range 

of 100–800°C. The primary limitations of HTSMAs are that the transformation strains 

associated with the material are approximately 3%, and that these materials have a 

low critical stress for slip.   

 

2.3.4 Surface condition of the SMA bar  

In general, steel rebars possess ribs and lugs with rough surface finish. Such rough 

surface finish provides good surface for bonding with concrete and enables the 

transfer of forces through mechanical interlock and friction. In sharp contrast, SMA 

rebar surface is typically smooth with no ribs or lugs. In addition, it is not only very hard 

to machine the SMA rebar machining activities such as threading. However, such 

operation may reduce the bar strength significantly (Alam et al. 2007). A method of 

addressing the smooth surface finish issue is by coating the rebar with some granular 

material. Such coatings improve the surface friction and provide additional resistance 

in order to transfer the bond forces through the bar. Sand coating on steel rebars using 

epoxy adhesive was experimented by Muntasir et al. 2016, to provide an 

understanding of the bond stress in such SMA rebars at room temperature. Different 

rebar diameter (20 mm and 32 mm), length of sand coating and grain size of sand 

used for coating (Figure 2.25) were considered by Muntasir et al. 2016. 
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Figure 2.25: Sand coating of SMA rebar (a) Bonded length (b) Epoxy application (c) Sand coating   (d) 
Sand coated rebars (Muntasir et al. 2016) 

 

Based on the experimental outcomes, Muntasir et al. 2016 reported that there is 

significant increase in bond stress with the increased sand grain size coating (Figure 

2.26). The authors also suggested an empirical formula to include the sand roughness 

factor to evaluate the increased bond stress. 

 

 

Figure 2.26: Effect of sand coating on SMA rebar at room temperature (Muntasir et al. 2016) 

 

2.3.5 Passive design for increasing the FRL in SMA-Concrete 

Hybrid reinforced concrete using steel and SMA rebars can be designed considering 

the varying properties of concrete, steel and SMA. The difficulty to determine the 

temperature rise in concrete beam is addressed by the 500°C isotherm method’ given 

in Eurocode 2 (2004). The 500°C isotherm method is a simplified procedure to 
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determine the virtual reduction in size of the cross-section of the concrete beam at 

high temperatures. It is based on standard fire test results. So far researchers have 

studied various sizes of beams heated to different fire resistance periods, namely from 

30 minutes up to 240 minutes.  

 

The hypothesis has been made to understand that any element with a temperature 

higher than 500°C in the cross-section of the concrete beam is assumed to have no 

strength, whereas the remaining area is assumed to have properties pertaining to 

room temperature (Figure 2.27). For example, Wong et al. 2014 studied the bending 

moment capacity of a reinforced concrete beam at high temperature based on 

Isotherm 500.  

 

Based on the understanding of SMA and concrete thus far, it can be said that SMA 

reinforced concrete beam will exhibit better performance characteristics compared to 

conventional RC beam in a fire event. SMA behaviour under fire can be combined with 

reinforced concrete and a composite SMA-steel reinforced concrete section can be 

designed to have an increased strength under fire conditions. This will also allow the 

structure to increase the fire resistance levels (FRLs).   

 

 

Figure 2.27: Concrete strength used in 500°C isotherm method (from Eurocode 2) 

 

Wong et al. 2014 considered the use of SMA and steel reinforcement in concrete. The 

considered a rectangular cross-section width b (200mm), effective depth d (300mm), 

and steel and SMA as reinforcements being placed at the same depth (Figure 2.28). 
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The authors derived the bending moment capacity (Mu) of the section as a function of 

the temperatures as shown in  

Equation 2.3. 

 

 

 

Equation 2.3 

 

where,  

As = steel area, fsy = yield stress of steel, ASMA = SMA area, σSMA = stress in SMA, p1 

= steel area ratio of the cross-section, p2 = SMA area ratio of the cross-section, 𝑓𝑐′ = 

characteristic strength of concrete. 

 

 

Figure 2.28: Hybrid SMA-Steel reinforced concrete beam (Wong et al. 2014) 

 

Wong et al. 2014 demonstrated that the bending moment capacity of a hybrid steel-

SMA reinforced concrete beam can be optimised by varying the distances of both the 

steel rebars and SMA wires such that a unique set of axial distances for the steel and 

SMA can be obtained. The authors further reported that there is a gain in the bending 

moment capacity with the duration of fire and/or with the increase in the temperature 

(refer Figure 2.29). 

 

Wong and Liu (2013) identified two major factors which are interrelated and influence 

the ultimate bending capacity of the beam in fire. The two main factors are 1) total 

area and 2) axis distance (concrete cover) of the reinforcements.  More the area of 
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reinforcement greater the bending capacity of the beam would be.  Moreover, the 

position of reinforcements in the concrete section also make a difference in the 

bending moment capacity. When the concrete cover is more i.e. when the Steel and 

SMA rebars are located further from exposed surface, for the same fire duration 

exposure there will be lower temperature which will bring higher strength but on the 

other hand more the reinforcement towards the centre of section lower will be the 

moment capacity. Figure 2.29 shows the plot of ultimate bending moment as 

presented by the authors Wong and Liu (2013) for two particular cases of hybrid 

reinforcement i.e. SMA and Steel.  

 

1) Cs = Csma = 70mm  

2) Cs= 75mm:  Csma= 85mm 

 

Where, Cs and Csma indicate the cover distance of steel and SMA respectively. The 

sharp drop in bending moment is due to the loss in the cross-section area and cover 

to the reinforcement. The steel reinforcement loses the strength significantly with the 

rising temperature and the temperature after 80 mins is over 900°C. Moreover, SMA 

can be strengthened for up to around 400°C beyond which its strength will drop as 

well. Therefore, delaying the temperature rise in SMA using appropriate concrete 

cover SMA have been implemented in many civil and structural engineering 

application.   

 

 

Figure 2.29: Plot of bending moment of hybrid SMA-RC beam with fire duration (Wong et al. 2014) 
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Considering this unique characteristic that SMA’s exhibit, many applications in civil 

and structural engineering have implemented. 

2.4 Application of SMA in Civil and Structural Engineering          

Graesser et al. 1991 successfully used NiTi SMA for damping of seismic loads while 

Wittig et al. 1992 employed SMAs as a tension damper (where the bending and 

torsional characteristics of SMA are used). Cardone et al. 2004 compared his work on 

super elastic bracing of RC-frames with classic steel bracings. A real scale application 

of a super elastic SMA device can be found in an earthquake restraint (Castellano et 

al. 2000). The historic gable was connected with the main structure using SMA rods 

(Figure 2.30). The NiTi SMA rods were subjected to tension, although they were 

designed to take tension and compression forces (Menna et al. 2015). 

 

 

Figure 2.30: SMA device for earthquake suitable connection of historic gable (Menna et al. 2015) 
Applications of Shape Memory Alloys in structural engineering) 

 

SMA was also used in a retrofit project of a bell tower (at the Church of San Giorgio,  

Italy (Figure 2.31)) requiring earthquake protection. In the case of the bell tower, steel 

tendons were added to increase the tilt resistance with intermediary super elastic SMA 

devices to act as load limiters to prevent the masonry from compression failure.  
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Figure 2.31: behaviour of incorporated SMA devices (Menna et al. 2015) 

 

In another striking application, Sadiq et al. 2013 demonstrated that the Steel-NiTi 

composite beam showed up to 3 times increase in the stiffness where the temperature 

of the NiTi (Shape memory alloy) went to 300°C under the fire event (Figure 2.32). 

 

 

Figure 2.32: SMA wire Steel beam composite beam (Sadiq et al. 2013) 

 

Song et al. 2007 introduced a concept of intelligent reinforced concrete (where the 

actuation property of the SMA is exploited) in SMA wires. Stranded martensite SMA 

wires were used for post-tensioning reinforced concrete specimens. By heating the 

SMA wire through electricity, the wires contracted the concrete structure and hence 

reduced the crack openings. This concept was successfully employed to rehabilitate 

a concrete structure.  
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Later, Li et al. 2008 proposed a two-phase repair method for RC beams strengthened 

with CFRP (carbon fiber reinforced plastic) plates in combination with SMA. RC 

specimens were temporarily strengthened by SMA wires (heated by electrical current), 

resulting in the generation of a recovery force which in turn reduced the deformation. 

When the permanent mid-span deformation under load is under the acceptable limit,  

then the CFRP plate was bonded to the bottom of the specimen using epoxy resins, 

completing the strengthening process called the permanent damage repair process 

(Figure 2.33). 

 

 

 Figure 2.33: (a) SMA Reinforcement details (b) Test performed with SMA rebars (Li et al. 2008) 

 

The absence of flexural ductility is a common problem in bridge pier especially under 

large displacement demands of ground motion. To improve the ductility and the 

strength of reinforced pier or columns, a technique called the lateral confinement of 

concrete is used. In this technique, the pressure is applied perpendicular to the 

direction of the loading. Both passive and active concrete confinement techniques are 

employed to achieve the desired results. In the case of active confinement, SMA-

based systems were proposed, mainly due to their shape memory effect and their 
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ability to recover their original shape after experiencing large deformations without the 

need of mechanical prestressing. 

 

Shin and Andrawes (2010) investigated the uniaxial compression behaviour of 

concrete confined with (NiTi) SMA spirals; used either solely or in conjunction with 

glass fiber reinforced polymer wraps. SMA wires were initially restrained to 

approximately 6% strain and then wrapped around the concrete element in the form 

of a spiral; after heating, the SMA spirals were activated through the shape memory 

recovery, resulting in a large confining pressure on the wrapped element.  

 

Similarly, Choi et al. 2010 reported that the SMA wire jackets increased the ultimate 

strength and the ductility compared to the plain concrete cylinders without flexural 

strength degradation (Figure 2.34). The authors based their observation on the 

experimental tests on concrete cylinders and RC columns (0.4 m in diameter and 1.4 

m in height) confined with NiTiNb and NiTi wires (400 mm height with 2 mm pitch). 

The high recovery stress by shape recovery of SMAs provided a reliable external 

active confining pressure on RC bridge columns by improving the column ductility. 

Also, the analytical results obtained under displacement-controlled cyclic loading and 

a suite of strong earthquake records revealed that, the SMA retrofitted columns 

exhibited an increase in strength that was 38% higher compared to carbon fiber 

reinforced polymer (CFRP) wrapped columns. Further Andrawes et al. 2010 observed 

that there was improvement in effective stiffness and column residual drifts in cases 

where SMA was employed. 

 

 Figure 2.34: (a) Schematic illustration the concept of using pre-strained SMA hoops to apply external 
conf ining pressure on RC bridge columns (b) SMA confined test specimen after cyclic compressive 

test 
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SMA materials have its inherent physical properties of increasing stiffness and 

strength at increasing temperature. Sadiq et al. 2013 showed that the recovery stress 

of SMA increases around 300°C; after this temperature the recovery stress starts to 

decrease. Figure 2.35 shows the tensile test results of NiTi-based SMA at high 

temperature. For example, restraining the strain recovery of the SMA wire pre-strained 

at about 4%, a recovery stress of 1400 MPa is generated when heated from room 

temperature to 200°C. However, it can be seen from Figure 2.35 that at around 600°C, 

only small amount of recovery stress remains though high ductility is still maintained. 

Therefore, SMA can be used for structural fire protection applications more effectively 

as long as SMA materials can be insulated for the desired fire resistance period. 

 

 

Figure 2.35: Stress – Strain curve of SMA under high temperature (Sadiq et al. 2013) 

 

Besides civil and structural engineering applications the SMAs have found their way 

into other commercial applications. 

2.5 Other Applications of shape memory alloy 

The application of SMA can be found in a wide variety for industrial sectors such as 

aerospace, automotive, biomedical, oil exploration and construction. Over the past 

decade, the SMAs have been explored for their microstructural mechanisms, 

engineering effects and applications of shape memory alloys in general engineering. 

Some of these are presented below. 

2.5.1 Aerospace 

The first successful demonstration of a shape memory alloy for U.S. Navy F-14 fighter 

aircraft was Cryofit tube coupling (Figure 2.36). 
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Figure 2.36: SMA Cyrofit tube coupling 

 

Another application of SMA in the aircraft industry is to optimize the trade-off between 

noise mitigation (at take-off and landing) and performance at altitude. Such engine 

noise levels are often highly regulated by various civil agencies. Often flow mixing 

devices known as “chevrons” are statically installed along the trailing edges of the 

exhaust nozzles (Figure 2.37). Here the composite chevrons were designed to be 

reconfigurable with SMA beam components embedded inside. In addition, actuation 

was based on the principle of changing flow temperature with altitude. The SMA beam 

elements are formed such that they force the chevron inward and mix the flow of gases 

(reducing noise) at low altitudes and low speeds where the engine temperature is high. 

They then relax and straighten up at high altitude and high speeds, increasing engine 

performance. 

 

 

Figure 2.37: SMA composite chevron 
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2.5.2 Automotive 

Eric et al. 2010 developed a second generation SMA-actuated mirror (Figure 2.38). A 

robust control algorithm was developed for the mirror to provide stable and accurate 

positioning. 

 

Figure 2.38: SMA-actuated mirror 

 

In another example, an SMA oil controller was developed for the purpose of reducing 

loss in stirring lubricant in a gear of a Shinkansen, a Japanese bullet train. In the train, 

lubricant contained in a gearbox is dispersed by a pitch wheel and directly splashed 

on bearings (Figure 2.39). This lubricating method is not adequate for a high-speed 

Shinkansen, (because the high ram speed increases lubricant stirring loss). 

Particularly in the case of a rapid Shinkansen, such loss is significant, raising gear 

temperature (Kato 2011). The SMA oil controller addressed the above-mentioned 

issues. 

 

 

Figure 2.39: Automatic oil valve adjusting device for the Shinkansen 
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2.5.3 Bio-medical 

The very first cardiovascular device developed with shape memory alloy was the 

Simon filter. The Simon filter (Figure 2.40) represents a new generation of device that 

is used for blood vessel interruption in order to prevent pulmonary embolism. Patients 

who cannot take anticoagulant medicines are the major users of the Simon filter. The 

purpose of this device is to filter clots that travel inside the bloodstream (Machado and 

Savi 2003). 

 

 

Figure 2.40: Simon filter: A-filter in the recovery form, B- filter release  

 

Self-expanding stents is yet another important cardiovascular application that is used 

to maintain the inner diameter of a blood vessel. In this type of application, a cylindrical 

scaffold with shape memory (Figure 2.41) is placed, for example, reaching inside a 

blood vessel through a catheter. Initially, this scaffold is pre-compressed in its 

martensitic state. As the scaffold is heated, due to the body temperature, it tends to 

recover its original shape, expanding itself. This technique is employed in the 

treatment of aneurysms; a support mechanism for weakened vessel.  

 

 

Figure 2.41: Self-expanding stents 
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Another application can be found in the orthopaedic area and is related to the healing 

process of broken and fractured bones. Several types of shape memory orthopaedic  

staples are used to accelerate the healing process of bone fractures, exploiting the 

shape memory effect. The shape memory staple, in its opened shape, is placed at the 

site where one desires to rebuild the fractured bone. Through heating, this staple tends 

to close, compressing the separated part of bones. It is important to note that an 

external device performs the heating, and not the temperature of the body. The force 

generated by this process accelerates healing, reducing the time of recovery. In Figure 

2.42 an application of these staples during the healing process of a patient’s foot 

fracture is shown. 

 

Figure 2.42: (A) Orthopedic staples, (B) Staples placed in human foot, (C) X-ray showing staple  

 

With respect to the healing of fractured bones, it is important to note that shape 

memory plates are also used for the recovery of bone. These plates are primarily used 

in situations where a cast cannot be applied to the injured area, i.e., facial areas, nose, 

jaw and eye socket (Figure 2.43). The plates are placed on the fracture and affixed 

with screws, maintaining the original alignment of the bone and allowing cellular 

regeneration. Because of the shape memory effect, when heated these plates tend to 

recover their former shape, exerting a constant force that tends to join parts separated 

by fractures, helping with the healing process (Figure 2.43). 
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Figure 2.43: SMA plates used to repair injured area 

 

2.6 Concluding remarks on literature survey 

From the literature survey it can be concluded that reinforced concrete loses its 

strength significantly under increased or elevated temperature condition and as such 

this can lead to catastrophic failure of a structure leaving a short time frame for rescue 

and fire prevention operation. From the case studies of fire damage and other failure, 

it can be said that there is an opportunity for increasing the fire resistance level 

especially from the structural adequacy point of view through a passive method. It is 

well understood and elaborated in the literature that SMA’s possess a unique quality 

of gaining in strength with increase in temperature. SMA’s have been used in civil 

engineering applications for retrofitting structures such as closing the shear crack in 

beam, increasing the ductility of the column or bridge piers, relocating bridge at deck-

abutment interface to reduce the hinge opening etc. However, the SMA used in such 

civil applications was very much restricted to the use of wires and mostly in external 

application only. A novel concept of hybrid reinforced structure has been studied 

analytically (Wong et al. 2014) which showed significant improvement in the bending 

moment at around 1-hour fire duration, and as a consequence increases the FRL (Fire 

resistance level) of system.  This is because at room temperature the stronger steel 

reinforcement with higher yield stress can compensate for the weaker SMA wires 

whereas at high temperatures the stronger SMA with high recovery stress can 

compensate for the weaker steel.  

 

Wong et al. 2015, demonstrated further advantage of SMA RC by studying a 4m long 

simply supported concrete beam reinforced with both steel bars and SMA wires 
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subjected to 3-sided fire attack of a standard fire. The total area of steel was 320mm2 

and that of SMA was 59 mm2 embedded in a rectangular cross-section beam (180mm 

× 250mm). For comparison purposes, the same beam with and without SMA are 

studied. The response of both the bending moment capacity and the mid-span 

deflection under a load of 20kN were calculated. The results of the analysis for the first 

30 minutes of the standard fire are shown in Figure 2.44 and Figure 2.45. In the case 

of the beam with SMA, both the bending capacity and deflection remain virtually 

unchanged whereas the one without SMA has the bending capacity deteriorated by 

14% and the deflection increased by 37% at the end of the 30 minutes of fire. The 

increase in ultimate bending moment capacity and reduction in displacement under 

high temperature under fire conditions shows potential of SMA to be used as hybrid 

SMA RC beams. 

 

 

Figure 2.44: Bending moment capacity – concrete beam with and without SMA (Wong et al. 2015) 

 

 

Figure 2.45: Mid-span displacement – concrete beam with and without SMA (Wong et al. 2015) 
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Bond stress is understood to be a critical aspect governing the SMA-concrete 

interaction at the concrete-rebar interface and more so at elevated temperatures. The 

interaction is a complex mechanism that is dependent on various aspects including 

rebar surface characteristics, concrete properties, heating conditions and other 

characteristics. Only a very limited number of studies considered the incorporation of 

temperature induced bond degradation in evaluating fire resistance of RC structural 

members. The swapping of SMA for steel rebar in steel reinforced concrete beam is 

understood to increase in the stiffness at high temperatures. Likewise, the bond 

strength is also a vital aspect when the performance of reinforced concrete is 

considered. There exists very limited literature on the bond behaviour of SMA under 

very high temperature (during the fire event).  Significant amount of literature is 

available on SMA wires which are found to be used to retrofit structures externally. 

However, SMA-RC rebar embedded in concrete (Reinforced Concrete with Shape 

Memory Alloy rebars) has not been studied.  

 

The significant gaps in the literature are presented below. These gaps form the basis 

to establishing the specific aims and respective objectives of this thesis. 

2.7 Gaps in the Literature review 

From the extensive literature survey carried out on the SMA for civil engineering 

applications the following three significant gaps have been identified: 

 

1. While SMA wires were subject to several studies as passive measure to improve 

the fire resistance level and for its use in external application of a structure, very 

limited number of studies examined the use of SMA rebars as reinforcement 

inside the concrete. Also, there is complete absence of any studies on the 

reaction and bond behaviour of SMA rebar-concrete at high temperature 

(experienced typically during a fire event). Such a study is critical to establish 

the suitability of SMA rebar as reinforcement in hybrid reinforced concrete 

structure. 

 

2. Numerical modelling for bond slip in steel rebar and concrete is extensively 

covered in the literature. However, no literature is available on numerical 
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modelling of SMA-concrete bond strength behaviour under very high 

temperature. The development of such numerical model will assist in the 

development of non-destructive parametric studies that are cheaper and quicker 

to perform. The product development cycle of SMA-concrete elements can be 

shortened several folds when such numerical models are developed.   

 

3. The literature also lacks any quick assessment tools to gauge the bond stress 

of SMA-concrete that is exposed to high temperature in a fire event. Such an 

assessment tool will assist design engineers to quickly asses the FRL of the 

reinforced concrete that are made with SMA rebars.  

 

Based on the above identified gaps in the literature, the specific aims and objectives 

of this thesis are developed and are as presented below. 

2.8 Specific Aims and Objectives 

The three specific aims of this thesis address the three gaps identified in the previous 

section respectively. The three main aims and their objectives are presented below.  

 

AIM 1 

 

Conduct experiments to examine and develop two data sets on the bond stress 

between 1) SMA rebars and concrete and 2) Steel and Concrete in the cohesive zone 

and to also study the strength of SMA-Concrete specimens in conditions that replicate 

a fire event. The objectives of which are to:  

 

• Develop a theoretical framework that is based on established principles from the 

literature that aids in the design of experiments on SMA-Concrete elements; 

• Prepare specimens; 

• Design of concrete; 

• Characterisation of SMA to identify the maximum operational temperature for 

heat treatment in order to train the material for its memory retaining ability; 

• Heat treatment of SMA rebars to achieve shape retaining ability; 
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• Design and development of jigs and fixture for concrete moulds; 

• Preparation and casting of concrete specimens for pull testing; 

• Identify suitable equipment and instruments and prepare for installation and 

setup; 

• Identify all relevant equipment and instruments that assists in collecting the data 

of interest;  

• Install all instrumentation such as thermocouples, thermometers, load cells etc. 

at a suitable time on to the test apparatus; 

• Conduct risk assessment of the test rig and the location surrounding the same 

to prevent any unwarranted event. Address any issues as required; 

• Design and develop the experiment apparatus which includes equipment and 

instrumentation that would assist in the conduct of experiments and capture the 

relevant data; 

• Install the test apparatus as per the design of experiments; 

• Install instruments and equipment as per the design requirement; 

• Simulate fire conditions in the furnace using fire curve data;  

• Conduct pull test and record all relevant data; 

• Conduct tests at various temperatures, different fire duration and for different 

concrete samples with varying rebar materials and depths; and 

• Document all data for further use. 

 

AIM 2 

 

Develop a numerical model to study the bond stress and bond slip behaviour in the 

cohesive zone of SMA-Concrete and Steel-Concrete specimens under various fire 

conditions; the objectives of which are; 

 

• Establish the numerical framework; 

• Develop numerical models; 

• Validate the developed model against studies in literature;  

• Examine the bond stress behaviour at the cohesive zone using appropriate 

modelling tools and data gathered from physical experiments; 
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• Identify a suitable numerical model to study and characterise the bond stress 

between rebar and concrete in the cohesive zone; 

• Adopt data generated from physical experiments carried out in AIM 1 as required 

• Conduct numerical experiments using CZM bilinear modelling; 

• Obtain required data sets for use in the study; 

• Conduct numerical experiments to study bond stress behaviour between the 

SMA-Concrete and Steel-Concrete specimens on the whole by employing the 

validated Numerical model and inputs from the CZM bilinear modelling that fully 

takes into account both the thermal and structural conditions; 

• Develop CAD Model of the domain of interest; 

• Apply suitable meshing conditions and generate the mesh; 

• Select suitable material properties for the components of the specimen; 

• Apply boundary conditions and perform transient Thermal analysis based on 

temperature time fire curve; 

• Utilise appropriately the data from the Thermal analysis to examine the structural 

response of the specimen using Structural analysis incorporating the data 

available from the CZM bilinear modelling; 

• Follow the above steps and conduct parametric studies on various specimens 

developed; and 

• Document results for a comparative analysis between physical and numerical 

experiments.  

 

AIM 3 

 

Development of empirical equation for the quick assessment of bond stress based on 

numerical model developed in AIM2. The objectives of which are; 

 

• Regression analysis of parametric study; 

• Empirical equation considering the effect of the parameters affecting bond 

stress; and 

• Validation of empirical equation with experimental studies results 
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CHAPTER 3: Experimental Studies 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter outlines the details of the experiment design and methods undertaken in 

this work to address a research aim discussed in Chapter 2. The manner in which this 

chapter fits into the thesis organisation can be identified in Figure 3.1. In the previous 

chapter a comprehensive survey of literature was undertaken to understand the topic 

of SMA-concrete and related bond stress which led to identifying the gaps in the 

literature on the above said topic. The gaps helped develop the three aims of this 

thesis. One of the aims is addressed in this chapter. More specifically, the Aim 1 of 

this research is:  

 

• To conduct experimental studies to understand the bond stress behaviour of 

concrete-steel rebar and concrete-SMA rebars that are subjected to high 

temperature 

 

Essentially the objectives that assist in successfully achieving the Aim 1 are as follows:  

 

• Develop a theoretical framework that is based on established principles from the 

literature that aids in the design of experiments on SMA-concrete; 

• Prepare of experimental setup allowing the sample to be heated to a high temp 

as per standard fire curve; 

• Identify and setup the equipment’s to apply loading, measurements, recording 

etc.; 

• Characterisation of SMA and preparing the samples; 

• Casting of concrete pull-out test specimens; and 

• Performing the pull-out test at various temperatures 

 

All aspects concerning the theoretical framework, the design of experiments, the 

method and conduct of physical experiments, the specimen preparation methodology, 

the various specimens developed for the experimental studies, the equipment and 
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instruments employed in the course of experimentation, the experiment process and 

procedures that leads to the generation of various data sets are dealt with in this 

chapter. Such data sets are further employed in the development of numerical models 

and experiments in Chapter 4 and in the Results section of this Thesis (Chapter 5). 

 

The results and discussion on the physical experiments concludes in this chapter with 

the development data sets on the bond stress and displacement values of the various 

specimens involved there by achieving the Aim 1 of this thesis. Such data sets are 

further employed in the development of numerical models and experiments in Chapter 

4 and discussed in the Results section of this thesis (Chapter 5). The manner in which 

the Aim 1 and the corresponding objectives were achieved is presented as follows. 
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Figure 3.1: Organisation structure 

 

Chapter 1                    Problem identification and definition  

 

 

 

 

Aims 
1. To review the literature and study SMA materials in order to identify an SMA with a 

potential to improve fire resistance level in concrete components. 
2. To conduct experimental studies to understand the bond behaviour between a 

suitable SMA and concrete and to also understand the strength of SMA-CONCRETE 
component under significantly high temperature which occurs in a fire event. 

3. To develop a numerical model by incorporating data from experimental studies and 
perform parametric studies on that factors that influence the SMA-CONCRETE bond 
strength. 

4. To formulate an empirical equation for quick evaluation of bond stress in a SMA-
CONCRETE structural element.  

Chapter 2                    Literature review 

 

 

 

 

   

 

Chapter 3                    Experimental studies  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 4                    Numerical parametric studies 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 5                    Results and Discussion  

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 6                     Conclusion 

 

 

 

Statement of purpose  Background Purpose of study 

  

Bond stress modelling 
SMA and its application 
  
 

Fire temperature 
Fire damage failure  
Material degradation 
Fire resistance level  

  

Experiment studies 
Experimental setup 
specimen casting 
SMA characterisation 

  

Numerical Model  
Concrete Model 
Nonlinear Model                  
High Temperature, CZM 

Parameters  
Bar diameter, Fire duration 
Embedment Length  
Concrete Grade, Bar material 

Fire Duration  
Bar Material  

Surface treatment   

Parameters 
Embedment Length  
Fire Duration  
Bar Material   

Experimental and numerical 
results presentation and 
discussion 

  

Empirical formula 
  

Conclusion and future recommendations  
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3.2 Experiments: Framework 

 

                       

Figure 3.2: Experiment boundary 

 

In Figure 3.2 a schematic diagram is shown of the experiment boundary. It mimics a 

fire event in a building. What is studied is the effect of such fire on the concrete-rebar 

bond strength. That is 1) Specimen with SMA rebar and 2) Specimen with steel rebar. 

Such an examination will provide an in-depth understanding of the failure mechanisms 

of SMA-concrete specimens and will also allow for a comparative study and 

characterization of SMA-concrete with respect to standard concrete specimen with 

steel rebars. 

 

In order to understand the bond behaviour between SMA and concrete, and to also 

examine the strength of SMA-concrete specimen that is exposed to high temperature 

(which occurs in a fire event), it is important to identify and adopt suitable techniques 

and methodologies from the literature. To this extent the following key aspects have 

been identified from the literature that would assist in the design and development of 

the physical experiments in this work. 
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Pull-out test is very common and effective way to understand the bond stress between 

concrete and rebar. For example, Goto (1971) did the pull-out test to study the crack 

propagation and failure mechanism around the rib area of rebar. Eligehausen et al. 

1983 examined the effect of steel bar diameter embedded in NSC and claimed that 

the maximum bond capacity decreases slightly with increasing bar diameter. The 

authors also claimed that frictional bond resistance was not influenced by the bar 

diameter, lug spacing or relative rib area. In another study, Larrard et al. 1993 

investigated the effect of bar diameter on bond strength. The authors noted that the 

bond strength is directly proportional to tensile strength of concrete. The rate of 

increase in bond stress is higher with smaller bar diameter. Based on pull-out test 

conducted on bond stress, Tepfers and Lorenzis (2003) opined that the bond stress 

decreases as the bar diameter increases. Extensive studies were conducted using pull 

out tests to study the influence of various parameters on bond such as bar diameter, 

strength of concrete, lateral confinement and embedment length (Al-Sulaimani et al. 

1990; Cairns and Abdullah 1995; Benmokrane et al. 1996; Tighiouart et al. 1998; 

Andrade et al. 2001; Belaid et al. 2001). Apparao et al. 2002 were of the view that the 

pull-out tests are also valid in determining relative performance or bond behaviour 

between different types of concretes and reinforcing bar coatings. It can therefore be 

said that the pull-out test methodology is very well understood and employed in the 

literature and one that is suitable to examine the SMA-concrete bond stress and its 

characterisation in this work. Having identified the methodology to conduct 

experiments, it was important to adopt techniques that will allow for the preparation of 

SMA-concrete specimens. This aspect is dealt with as follows. 

 

3.2.1 Concrete Grade: M30 

A grade of concrete is identified by its compressive strength (in MPa) that it gains after 

28 days of curing and is denoted by letter “M”. On the basis of the compressive 

strength of the concrete, they are classified as ordinary concrete (M5 to M20), normal 

concrete (M25 to M45) and high strength concrete (M50 to M70). Concrete more than 

M25 grade are also called as design mix concrete; commonly used in the construction 

of large structures having high strength requirements. Typically for such work, higher 
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grade concrete such as M30 or above is used. The grade of concrete is essentially 

selected based on structural requirements of the project at hand.  

High strength concrete (HSC) typically has a reduced water/cement ratio. Both high 

strength concrete (HSC) and normal strength concrete (NSC) will show reduction in 

strength when exposed to high temperatures. Considering the fact that the 

experiments conducted in this work are to mimic a fire event in the building as 

explained earlier, it can be said that the concrete specimen will be subjected to a high 

temperature. As a consequence, it can be expected that the strength of concrete is 

reduced leading to plausible spalling of concrete and leading to the exposure of 

reinforcement rebar to high temperature. It is evidenced in the literature that concrete 

spalling increases with lower water to cement ratio in concrete structures. HSC is 

much more likely than NSC to fail through spalling at very high temperatures (Bastami 

et al. 2011). Considering the above M30 concrete grade has been selected for casting 

the samples and subsequent tests for the current investigation. The 28-day concrete 

compressive strengths averaged 32.7 MPa for the target strength of 30 MPa. The 

measured slumps for the mixes were 83 mm. 

3.3 The Specimens: Preparation and Process 

The experiments require the preparation of various specimens and the physical 

development of a testing apparatus (with due care given to the experimental setup 

and the instrumentation employed in such an apparatus). In the following two sections, 

the matters concerning 1) the preparation of specimens and 2) the various aspects 

that are critical to the development of experimental apparatus/setup are elaborated in 

detail. 

 

3.3.1 Concrete Mix Design  

The concrete design involves 1) the selection of a suitable concrete grade (such as 

M15, M25, M30 etc.), 2) design of concrete by way of selecting suitable aggregate 

materials including that of cement and 3) casting the specimen, testing the specimen 

and cross-verifying the compressive strength obtained with the standards for the 

selected grade of concrete.  
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The design of concrete mix defines the heat resistance capacity of concrete structure. 

Spalling is one of the main factors in addressing the performance of concrete under 

fire. For example, the spalling tendency increases with the water content in the 

concrete at the time of exposure to fire. The presence of siliceous aggregates can also 

cause spalling. When exposed to high temperature, concrete undergoes dehydration 

which results in shrinkage. Furthermore, the extreme heat due to rising temperature 

causes expansion of aggregates. Such typical response of concrete made using 

traditional concrete mix leads to internal stress as results spalling that inevitably occurs 

during fire exposed conditions. The concrete grade considered in this work is Grade 

M30 and is based on the explanation provided earlier in this chapter (Section 3.2.1). 

The design of specimens based on M30 grade concrete is explored as below. There 

are essentially five steps to concrete design. The first step involves the determination 

of the compressive strength of the aggregates that are used in the cement mixture. 

Such a determination a can be made as explained in the steps 1 to 5 as follows.  

 

Step 1  

For assumed free w/c = 0.5 the compressive strength for general purpose cement and 

crushed aggregate can be determined from Table 3.1. 

 

Table 3.1: Compressive strength of crushed and uncrushed aggregates 

Type of 
Cement 

Type of coarse 
aggregate 

Compressive Strengths (MPa) 

Age (days) 

3 7 28 91 

Type GP or 

Type SR 

Uncrushed 17 24 38 45 

Crushed 22 31 42 54 

Type HE Uncrushed 24 36 47 52 

Crushed 31 39 52 60 

 

Step 2 

In Step 2, the designing of concrete is to establish the free water content based on the 

desired slump values. From Table 3.2, free water content based on slump 60-100 is 

210kg/m3. The desired values for the specimens for the slump are in the range of 60-
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100mm. The aggregate size considered in this work is 20mm for the type being 

“Crushed”. Based on the above two pieces of information, the Free Water Content can 

be established from Table 3.2 to be 210 kg/m3. 

 

 Table 3.2: Approximate free- water content (Kg/m3) for various levels of workability  

Maximum Size 
aggregate (mm) 

Type of 
aggregate 

Slump (mm) 

0-10 10-30 30-60 60-100 100-160 

10 Uncrushed 135 160 195 210 225 

Crushed 160 185 220 235 235 

20 Uncrushed 120 140 170 185 185 

Crushed 150 170 200 210 210 

30 Uncrushed 100 125 155 170 180 

Crushed 140 155 180 195 200 

 

Step 3 

In Step 3, cement content in the concrete is estimated by basing on w/c ratio of 0.65. 

The w/c ratio of 0.65 is adopted from the figure for corresponding M30 grade cement. 

For the assumed concrete design strength of 30 MPa the cement content in concrete 

can be expressed as Cement Content = Free Water Content/(w/c). 

 

where, 

Design w/c = 0.65 (from Figure 3.3) 

crushed aggregate with max. size = 20mm (assumed) 

Design slump = 60-100 mm (from Step 2) 

Free Water content (w/c) = 210kg/m3 (from Table 3.2) 

Therefore, the cement content can be calculated as Cement Content = 210/0.65 = 

323kg/m3 
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Figure 3.3: Water /cement ratio for M30 concrete is around 0.65 (AS 1379 -2007) 

 

Step 4 

The next step (Step 4) in the design of concrete is the estimation of the total aggregate 

in the concrete. Typically, Wet Density (of concrete) is calculated as the summation of 

the total aggregate in the concrete, cement and the free water content expressed as 

Wet Density (concrete) = Total aggregate + cement + free water. Therefore, the Total 

aggregate can be represented as Total aggregate = Wet Density (concrete) - free 

water content - cement content. For Wet density, the specific gravity of aggregate need 

to be specified and this value can be identified from Figure 3.3 for given free water 

content. 

 

For, water content of 210 kg/m3 (derived in Step 3), the specific gravity can be noted 

as being 2.65 approximately (Refer Figure 3.4) and the corresponding wet density of 

concrete can be noted to be 2350 kg/m3. The specific gravity of Australian aggregate 

generally ranges from 2.5 to 2.9. With the above information the Total aggregate 

content can be calculated as the difference between Wet (concrete) and the sum of 

Free water and cement content densities respectively; which stands to be 1815 kg/m3 

(refer Figure 3.4). 
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Figure 3.4: Water-Cement ratio chart 

 

Step 5 

Finally (Step 5), the aggregates at hand were subjected to a sieve analysis to 

understand the proportion of fine/coarse aggregate that will be present in the concrete 

mixture (Figure 3.5). Data from the analysis are presented in Table 3.3. 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Sieve analysis of aggregate 
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Table 3.3: Fineness Modulus  

Sieve Size (mm) Mass retained (g) % Retained % Cumulative retained 

4.75 6 2 2 

2.36 31 10.1 12 

1.18 30 9.8 22 

0.6 59 19.2 41 

0.3 107 34.9 76 

0.15 53 17.3 93 

0.075 21 6.8 - 

Total 307  Total = 246 

Fineness Modulus 2.46 

 

From the above data, the Fineness modulus was calculated as below (refer Table 3.3). 

Having estimated the Total aggregate which is of value 1815 kg/m3 (earlier 

calculation), the density of Fine Aggregate is calculated as a product of the percentage 

of fine aggregate to total aggregate (Fine Aggregate = % Fine Aggregate * Total 

Aggregate) and this value is calculated to be  816 kg/m3 (45% of 1815 kg/m3). Having 

identified the density of fine aggregate, the density of the coarse aggregate is 

calculated as the difference between the total and fine aggregate (Coarse Aggregate 

= Total Aggregate – Fine Aggregate) and this value is calculated to be 998 kg/m3 (1815 

– 816 kg/m3). Having designed the concrete, the specimen (a cylinder of 150mm 

diameter x 300mm height) was cast with two different rebars materials 1) Steel and 2) 

SMA. 

 

3.3.2 Rebar materials  

SMA and steel bars were used in the specimen preparation. The SMA and steel bars 

are shown in Figure 3.6 SMA bar can be identified by their smooth and shiny surface 

finish. 
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Figure 3.6: Steel and SMA rebar 10mm diameter 

 

1) Steel material 

Mild steel 10mm plain rebar is considered in this work to maintain the geometric 

relevance to the diameter chosen for SMA rebars. Mild steel has the following 

engineering properties; elastic modulus of 210 GPa, yield strength of 260 MPa, 

ultimate tensile strength to be around 385 MPa and a density of 7889.4 kg/mm3 when 

tested at room temperature. 

 

2) SMA material 

In this research SMA NiTi with, 10mm diameter and 750mm long plain rebar was 

supplied by university. The yield strength of SMA rebar was around 385.2 MPa, Elastic 

modulus of 65 GPa, and density was 6600 kg/m3 when the 10mm rebar being tested 

in Universal Testing Machine (UTM) at room temperature.  

 

Furthermore, the characterisation of SMA rebars was essential to the understanding 

of the response of the material to various temperature conditions and to ascertain the 

maximum temperature limit beyond which the SMA does not exhibit any further phase 

transformation or, in other words failure to remember and regain its original shape.  To 

this extent, samples were extracted from the bar and heat treated at various 

temperature (150°C, 200°C and 400°C). Such heat-treated samples were studied 

using Differential Scanning Calorimeter DSC experiments.  

 

3.3.3 SMA rebar characterisation: DSC experiment 

Differential scanning calorimetry is a technique in which the heat flux (power) to the 

sample is monitored against time or temperature while the temperature of the sample, 

in a specified atmosphere, is programmed. In practice, the difference in heat flux to a 
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pan containing the sample and an empty pan is monitored. The instrument used is a 

differential scanning calorimeter or DSC.  

 

DSC has two nearly identical (in terms of heat losses) measuring cells, one for the 

sample and one reference holder. Both cells are heated with separate heaters and 

their temperatures are measured with separate sensors. The temperature of both cells 

can be linearly varied as a function of time being controlled by an average-temperature 

control loop. A second-differential-control loop adjusts the power input as soon as a 

temperature difference starts to occur due to some exothermic or endothermic process 

in the sample. The differential power signal is recorded as a function of the actual 

sample temperature. 

 

One single heater is used in the heat-flux DSC to increase the temperature of both the 

sample cell and the reference cell. Small temperature differences occurring due to 

exothermic/endothermic effects in the sample are recorded as a function of the 

programmed temperature. Both systems are extensively described in the available 

literature. 

 

3.3.3.1 The process 

In this study, Differential scanning calorimeter DSC 8500 (Figure 3.7) was used to 

measure the transformation temperatures of SMA NiTi alloy samples extracted from 

the SMA rebars. The transformation temperatures are typically the martensite and 

austenite start and finish temperatures Ms, Mf, As and Af respectively or in other words 

the phase transformation temperatures. The DSC 8500 is capable of measuring the 

transformations only in stress free condition. The scanning temperature of this 

machine is from -180°C to 750°C, with heat varying from 5 - 20°C/min.  

 

To perform the phase transformation study using DSC 8500, the sample needed to be 

small and weigh around 10mg. Typically, NiTi based SMA’s used (in applications such 

as structural rehabilitation or retrofitting and in experimental studies found in literature) 

are wires of less than 2mm, hence cutting into small samples for any experimentation 

was relatively an easy exercise. However, in this research work the SMA material 
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under investigation are 10mm diameter rebars. NiTi based SMA’s are hard materials 

and cutting the 10mm bars proved challenging. Hence, a couple of different 

approaches were employed to extract small amounts of material from the bars. 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Differential scanning calorimeter DSC 8500 

 

1) Approach 1 

The first approach used was to make 1mm thin slice of rebar, and cut it further to 

achieve samples that weigh 10mg. The slicing of material into 1mm thin slice was an 

extremely difficult task. The smallest piece that could be obtained after several 

attempts of cutting was a sample that was about 10mm in diameter, 1mm thick and 

weighed about 38mg (Figure 3.8a). The sample obtained was not a suitable candidate 

from reasons mentioned earlier. Therefore, another approach was adopted. 

 

2) Approach 2 

It was decided to make shavings of material from the sample obtained in the first 

approach to minimize loss of material on the bars available. After a few attempts, thin 

material shavings were carved out form the sample as shown in Figure 3.8b. 
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Figure 3.8: Preparation of SMA sample material characterisation (a) cutting thin slice (b) material 
shredding  

 

The shavings were then segregated into three groups and annealed at three different 

temperature, (150°C, 200°C and 400°C) respectively.  In each of the above cases, the 

oven was raised to the respective annealing temperatures and maintained for 30min 

before it was allowed to cool down.  The cooled samples were sorted into respective 

bags and labelled as shown in Figure 3.9. 

 

 

Figure 3.9: Classification, Identification and Storage of SMA samples 

 

The above annealed samples were then prepared to be suitable for DSC experiments. 

The following steps were adopted to study the samples: 
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• Prepare samples with small weights; 

• Weigh the sample using electronic balance; 

• Put the sample into the aluminium container, ensuring that the sample is placed 

in the middle of the container while the container lid is placed flat; 

• Crimp the container using the crimper with minimal force just to close the lid 

(Figure 3.10); 

• Place the crimped sample container into the left pan and an empty container 

into the right pan of the DSC machine using the suction pen. Then, place the 

metal cover of the pan on top of both containers using the suction pen (Figure 

3.11.); and 

• Place the crimped sample container into the left pan and an empty container 

into the right pan of the DSC machine using the suction pen. Then, place the 

metal cover of the pan on top of both containers using the suction pen. 

 

 

Figure 3.10: Aluminum container to place the sample for testing in DSC 

 

The pan holding the sample and with a chromel wafer immediately underneath is 

placed on a constantan disc (a platform) in the DSC (Figure 3.11). A chromel-alumel 

thermocouple positioned under the constantan disc measures the sample 

temperature. An empty reference pan (with similar arrangement as mentioned above) 

sits on a symmetric platform within the DSC.  
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Figure 3.11: Placement of sample and activation of test program through computer  

 

In this study, in order to measure the heat flux (for reasons discussed earlier in this 

section) the following steps were undertaken. It was observed at the start of the 

process that the sample temperature fluctuated within +/- 0.010°C. Therefore, the 

temperature was held at -50°C for 1 min to stabilise the readings. Then the sample 

was heated from -50°C to 150°C at 10°C per min. At this point, the temperature was 

held the same and maintained for 1 min before the cooling cycle began. The sample 

was then cooled from 150°C to -50°C at 10°C /min and held for 1 min at -50°C. 

 

The heat flow through the specimen and the reference were monitored for any 

differential heating. Any difference in the heat flow indicated that an endothermic or 

exothermic transformation had occurred in the tested material. In Figure 3.12, the data 

obtained during the testing on the phase transformations of the three sample 

(annealed at 150, 250 and 400°C) is presented. 

 

 

Figure 3.12: Phase transformation of samples at different heat treatment  
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Typically, in the DSC method, the phase transition is established by identifying the 

peak of the curve, where the peak of the curve represents the change of phase from 

martensite (M) to that of austenite (A). The phase transition of three samples annealed 

at 150, 250 and 400°C respectively are plotted showing their peaks at 80, 95 and 

105°C respectively. These peaks in the respective plots establish the occurrence of 

the phase transition. No crystallized structures were examined in this study for the 

reason that such studies are only required for the designing the phase transformation.  

 

The data suggests that in the case of the SMA samples, the phase transformation limit 

increases with the increase in the heat treatment temperature. The highest phase 

transformation temperature for the SMA under investigation was found to be 105°C 

for a sample that was annealed at 400°C. Based on these observations, all of the SMA 

rebars used in this thesis were heat treated at 400°C (Figure 3.12). The process of 

heat treatment is explained below. 

 

3.3.4 Heat treatment of SMA rebars 

The SMA rebars (12 in total) were placed in an oven that was maintained at 400°C for 

a period of 30min. Figure 3.13 shows the temperature profile of the oven during the 

heat treatment phase of rebars. The initial drop in temperature (at time 9:50:24) is 

when the door was opened to place the rebars (Figure 3.13). Then, temperature is 

maintained for 30 mins and then rebars taken out and quenched in water to be cooled 

down. The heat treated rebars were cleaned and dried before they were cut into 

different sizes and casted into the concrete specimen. This aspect is dealt next.       
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Figure 3.13: Annealing of SMA rebars at 400°C for 30min  

 

3.3.5 Rebar lengths 

In the course of preparing the specimens, such bars were each cut into two pieces of 

length 450mm and 300mm respectively (Figure 3.14). The long and short rebars were 

full embedded and half embedded into the concrete respectively. A schematic diagram 

of this arrangement is shown in Figure 3.15. The embedment length is a crucial 

parameter for the bond strength in this study. 

 

 

Figure 3.14: Cut SMA rebar of length 450 and 350mm 
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Figure 3.15: Schematic diagram of rebars (length 450 and 300mm) embedded in concrete specimens 

 

3.3.6 Concrete casting 

The test specimens consist of cylindrical concrete sample with either a standard steel  

rebar or an SMA rebar positioned at the centre of the sample. SMA bar embedded 

coaxially conform to AS/NZS 4671 standards. PVC moulds were specifically designed 

for this purpose (150mm diameter PVC pipe that is 5mm thick). A PVC pipe was then 

cut at height of 300mm. The PVC cut section was then mounted on a strong MDF 

board and sealed in place with the silicon sealant. The inner surfaces of the moulds 

were all coated in oil to facilitate the easy removal of the cast specimens. A jig (as 

shown in Figure 3.16) was designed and developed to position the rebar and 

thermocouples in place as shown in Figure 3.17.  In the case of steel rebars, they were 

used was without any pre-treatment. However, the SMA bars were annealed at 400°C 

for half an hour. The oxides layer on the SMA bars was washed out and the bars were 

cleaned and dried out before casting. Two types of reinforced concrete specimens 

were developed involving 1) standard steel bars and 2) SMA bars. The concrete 

design method is discussed next. 
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Figure 3.16: Jigs for positioning the rebars 

 

Concrete mixing was carried out using a 115 litres drum mixer. The aggregate quantity  

for each batch was as per the concrete mix design as discussed in section 3.3.1. The 

volume from each batch allowed for the production of six specimens. Due care was 

taken to ensure that all batches of concrete produced were consistent throughout. This 

included pre-blending the sand from the saturated stockpile and regularly assessing 

the moisture content of the sand and stone that was used. The mixing of concrete was 

carried out with the help of a qualified and experienced technician. The surface of the 

drum mixer was saturated using a damp cloth before adding two thirds of the total 

water, half the amount stone, sand and cement and mixed well before adding all of the 

remaining aggregates and cement. The mixing was continued for three minutes until 

the mix was homogenous in consistency. Once mixing was complete, fresh concrete 

was poured into the moulds to achieve M30 grade concrete cylinders (with rebars and 

thermocouples in place). The moulds were then subjected to vibration by placing them 

on a vibration table in order to remove all of the trapped air. The exposed top surface 

was finished using a trowel after sample had been removed from the vibration table. 

The specimens were then left to harden (Figure 3.18). The jigs and moulds were 

removed after 24 hours after pouring. The specimens (now concrete cylinders) were 

kept in a curing tank and at room temperature for a further 28-day period from the time 

of casting.  
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Figure 3.17: Mould for casting sample with rebar and thermocouple positioner 

 

 

Figure 3.18: Cast test specimen with SMA rebar and thermocouple. 

 

At the time of curing, the weather was cold and the temperature in the curing tank was 

lower than average room temperature of 23°C. On removing the specimens from the 

curing tanks, they were to be dried. Any increase in humidity in the air leads to more 

spalling and cracking during the test under high temperature. To avoid such a 

situation, the samples were oven dried at 50°C for 6 hours (refer Figure 3.19) using 

an oven built by Labec. After the curing process was completed, specimens were 

transported and stored at the testing facility until the time of testing (Figure 3.20). 
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 Figure 3.19: (a) specimens in the oven (b) specimens heated to 50°C for 6 hrs. 

 

 

Figure 3.20: Samples ready for testing  

 

In all, 24 specimens were cast (12 with SMA and 12 with steel rebars) the details of 

which are as follows: 

 

• 6 samples for SMA half-length embedded; 

• 6 Samples for SMA Full-length embedded; 

• 6 samples for steel half-length embedded; and 

• 6 samples for steel Full- length embedded. 

 

The list of specimens with different parameters tested in the pull-out test have been 

presented in Table 3.4. 
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Table 3.4: List of pull-out specimens tested 

Sr 
No 

Name 
Bar Diameter 
(mm) 

Embedded 
length 

Concrete 
Grade 

                 
Fire 
Duration 

                    
Bar 
Material 

1 NF-FL-E1-SMA 10 Full M30 Zero SMA 

2 30F-FL-E1-SMA 10 Full M30 30 min SMA 

3 60F-FL-E1-SMA 10 Full M30 60 min SMA 

4 NF-HL-E1-SMA 10 Half  M30 Zero SMA 

5 30F-HL-E1-SMA 10 Half  M30 30 min SMA 

6 60F-HL-E1-SMA 10 Half  M30 60 min SMA 

7 NF-FL-E2-SMA 10 Full M30 Zero SMA 

8 30F-FL-E2-SMA 10 Full M30 30 min SMA 

9 60F-FL-E2-SMA 10 Full M30 60 min SMA 

10 NF-HL-E2-SMA 10 Half  M30 Zero SMA 

11 30F-HL-E2-SMA 10 Half  M30 30 min SMA 

12 60F-HL-E2-SMA 10 Half  M30 60 min SMA 

13 NF-FL-E1-Steel 10 Full M30 Zero Steel 

14 30F-FL-E1-Steel 10 Full M30 30 min Steel 

15 60F-FL-E1-Steel 10 Full M30 60 min Steel 

16 NF-HL-E1-Steel 10 Half  M30 Zero Steel 

17 30F-HL-E1-Steel 10 Half  M30 30 min Steel 

18 60F-HL-E1-Steel 10 Half  M30 60 min Steel 

19 NF-FL-E2-Steel 10 Full M30 Zero Steel 

20 30F-FL-E2-Steel 10 Full M30 30 min Steel 

21 60F-FL-E2-Steel 10 Full M30 60 min Steel 

22 NF-HL-E2-Steel 10 Half  M30 Zero Steel 

23 30F-HL-E2-Steel 10 Half  M30 30 min Steel 

24 60F-HL-E2-Steel 10 Half  M30 60 min Steel 

 

For the ease of identifying a particular specimen, the specimens were named in a 

unique way using the convention Fire exposed duration-Embedded Length-

Experiment specimen-material. For example: 30F-FL-E1-SMA represents specimen 
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exposed to fire for 30min--full embedment--experiment test 1 specimen--SMA rebar. 

All test samples used were M30 concrete grade having a bar diameter of 10 mm into 

the concrete.  

 

The concrete specimens produced were subjected to testing to ensure the concrete 

produced is of M30 grade. The testing examined and cross-verified the compressive 

strength results of the specimen produced against the values of Grade M30 specified 

in the Concrete Standards.   

3.4 Experiments: Nomenclature 

A schematic diagram of the experimental set-up is shown in Figure 3.21. The various 

equipment and testing gear employed in the experiments and their respective 

positions are as indicated in Figure 3.21. The manner in which such equipment were 

connected and their specific purpose is elaborated as follows. 

 

 

Figure 3.21: Schematic diagram of experimental setup and nomenclature  

 

3.4.1 Equipment and Instrumentation employed -Thermocouples 

Thermocouples are the devices used to measure the temperature at a specific 

location. Three thermocouples were employed in this work to measure the radial 
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temperature profiles on the specimen 1) to measure the temperature on the surface 

(T1), 2) Halfway inside the specimen (T2) and 3) at the bar concrete interface (T3) as 

shown in Figure 3.22. More specifically K Type Thermocouples, which are capable of 

measurements up to 1200oC were used. The Thermocouple probes were connected 

to thermometer (SE3094 channel) which recorded the data on to a computer. The 

temperature profile was constantly monitored as per the fire exposure duration time 

i.e. 30mins and 1hour. Once the desired temperature was reached the pull-out test 

was performed. 

 

 

Figure 3.22: Thermocouple position in the concrete specimen 

 

3.4.2 SE 309 Thermometer 

TestLink SE309 is a type of four channel thermocouple thermometers which are 

microcontroller-based testers. These thermometers are equipped with RS232 

interface for advanced applications. The 309 series, has the ability to read data from 

more than two points and up to four points. Since the work in this thesis requires 

reading of the temperature at three locations the SE 309 series of TestLink was 

selected. The thermocouple SE309 is shown operational in Figure 3.23 during the 

testing phase.  
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Figure 3.23: Test Link SE309 ILD2300 Opto NCDT 

 

3.4.3 NCDT 2300 Sensor 

The NCDT 2300 sensor is an optical system for measurements of displacement with 

micrometre accuracy. While the Opto NCDT 2300 system is designed for use in both 

industrial and laboratory applications for various measurement considerations 

(measuring displacement, distance, position and elongation, in-process quality control 

and dimensional testing). The manner in which the sensor was connected to the 

computer in this work is shown in Figure 3.24.  

 

The Opto NCDT 2300 operates according to the principle of optical triangulation, i.e. 

a visible, modulated point of light was projected onto the target surface. The system 

can operate in both direct and diffuse reflection modes (Figure 3.25). With diffuse 

arrangement, the sensor measures distances while directly arranged the sensor 

measures distances or the thickness of a transparent measurement object (Figure 

3.24, Figure 3.25). The sensor’s operating temperature: 0-50 °C (+32 up to +104 °F).  
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Figure 3.24: ILD 2300 Opto NCDT-device for slip measurement 

 

 

Figure 3.25: ILD 2300 Opto NCDT- Definition of terms 
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In this thesis, the direct reflection mode was employed to measure the elongation of 

the steel/SMA rebars during the pull test. The displacement/elongation of the rebars 

is measured by projecting and directly reflecting a LASER in the sensor onto an arm 

that is radially attached to the bar as shown in Figure 3.26. 

 

The data obtained from the Opto NCDT 2300 sensor is fed into ILD 2300 DAQ Tool 

V3.4.0 for the documentation of displacement data in a coma separated value- csv file 

format for further analysis. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.26: ILD 2300 Opto NCDT-LASER displacement Measurement arrangement 

 

3.4.4 Load Cell 

A load cell or force sensor is a device which converts load or force into an electrical 

signal.  Tension/compression load cells measure the force applied on to the load cell. 

The capacity of the load cell employed in this work is 60kN.  In this study, the load cell 

was connected between the free end of the rebar and the hydraulic jack as shown in 

(Figure 3.27 and Figure 3.28). During the pull-out tests, the load values were displayed 

on the load cell reader for recording purpose (Figure 3.28).  
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Figure 3.27: Load cell arrangement 

 

 

Figure 3.28: Load Cell AC2500 and reader 

 

3.4.5 Jetflow Furnace 

In order to mimic a fire event in a building as discussed in Section 3.2, one end of the 

specimen is enclosed in a furnace as shown in Figure 3.29 and Figure 3.30. The other 

end of the specimen was held by grippers (refer Figure 3.29) so as to support the bar 

and to assist in gripping the rebar during the pull-out test. In this work, a Jetflow furnace 

(Figure 3.29) was employed within which the specimen was exposed to fire. A 

retaining structure was designed to take the load off the oven and to act as a solid wall 

against which the samples were pulled. The furnace was modified to have a door at 

the front end (the rear end door being a standard). The modified door had a slot cut 

into it such that the rebar and the thermocouples extend out through the slot (Figure 

3.30,Figure 3.31, Figure 3.32). The special door was insulated from inside as well as 

from the outside to avoid the loss of heat and heat transfer to other part of the system.  
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FP21 controller was used to control the fire by following a time dependent temperature 

curve (Figure 3.33). The Australian Standard Fire curve was approximated to fit the 5-

step linear time temperature curve.  

 

 

Figure 3.29: Jetflow Furnace 
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Figure 3.30: Furnace inside: Specimen holding position (rear end view) 

 

 

Figure 3.31: Frame work for the front door insulation and sample placement 
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Figure 3.32: Insulation of furnace & test specimen feed 

 

 

Figure 3.33: Input temperature curve to furnace 

 

3.4.6 Custom designed gripper 

When conducting a pull-out test, due care needs to be given to secure the specimen 

in place. In this study, initially a collet was used to connect the rod; however, the collet 

could not provide the desired grip to pull the rebar out (Figure 3.34) and it slipped out. 

Hence a new gripper was designed specifically to connect the rebar to the load cell 

from a single solid metal piece. A bolted gripper was specifically designed for this study 

to prevent any slip during the pulling experiments. The successful design of the gripper 

was confirmed by no notable shift in the markings made on the rebar in relation to the 
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gripper during the pull experiments. Hence measurement of the gripper slip was 

deemed not applicable.  

 

 

Figure 3.34: Collet gripper slips during the test. 

 

 

Figure 3.35: Bolted gripper (specifically design for this study). 

 

3.5 Risk Assessment 

The test apparatus involved both high temperature equipment (such as furnace) and 

high-power hydraulic equipment. This warrants a safe work zone and operational 

conditions. A detailed risk analysis was carried out. The risk involved was documented 

and classified into low, medium and high risks. The existing safety controls were 

understood from lab technicians and safety officers while new controls were discussed 

and put in place to mitigate the specific risks identified. For example, proper signage 

and screens were used to isolate the test area and to inform the other users of the lab.  

Figure 3.36 shows the isolation of the test setup and OHS warning signs. 
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Figure 3.36: Isolation of test setup and OHS   

 

3.6 Experiment  

 The apparatus to conduct the pull-out test under the fire condition (under high 

temperature) was designed and fabricated as shown in Figure 3.37 and Figure 3.38. 

The entire test apparatus was assembled on to a rigid platform to provide the required 

stability. To provide structural support to the entire apparatus two retaining walls were 

built as shown in Figure 3.39 and Figure 3.40. The front door and retaining wall sit 

snug fit and hence the resistance is provided by the retaining wall and not door of 

furnace. The walls were designed to handle load which is up to 60kN. 
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Figure 3.37: Schematic of experiment setup 

 

 

Figure 3.38: Actual picture of test apparatus (view from front corner end) 
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Figure 3.39: Actual images of test apparatus (view from front top end) 

 

 

Figure 3.40: Test Setup (No Fire & Fire Condition)  

 

Various components/equipment/instruments required for the pull-out test i.e. furnace 

(oven), retaining structure, gripper, load cell, hydraulic jack were placed in their 

respective positions and secured as shown in Figure 3.39 and Figure 3.40. The 
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specimen was positioned in the furnace through the rear access door of the furnace. 

The thermocouple probes were connected to thermometer (SE3094 channel) which 

was further connected to the computer to store the data. FP21 controller was used to 

control the fire applied on to the specimen in the furnace by following a time dependent 

temperature curve as explained earlier in section 3.4.5.  

 

The pull-out test experiments were conducted at three temperature/time duration steps 

1) room temperature/ no fire condition, 2) 30 mins fire duration and 3) 60 mins fire 

duration time. In each of the above-mentioned case, the temperature of the concrete 

specimen was recorded using 3 thermocouples as discussed in Section 3.4.1. For the 

above-mentioned steps, the sample was heated as per the fire curve in the Jetflow 

furnace, to reach the desired temperature for the respective time intervals of 30 min 

and 1-hour fire temperature.  

 

The rebar’s loose end was connected to the load cell through the gripper in a manner 

as discussed in Section 3.4.6 and Section 3.4.4. ILD2300 Opto NCDT laser was 

powered up and projected on to the extended arm which was connected to the rebar. 

Hydraulic cylinder was then used in each of the above case to pull the rebar in the 

pull-out test. The load was applied gradually at a rate of 0.1 kN/s. The load was applied 

till the bar slipped in each of the test case. The displacement of the rebar was 

measured through ILD2300 Opto NCDT under load and eventual slip. Both the load 

and slip distance were recorded. The force-displacement plot was then converted into 

bond stress-displacement plot.  

 

In this experimental study over all 24 samples of M30 grade, half and full embedment 

lengths (Section 3.3.6) for three temperature conditions i.e. zero fire duration, 30 min 

fire duration and 60 min fire duration were tested and the average displacement value 

of the response was used in the evaluation of the results discussed in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 3.41: Inside the electric oven (front and rear door removed) 

 

3.7 Experimental Studies - Results and Discussion 

3.7.1 Introduction 

The physical experiments conducted in this chapter, involved the design and 

development of testing apparatus to conduct pull-out test on various specimens 

designed. The specimen list and the conditions they were subjected to are presented 

in Table 3.5. Each of the specimens listed was tested to estimate the pull-out force 

such that corresponding bond stress values for each specimen case can be 

calculated. Bond stress Vs Displacement curves were plotted in order to establish the 

bond slip value for the observed maximum bond stress value. A comprehensive data 

set of the above said values feed into the numerical experiments that are conducted 

in the following chapter. The results obtained from the physical experiments are 

presented in this section as it forms a crucial aspect of the numerical studies. Failure 

analysis on the physical specimens completes this chapter. 
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3.7.2 Specimens response to Thermal Loading and Pull 

The experimental samples are identified using general code of notation which was to 

be defined to identify the specific test specimen. For example, NF-HL-E1-SMA, 

sample is identified as No fire condition, half embedded, 1st  test and SMA rebar. HL 

and FL refers to 150mm and 300mm depth of insert of the rebar into the concrete 

respectively (Figure 3.42). 

 

 

Figure 3.42: Parameters considered 

  

Table 3.5: List of pull-out specimens tested 

 

 

Each of the specimens identified in Table 3.5 was monitored for its response to the 

thermal load applied on to the face of the concrete while they were being subjected to 

Table Error! No text of specified style in document..1: List of pullout specimens tested 

SNo Name 

Bar 

diameter 

(mm) 

Embedded 

length 

Concrete 

Grade 

 

Fire 

Duration 

 

 

Bar 

Material 

1 NF-FL-E1-SMA 10 Full M30 Zero SMA 

2 30F-FL-E1-SMA 10 Full M30 30 min SMA 

3 60F-FL-E1-SMA 10 Full M30 60 min SMA 

4 NF-HL-E1-SMA 10 Half M30 Zero SMA 

5 30F-HL-E1-SMA 10 Half M30 30 min SMA 

6 60F-HL-E1-SMA 10 Half M30 60 min SMA 

7 NF-FL-E1-Steel 10 Full M30 Zero Steel 

8 30F-FL-E1-Steel 10 Full M30 30 min Steel 

9 60F-FL-E1-Steel 10 Full M30 60 min Steel 

10 NF-HL-E1-Steel 10 Half M30 Zero Steel 

11 30F-HL-E1-Steel 10 Half M30 30 min Steel 

12 60F-HL-E1-Steel 10 Half M30 60 min Steel 
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a pull force. Temperature readings were obtained from the three thermocouples 

placed on/within the specimen as shown in Figure 3.43 (discussed earlier in Section 

3.3.6 Chapter 3). 

 

 

Figure 3.43: Thermocouple T1, T2 and T3 position in specimen. 

 

 

Figure 3.44: The temperature trend curve of furnace and specimen as recorded during the physical 
experiments 

 

The thermal load that the specimens were subjected to is shown in Figure 3.44. It can 

be noted that there are three temperature readings that are plotted; one each for 

thermocouples T1, T2 and T3 (at locations as mentioned above) respectively. The 
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temperature plot for thermocouple T1 is from a location that is just outside of the 

specimen and in the furnace enclosure. The fluctuation observed in the plot is typical 

of electric heating of furnace and the specimen within as shown in Figure 3.45 and as 

noted by Chen et al. 2015. It is hence established that the furnace operated well as 

per its design specifications.  

 

 

Figure 3.45: The trend curve of furnace and specimen temperature measured on billet heating (Chen 
et al. 2015) 

 

When it comes to understanding the data from T2 and T3 thermocouples, it is 

important to make note of their respective temperature readings at 30min and 60min 

of operation. T1 provides information on the surface temperature of the concrete while 

T3 provides temperature at the core (typical location of the interface between concrete 

and rebar). From Figure 3.44, it can be said that the surface temperature of concrete 

and at the core is 280 and 110°C at 30min of testing and 450 and 380°C at 60mins of 

testing respectively. In either of the above-mentioned cases, it is evident that the 

temperature of the specimen did not exceed a value that is in excess of 380°C at the 

core for the entire duration of testing (physical experiments).   
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It is evident that the temperature of the specimen did not exceed a 

value that is in excess of 380°C at the core for the entire duration of 

testing (physical experiments). 

 

The temperature value of 380°C that is stressed upon is significant to this study for 

two reasons: 

 

1. The steel rebars that are typically used in reinforcing concrete will significantly 

lose their strength at such temperatures; and 

2. On the contrary, the SMA rebar that is proposed in this work gains strength at 

this temperature due to its memory retaining capabilities. The effect of high 

temperature around 400°C on both steel and rebars is examined in this work by 

way of both physical and numerical experiments. 

 

While there exist well established methods in the literature to study the bond stress 

between steel rebar and concrete at various temperatures, no such studies were found 

to be carried out using SMA rebar. Therefore, it was important to conduct several 

physical tests in order to obtain the data sets required to develop a numerical model 

that would replicate the physical experiment. The results of the physical experiments 

are discussed next, followed by the results from the numerical experiments. 

 

The data concerning the maximum pull force for specimen NF-FL-E1-SMA is noted in 

Table 3.6. The reading was recorded from the load cell placed between the rebar and 

the hydraulic jack that was pulling the bar. Likewise, the data set for the maximum 

displacement (slip) of the bar during the pull-out test was noted from the reading 

provided (as shown in Figure 3.46) by the NCDT LASER device. The concrete grade 

considered in all of the specimens is M30.  

 

Table 3.6: SMA rebar- concrete pull out tests results on specimen NF-FL-E1-SM 
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Equipped with information on force and displacement, the bond stress value was 

calculated using the formula shown below; 

 

 

 
 
Equation 3.1 

where,   

P: Force (N),   

lb: Embedment length of the rebar (mm), and  

db: Diameter of the rebar (mm)  

τ: Bond Stress (MPa) 

 

For example, in the case of NF-FL-E1-SMA;  

where, 

P=14.23 (kN), lb= 300mm, db=10mm 

τ= (14230)/(3.1416 x 300 x 10) = 1.51MPa 

 

Therefore, the bond stress for specimen NF-FL-E1-SMA is established to be 1.51MPa. 

Having derived the bond stress value (as discussed above) and the recorded bond 

slip values from the observations made during the course of pull-out testing, a chart 

(stress vs slip) is plotted as shown in  Figure 3.46. 

 

 

Figure 3.46: Bond Stress-Slip plot for NF-FL-E1-SMA. 
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The goal of the physical experiments was to extract two sets of data from each test 

carried out on the various specimens considered. The two data sets are 1) Bond Stress 

vs Slip for Steel (Data set 1) and 2) Bond Stress vs Slip for SMA (Data set 2). For the 

sample case under discussion (NF-FL-E1-SMA), the above mentioned two sets of 

data are noted from the plot provided in Figure 3.46. First the maximum stress value 

𝜏𝑡
𝑚𝑎𝑥 is noted (and recorded into Data set 1), a vertical line (red line shown in Figure 

3.47) is then drawn from the point such that it intersects the X axis (Slip). The slip 

value at this point 𝛿𝑡
∗ is noted and recorded into Data set 2. A subset of Data set 2 

(ratio of 𝛿𝑡
∗
 
to 𝛿𝑡

𝑐
 
) is also created.  

 

 

Figure 3.47: Bond Stress-Slip plot for NF-FL-E1-SMA (max. bond stress) 

 

Table 3.7 A data set created as shown in the Table 3.7 for the specimen NF-FL-E1-

SMA provides all the parameters required to define the interface material of the 

cohesive zone (CZM Bilinear model) in the numerical studies.  

 
Table 3.7: Summary of data on concrete-SMA rebar pull out tests  
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The above discussed process is from the literature as elaborately explained in Chapter 

4 (Section 4.4.5). The same process is repeated for each of the 12 specimens 

considered in this work. The bond stress values between SMA-concrete and Steel-

concrete specimens as calculated from the Force and other values as explained earlier 

for each of the specimens is tabulated in Table 3.8 and Table 3.9 respectively. It could 

be noted that there are 2 tests for each specimen type. The tests were duplicated to 

get the average values. However, for discussion sake only 12 specimens are worth 

mentioning. 
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Table 3.8: Summary of data on concrete-SMA rebar pull out tests  

 

 
Table 3.9: Summary of data on concrete-steel rebar pull out tests 

 

 

Bond stress vs bond slip charts were plotted one each for half and full embedded steel 

rebar inside concrete respectively (Figure 3.48a,b) and another similar set for half and 

full embedded SMA rebar inside concrete respectively (Figure 3.49 a,b). 
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(a) Steel-concrete (half embedded)  

 

 

(b) Steel-concrete (full embedded)  

Figure 3.48: Steel-concrete a) half embedded and b) full embedded, bond stress at various conditions 
and parameters  
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(a) SMA-concrete (half embedded)  

 

 

(b) SMA-concrete (full embedded) 

Figure 3.49: SMA-concrete a) half  embedded and b) full embedded, bond stress at various conditions 
and parameters 
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A data set created as shown in Table 3.10 for all the specimens considered in this 

work provides all of the parameters required to define the respective interface material 

of the cohesive zone (CZM Bilinear model) in the numerical studies. The experimental 

studies conducted and the resulting data set generated achieved AIM1 of this thesis. 

 

Such a model takes into account the non-linear structural effects that are influenced 

by thermal loading. The absence of such temperature specific data and the model 

related information in the literature made the requirement of physical experiments an 

absolute necessity in this work. The information generated on the parameters as 

presented in Table 3.10 will contribute greatly to advance non-destructive testing 

method of analysing bond stress between SMA-concrete and Steel-concrete rebars 

that are exposed to high temperatures. 
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Table 3.10: Summary of data on Maximum tangential traction, Tangential Displacement, Ratio and 
Non dimensional weigh parameter 

 

 

With the required data set generated as presented in Table 3.10 AIM 

1 of this thesis stands successfully achieved  
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3.7.3 Failure Modes in the tested physical specimens 

In all, 24 specimens (two of each type-1 set shown in Figure 3.50) were physically 

tested during the experimental program and the failure of each pull out test specimen 

was studied. Figure 3.51 shows: 

a) the pull-out of SMA bar with no residuals of concrete on the bar meaning the 

bar slipped through the concrete; 

b) the pull-out of steel bar with very fine dust like particles attached to the bar, 

which could still be considered a slip; and 

c) the internal cut section of the smooth interface area between SMA and concrete 

where de-bonding occurred. 

 

 

Figure 3.50: The 12 specimens  

 

As the axially applied load is gradually increased during the pull-out test, the rebar 

over comes the chemical adhesion, frictional resistance and then the mechanical 

interlock developing large stress causing the concrete to fail in tension or compression 

leading to spitting failure. However, in the experiments carried out it was noticed (refer 

Figure 3.51) that smooth pull-out failure had occurred in (c). The bond resistance can 
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mainly be attributed to adhesion and the friction between the two materials rather than 

mechanical in nature. No splitting or cracking of the concrete was observed at the 

bond interface as shown in (c). There was no spalling of concrete during the 

experiment. Due to high temperature during the test, cracks were observed on the 

concrete as shown in (d). The failure mode was consistent across all the samples. No 

cracking or breaking of the specimen was observed because of the pull-out force.  

 

 

Figure 3.51: Failure Modes: Pull out test under high temperature 

 

Having collected all of the data and information required from the experimental studies 

as explained thus far, numerical models were developed in Chapter 5 that would 

employ such data to conduct numerical experiments on the bond slip behaviour of the 

SMA-concrete and Steel-concrete interface specimens that are subjected to thermal 

exposure. The results of the numerical experiments are discussed next. 
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3.8 Chapter Summary 

A gap in the literature review as identified in Chapter 2 was the lack of data on the 

bond stress behaviour between SMA-concrete. Such information was crucial to the 

development of non-destructive methods (numerical modelling) of analysing the bond 

stress characteristics of SMA-concrete which is an aim (AIM3) of this research work.  

In the absence of the relevant data in the literature on SMA-concrete as mentioned 

above, this thesis explored the physical experimentation path to extract the relevant 

data. 

 

This chapter was aimed at the design and development of experiments in order to 

examine and study the bond stress behaviour between SMA-concrete. An overview of 

the test plan is shown in Figure 3.52 that identifies the various aspects that were 

considered in successfully executing the experiments. 

 

 

Figure 3.52: Various aspects that were considered in the experimental studies undertaken 

 

A well-established experiment method laid out in the literature called the pull-out test 

was adopted in this work to assist in the above-mentioned work. To this extent, various 

equipment/instruments were identified. One such equipment is the furnace (Jetflow) 
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employed in this work with some modifications done to hold the specimen and allow 

for the instrumentation to be placed without any hindrance. A hydraulic cylinder and 

associated gear were employed to develop the required pull strength of 0.1kN. Various 

other instruments such as thermocouples (K type), temperature sensors, load cells, 

displacements sensors and other relevant software programs such as (x, y, z) were 

procured. All such gear mentioned above were assembled onto a test platform that 

provided the stability required for the pull-out test. Where possible all the data was 

collected on to computer for further analysis.  

 

SMA rebars needed a heat treatment to activate and train the material for its memory 

retaining ability. It was important to establish the maximum operational temperature 

for such heat treatment in order to protect the material’s shape retaining memory 

ability. To this extent, samples were extracted from the bar and heat treated at various 

temperatures. Such heat-treated samples were studied using DSC experiments 

(which record the response of the material for various heat treatment temperatures). 

These experiments provided an understanding on the phase change temperature for 

each of the heat-treated sample thereby establishing the maximum operational 

temperature (400°C). Beyond this heat treatment temperature, the sample exhibited 

no further phase transformation. 

 

Tests were conducted on a total of 24 specimens (12 each for SMA-concrete and 

Steel-concrete) with varying rebar depths (150 and 300mm) and for varying fire 

conditions (No fire condition, fire conditions at 30min and fire conditions at 60min) as 

shown in Table 3.11. 
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Table 3.11: List of pull-out specimens tested 

Sr. 
No. 

Rebar 
material 

Name 
Bar 
Diameter 
(mm) 

Embedded 
length 
(mm) 

                 
Fire 
Duration 
(mins) 

1 

SMA 

NF-FL-E1-SMA 10 300 Zero 

2 30F-FL-E1-SMA 10 300 30 min 

3 60F-FL-E1-SMA 10 300 60 min 

4 NF-HL-E1-SMA 10 150 Zero 

5 30F-HL-E1-SMA 10 150 30 min 

6 60F-HL-E1-SMA 10 150 60 min 

7 

Steel 

NF-FL-E1-Steel 10 300 Zero 

8 30F-FL-E1-Steel 10 300 30 min 

9 60F-FL-E1-Steel 10 300 60 min 

10 NF-HL-E1-Steel 10 150 Zero 

11 30F-HL-E1-Steel 10 150 30 min 

12 60F-HL-E1-Steel 10 150 60 min 

 

Such a comprehensive study resulted in a significant data set on the bond stress 

values for each one of the above-mentioned cases. A snapshot of the same is 

showcased in Figure 3.48 (Steel-concrete bond stress) and Figure 3.49 (SMA-

concrete bond stress). An extensive analysis of the results of the experiments is 

presented in Chapter 5 (Results and Discussion).  
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Figure 3.53: Achievement of the objectives of AIM 1  

 

In summary, all the objectives that were set out to successfully achieve AIM 1 were 

achieved as shown in Figure 3.53. In extracting the required data sets as shown in  

 

 

Table 3.12 on the bond stress/slip between steel-concrete and SMA-concrete, AIM 1 

of this research is achieved; which is  

 

• To conduct experimental studies to understand the bond stress behaviour of 

concrete-steel rebar and concrete-SMA rebars that are subjected to high 

temperature. 
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Table 3.12: Summary of data on Maximum tangential traction, Tangential Displacement, Ratio and 
Non dimensional weigh parameter 

 

 

The above-mentioned data sets as enlisted in  
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Table 3.12 shall be used in the following Chapter for the development of numerical 

models (for testing the SMA-concrete bond stress at the cohesive zone).  The manner 

in which the data flows from Chapter 3 to Chapter 4 and subsequently to Chapter 5 is 

shown in Figure 3.54. 

 

 

Figure 3.54: Data flow from physical experiments (Chapter 3) to Numerical experiments (Chapter 4) 
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CHAPTER 4: Numerical Studies  

4.1 Introduction 

This Chapter is aimed at developing a numerical model that allows for a quick and 

non-destructive method of examining bond stress between SMA-concrete. Since not 

much data was available in the literature on the above said topic, an extensive 

experimental study was undertaken in this work to generate the required data in 

Chapter 3. The data set is employed in this work as a basis on which numerical models 

are built. The data set also allows for the validation of the first of its kind Numerical 

model developed in this work. Essentially, this Chapter addresses AIM 2 of the thesis. 

The AIM2 and its objectives are: 

 

AIM 2  

 

▪ Develop a numerical model to study the bond stress and bond slip behaviour in 

the cohesive zone of SMA-concrete and Steel-concrete specimens under 

various fire conditions; the objectives of which are: 

• Establish the numerical framework; 

• Develop and benchmark an appropriate numerical model; 

• Conduct numerical experiments to study bond stress behaviour between 

the SMA-concrete and Steel-concrete specimens by employing the 

validated numerical model utilising inputs from CZM bilinear modelling 

mesh elements that fully takes into account both the thermal and non-

linear structural conditions; and 

o Develop CAD model of the domain of interest; 

o Select suitable mesh element type and conditions and generate the 

mesh; 

o Apply appropriate material properties for the concrete and rebar of the 

specimen; 

o Apply boundary conditions and perform thermal analysis; 
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o Apply data generated from physical experiments (carried out in AIM 1) 

to define the material property of the interface of the concrete-rebar 

interface in structural analysis; 

o Adopt thermal profile from the thermal analysis to examine the 

structural response of the specimen using structural analysis; and 

o Validate the novel method developed by comparing the outcomes with 

numerical experiment. 

 

• Document results for a comparative analysis between physical and 

numerical experiments. 

 

To this extent, first the numerical framework is established that identifies topic that are 

of importance in the literature. The exercise is to identify a numerical process and 

potentially the parameters that are required to run the numerical simulations. Once 

identified, validation studies were taken up that verified the accuracy of the numerical 

model developed in this work as against other works from the literature. The developed 

numerical models were then adopted and the data from the experiments conducted in 

the previous chapter were deployed to study the numerical model’s effectiveness to 

duplicate the observations made on the bond stress between SMA and the concrete. 

 

As a step leading to the development of the appropriate numerical model, first the 

specimen is subjected to thermal analysis to extract the thermal profile which is then 

applied to the specimen during the course of the nonlinear structural analysis wherein 

the bond stress is examined as a response to pull-out testing. The failure modes 

observed in both numerical and physical experiments are closely examined to 

establish the accuracy of the novel numerical model developed in this work. On 

successfully establishing the accuracy of the numerical model it is further employed to 

examine the bond stress of the comparative specimens from the physical experiments. 

The results of all such numerical experiments conducted in this work conclude this 

Chapter. A new non-destructive method of testing SMA-concrete bond stress using 

numerical modelling is developed in this work which is a significant contribution to the 

literature. The successful development of such method achieves the Aim 2 of this 

thesis. 
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4.2 Numerical Model Framework 

This section deals with the numerical modelling of concrete by itself and concrete-steel 

as identified in the literature. The framework forms the basis on which the numerical 

model for this work will be developed for studying the bond stress and bond slip 

behaviours of both SMA-concrete and steel-concrete specimens. More importantly 

suitable mesh element types need to be established so as to allow the numerical 

model developed in this work to fully replicate real time scenarios experienced by both 

concrete and the rebar materials under standard room temperature and during fire 

conditions. To this extent, for concrete the element type Solid65 and Solid185 

elements were selected based on their application found in the literature for modelling 

concrete and rebar (both steel and SMA) respectively. More elaborate explanation is 

given below. 

 

4.2.1 Concrete Model  

 

 

Figure 4.1: Typical stress strain for concrete material (Ansys help documentation) 

 

The stress strain model for the concrete as suggested by Barbosa et al. 1998 is shown 

in Figure 4.1. In compression, the stress-strain curve for concrete is linearly elastic up 

to about 30 percent of the maximum compressive strength. Then from this point 
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onward, the stress increases gradually up to the maximum compressive strength. 

Once it reaches the maximum compressive strength σcu, the curve descends into a 

softening region and eventually crushing failure occurs at an ultimate strain εcu. 

Georgin et al. 2003 identified that, the stress-strain curve for concrete is approximately 

linearly elastic up to the maximum tensile strength in tension. After this point, the 

concrete cracks and the strength decreases gradually to almost zero. The same 

approach is used in this study to model the concrete material.  

 

ANSYS, commercially available Finite Element Analysis software that has been used 

extensively in the literature was employed in this work to develop the numerical 

models. Concrete is a complex material to model and standard mesh elements do not 

have the capability to include the concrete material with specific details. Concrete 

Solid65 (Figure 4.2) a special purpose three-dimensional eight noded solid 

isoparametric element is used to model concrete element in the literature (Dahmani et 

al. 2010; Md Arman et al. 2015; Yongquan et al. 2016). It is based on a constitutive 

model for the triaxial behaviour of concrete and uses Williams and Warnke failure 

criteria. The concrete element includes a smeared crack analogy for cracking in 

tension zone and a plasticity algorithm to account for the possibility of concrete 

crushing in compression zone. It is for this reason that Concrete Solid65 elements 

were selected in this work for numerical studies. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Concrete Solid65 Element geometry and shapes (Ansys help documentation) 
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Based on the literature, the Following data was collected and utilised in the numerical 

analysis as inputs to model the concrete behaviour in ANSYS: 

 

• Modulus of elasticity (Ec); 

• Ultimate uniaxial compressive strength (fc); 

• Ultimate uniaxial tensile strength (ft); 

• Poisson’s ratio (ν); 

• Shear transfer coefficient (βt); and 

• Compressive uniaxial stress-strain relationship for concrete. 

 

The shear transfer coefficient, βt, represents conditions of the crack face. The value of 

βt ranges from 0.0 to 1.0, with 0.0 representing a smooth crack (complete loss of shear 

transfer) and 1.0 representing a rough crack (no loss of shear transfer). The value of 

βt used in many studies of reinforced concrete structures varied between 0.05 and 

0.25. A number of comparative analytical studies have been attempted by Kachlakev 

et al. 2001 to evaluate the influence of shear transfer coefficient. They are used for 

finite element models of reinforced concrete beams and bridge decks with t values 

within the range 0.05-0.25 and encountered convergence problems at low loads with 

t values less than 0.2. Therefore, a shear transfer coefficient of 0.2 has been used. 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Failure surface for concrete -ANSYS Concrete Solid65 (Ansys help documentation) 
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Figure 4.3 illustrates the three-dimensional failure surface for concrete. From the figure 

it can be noted that the most significant nonzero principal stresses are in the x and y 

directions and are represented by σxp and σyp, respectively (Dahmani et al. 2010). 

Three failure surfaces are shown as projections on the σxp-σyp plane. The mode of 

failure is a function of the sign of σzp (principal stress in the z direction). Researchers 

T. Subramani et al. 2014 and Bangash (1989) established that when the principal 

tensile stress in any direction lies outside of the failure surface, cracking occurs in a 

concrete element. In the direction parallel to the principal tensile stress direction, the 

elastic modulus of the concrete element is set to zero after cracking (Nilson, 1968; 

Wahyuni et al. 2011). When all principal stresses are compressive and lie outside the 

failure surface, crushing occurs. Thereafter, the elastic modulus is set to zero in all 

directions and the element effectively disappears (Zhang et al. 2013). According to 

Mindess et al. 2003, crack's formation and thus concrete failure is attributed to the 

weakness of concrete in tension where the specimen is subject to a uniaxial 

compressive load in compression test. Secondary tensile strains caused by the impact 

of Poisson occurs perpendicular to the load. 

 

Both cracking and crushing phenomena of failure modes are considered for concrete 

materials. To define a failure surface for the concrete, the data on ultimate tensile and 

compressive strengths from the literature has been used in this study. Since this study 

also aims at examining concrete with rebars (both SMA and steel) a method from the 

literature was sought to model the interface in the numerical studies. Since SMA-

concrete studies on bond stress were absent in the literature (for which a numerical 

model is being developed in this work), well understood methods on Steel-concrete 

interface modelling from the literature is adopted in this work to develop a numerical 

Model for the SMA-concrete bond stress studies. 

 

4.2.2 Steel-Concrete interface modelling 

The steel-concrete bond interface modelling provides information on bond stresses. A 

numerical method known as Cohesive Zone Method is a method that is found to be 

employed in the literature for the numerical modelling of a two-material junction for 

interface delamination and progressive failure. This approach introduces a failure 

mechanism by gradually degrading the material elasticity between the surfaces. The 
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material behaviour at the interface is characterized by the stresses (normal and 

tangential) and separation distances (normal gap and tangential sliding). Modelling of 

cohesive zone between steel and concrete is achieved by employing interface 

elements that are meshed in between layers with initial zero thickness (Figure 4.4).  

 

 

Figure 4.4: Interface element Inter 205 – ANSYS element (Ansys help documentation) 

 

Interface elements use exponential material law for elasticity and debonding. The 

cohesive zone model can address three modes of separation as follows and as shown 

in Figure 4.5. 

• Mode I: debonding for normal separation; 

• Mode II: debonding for tangential separation; and 

• Mode II: debonding for normal and tangential (Mixed mode) and 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Debonding:  (a) Normal separation (b) Shear (tangential) separation 
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For the above mentioned reasons the Cohesive Zone Method is adopted in this study 

to examine the bond strength and bond failure mechanism between Concrete and 

SMA/Steel rebars as shown in Figure 4.6.  

 

4.2.3 Cohesive zone cracking 

Cohesive zone cracking in a CZ model, interfacial separation occurs within a cohesive 

damage zone when the damage exceeds a pre-set limit. The stresses (normal and 

tangential) and separation distances (normal gap and tangential sliding) characterise 

the material behaviour at the interface. Within the cohesive zone, there are active 

traction stresses between the cohesive surfaces and that the interaction is governed 

by the traction separation law (Kyoungsoo et al. 2011). Before a load is applied, a CZ 

zone mesh element is said to be undamaged, while a fully damaged element is noted 

as completely separated and does not produce any force interactions between the 

cohesive surfaces. Figure 4.6 shows a cohesive zone model for interfacial separation.  

 

 

Figure 4.6: Cohesion zone modelling at interface (Ansys help documentation) 

 

The traction σ is exerted by the interface until the interfacial separation  reaches a 

critical value C. σ is a function of  given by traction-separation law. As the element 

becomes damaged, the area beneath the traction-separation law is the mechanical 

work needed to separate the element. Thus, the area beneath the traction-separation 

law is equivalent to critical strain energy release rate (Gc). 
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Figure 4.7: Traction – separation laws for cohesive zone models a) Bilinear, b) Exponential, c) 
Trapezoidal, and d) Trilinear laws. 

 

There are many ways (such as bilinear, exponential, trapezoidal, and trilinear) in which 

the CZ law can be defined when describing material behaviours (Figure 4.7). Such 

laws allow for cohesive zone elements to model a wide range of material behaviour, 

including the nonlinear behaviours, fracture toughness parameter such as K ic (Force) 

Jic (energy) fatigue crack growth rate study (which has been applicable for ferrous and 

non-ferrous materials and alloys). In the experiments conducted in the previous 

Chapter (experimental studies) the SMA rebar and concrete material bond failure 

showed both normal and shear separation in the physical pull-out tests carried out. 

For reasons mentioned above, bilinear traction-separation law was found to be 

suitable for studying the bond stress and separation in this work. 

 

In addition, a bilinear traction-separation law (Figure 4.7) is used because the curve is 

defined by only three parameters (maximum tangential traction σmax, tangential 

displacement δc, and loading unloading ratio α = δ*/δc). The bilinear laws correspond 

to pure mode I and pure mode II delamination, and mixed-mode interpolation is 

adopted in this work. For all the above reasons, in this present study a bilinear law as 

shown in Figure 4.8 is used to model behaviour between SMA-concrete interface. 

The mathematics that governs the traction law in the cohesion zone of rebar concrete 

interface is presented below. 
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Figure 4.8: Cohesive zone model used to model the bond slip (Ansys help documentation) 

 

The interface element offers resistance (traction) in normal and tangential (in plane) 

of the element. From the figure below, based on 𝛿𝑛 (normal direction displacement) 

and 𝛿𝑡 (tangential direction displacement) and the maximum stress capacity before 

they reach the maximum δ  in each direction a peeling (normal separation) or slip 

(tangential separation ) is modelled (Figure 4.9). Since the study in this research is on 

plain rebar, the failure is mostly in the shear or tangential.   
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Figure 4.9: Cohesive zone element -INTER 205 (Ansys help documentation) 

 

The relation between tangential cohesive traction Tt and tangential displacement jump 

δt can be expressed as: 

𝑇𝑡 = 𝐾𝑡𝛿𝑡(1−𝐷𝑡) Equation 4.1 

 

where, 

𝐾𝑡        = Tangential cohesive stiffness calculated internally by software 

𝑇𝑡
𝑚𝑎𝑥  = Maximum tangential cohesive traction  

𝛿𝑡
∗       = Tangential stiffness jump at maximum tangential cohesive traction  

𝛿𝑡
𝑐       = Tangential displacement jump at the completion of debonding  

𝛼        = Ratio of 𝛿𝑡
∗
 
to 𝛿𝑡

𝑐
 
 

𝛿𝑡
𝑚𝑎𝑥  = Maximum tangential displacement jump in the deformation history 

 

max 𝛿𝑡       
∗ (𝜏′)  Where    0≤𝜏′ ≤  𝜏 

𝐷𝑡  =

{
 
 

 
 

0
𝑡

( 
𝛿𝑛
𝑚𝑎𝑥  −   𝛿𝑡

∗

𝛿𝑡
𝑚𝑎𝑥 )(

𝛿𝑡
𝑐

𝛿𝑡
𝑐  −   𝛿𝑡

∗)

𝑡
1

  

𝛿𝑡
𝑚𝑎𝑥  ≤   𝛿𝑡

∗

𝑡
𝛿𝑡
∗ <  𝛿𝑡

𝑚𝑎𝑥  ≤ 𝛿𝑡
𝑐  

 
𝛿𝑡
𝑚𝑎𝑥  >   𝛿𝑡

𝑐

 

 

In the above equations, it must be noted that, regardless of the current magnitude of 

δ, the damage value D can never decrease. In other words, unloading will not reduce 

the damage that has accumulated. Therefore, if a CZ element is unloaded while 
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partially damaged, from point B for example, it follows a path of reduced stiffness. 

When loading is resumed, the element will have the same reduced stiffness until it 

returns to point B, where further damage will initiate. When the damage parameter is 

set to D = 1, the CZ element is said to be fully damaged, and the stiffness of the 

cohesive zone element is zero. The cohesive zone method has been used for analysis 

to simulate the bonding behaviour between concrete and steel/SMA in this work. 

 

4.2.4 SMA – rebar modelling  

SMA is a unique alloy which remembers its shape. In loading and unloading cycles, it 

can undergo large deformation mechanisms without showing any indication of residual 

strain. This phenomenon of SMA is called pseudo elastic effect or super elasticity. 

SMA also possesses a quality of recovering to its original shape through thermal 

cycles, which is called as the shape memory effect. ANSYS offers two material models 

to input the data for SMA, one for super elasticity and other for shape memory effect. 

The super elastic model is more suitable for the SMA properties which undergo large 

deformation without showing permanent deformation under isothermal condition.  

 

In addition, as the SME (Shape Memory Effect) occurs at low temperatures the 

material microstructure is initially composed of twinned martensite. In Figure 4.10 upon 

loading the SMA, the applied stress reaches the critical value for de-twinning  at point 

2 and at which point the martensite reorientation starts followed by macroscopic 

deformation (plateau 2-3) (Figure 4.10). At the end of the plateau, the martensite is 

completely de-twinned. At this point, any further loading only causes elastic 

deformation of the new microstructure (slope 3-4). Upon unloading, the macroscopic 

deformation is retained as all variants of martensite are equally stable along the curve 

leading to point 5. When the material is heated above its critical temperature, the 

martensite to austenite phase transition begins, allowing the material to recover up to 

8% (macroscopic deformation) along the curve (points 6-7). During cooling, the 

transition from austenite to martensite occurs under no load, thus no macroscopic 

change can be observed between points 7-1. The described SME is also known as 

one-way SME, since only a high-temperature shape is memorized by the material. 

Indeed, no change in shape occurs upon cooling under no applied load condition 

(Figure 4.10, points 7-1). 
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Figure 4.10: SMA Shape Memory Effect -SME (Lagoudas D.C and Kumar P.K) 

 

In ANSYS, the shape memory effect can be specified by seven constants which 

includes hardening parameter, reference temperature, elastic limit, temperature 

scaling parameter, maximum transformation strain, martensite modulus lode and 

dependency parameters. These seven constants define the stress-strain behaviour of 

material in loading and unloading cycles for the uniaxial stress-state and thermal 

loading. In the present study, the SMA rebars used are of cylindrical shape (straight 

rod) at both low temperature as well as at high temperature. In other words, the rebar 

is not deformed at room temperature from its original shape. Also, The SMA rebars 

are not under any load or stress condition at low temperature. Hence, as the 

temperature of SMA rebars increases (considering a fire event) a phase change 

occurs from martensite to austenite. Under these conditions, the stiffness of rebar 

increases.  

 

The elastic modulus of 65 GPa at room temperature is considered for SMA used in 

the numerical studies in this work. A suitable mesh element for modelling the rebar is 

one that is suitable for use in both thermal and structural type of numerical modelling 

studies. This is due to the fact that the temperature profiles that will generate from the 

thermal analysis need to be provided as inputs to the structural analysis. For the above 

reasons, solid 185 elements shown in Figure 4.11 is used in this work to model both 
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SMA and steel rebars. Such an element type was found to have been employed in 

various studies (Hui et al. 2017; Subramani et al. 2014) in similar applications. 

 

 

Figure 4.11: Solid185 – 8 node brick element -rebar modelling (Ansys help documentation) 

 

4.2.5 Governing equations – Numerical modelling 

For most structural dynamics problems of a mechanical system, the spatial 

discretization for the principle of virtual work using the finite element method gives the 

finite element semi-discrete equation of motion as follows: 

 

[𝑀]{�̈�(𝑡)} + [𝐶]{�̇�(𝑡)} + {𝐹𝑖(𝑡)} = {𝐹𝑎(𝑡)} Equation 4.2 

 

where,  

[𝑀]= structural mass matrix 

[𝐶]= structural damping matrix 

{�̈�(𝑡)}= nodal acceleration vector 

 {�̇�(𝑡)}= nodal velocity vector 

{𝐹𝑖(𝑡)}= internal load vector 
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{𝐹𝑎(𝑡)}= applied load vector 

 

Three methods are available for solving Equation 4.2 central difference time 

integration method which is used for explicit transient analysis where the equation are 

not coupled and can be solved explicitly; Newmark time integration method is used for 

implicit transient analyses and Hilber–Hughes–Taylor (HHT) time integration method 

which is used also for implicit transient analyses, which is also an extension of the 

Newmark time integration method.   

 

The structural dynamics problems concerned with the mechanical behaviour governed 

by the above differential equation can be classified into two classes; that is, linear and 

nonlinear problems. In linear structural dynamics systems, the internal load is linearly 

proportional to the nodal displacement, and the structural stiffness matrix remains 

constant. Therefore, Equation 4.2 can be rewritten as: 

 

[𝑀]{�̈�(𝑡)} + [𝐶]{�̇�(𝑡)} + [𝐾]{𝑢(𝑡)} = {𝐹𝑎(𝑡)} Equation 4.3 

 

where, 

[𝐾]= structural stiffness matrix 

𝑢(𝑡)= nodal displacement vector 

 

Among direct time integration methods for numerically solving the finite element semi-

discrete equation of motion given in Equation 4.3, several methods such as the 

Newmark method are incorporated in the program. As the generalized- α method 

recovers the Wood-Bosak-Zienkiewicz method (also called WBZ-method), the Hilber-

Hughes-Taylor method (also called HHT- method), and the Newmark family of time 

integration algorithms. The input parameters for these methods can be given through 

ANSYS commands. 

 

4.2.5.1 Newmark Method 
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The Newmark family of time integration algorithms is one of the most popular time 

integration methods as a single step algorithm. The semi-discrete equation of motion 

given in Equation 4.2 can be rewritten as: 

 

[𝑀]{�̈�𝑛+1}+ [𝐶]{�̇�𝑛+1}+ [𝐾]{𝑢𝑛+1} = {𝐹𝑛+1
𝑎 } Equation 4.4 

where,  

{�̈�𝑛+1}= the nodal acceleration vector {�̈�𝑛+1} at time {𝑡𝑛+1} 

{�̇�𝑛+1}= the nodal velocity vector  {�̇�𝑛+1} at time {𝑡𝑛+1} 

{𝑢𝑛+1}= the nodal displacement vector  {𝑢𝑛+1} at time {𝑡𝑛+1} 

{𝐹𝑛+1
𝑎 }= the applied load at time {𝑡𝑛+1} 

 

In addition to Equation 4.4, the Newmark family of time integration algorithms requires 

the displacement and velocity to be updated as follows: 

 

{�̇�𝑛+1} =  {�̇�𝑛} + [(1 − 𝛿){�̈�𝑛}+ 𝛿{�̈�𝑛+1}]𝛥𝑡 Equation 4.5 

 

{𝑢𝑛+1} = {𝑢𝑛}+ {�̇�𝑛}𝛥𝑡 + [(
1

2
− 𝛼) {�̈�𝑛}+ 𝛼{�̈�𝑛+1}] 𝛥𝑡

2 
Equation 4.6 

where, 

 α, δ= Newmark's integration parameters 

{�̈�𝑛+1}= nodal acceleration vector {�̈�𝑛} at time {𝑡𝑛} 

 {�̇�𝑛+1}= nodal velocity vector {�̇�𝑛}  at time {𝑡𝑛} 

 {𝑢𝑛+1} =nodal displacement vector { 𝑢} at time (𝑡𝑛) 

 

Thus, the Newmark family of time integration algorithms can be determined by the 

Newmark integration parameters. In the end, the Newmark integration scheme 

consists of the three finite difference equations presented in Equation 4.4 through 

Equation 4.6, and the three {�̈�𝑛+1} , {�̇�𝑛+1}, and {𝑢𝑛+1} can be numerically calculated 

by the three algebraic equations along with the three known quantities {�̈�𝑛}, {�̇�𝑛} , 

and {𝑢𝑛} .By making use of the three algebraic equations given in Equation 4.4  

through Equation 4.6, a single-step time integrator in terms of the unknown {𝑢𝑛+1}  and 

the three known quantities can be written as: 
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(𝑎0[𝑀]+ 𝑎1 [𝐶] + [𝐾]){𝑢𝑛+1} =  {𝐹𝑛+1
𝑎 } + [𝑀](𝑎0 {𝑢𝑛}+ 𝑎2 {�̇�𝑛}+

𝑎3 {�̈�𝑛})                     

Equation 4.7 

                                                   + [𝐶](𝑎1 {𝑢𝑛}+ 𝑎4 {�̇�𝑛}+ 𝑎5{�̈�𝑛}) 

 

where, 

𝑎0 = 
1

𝛼𝛥𝑡2
 

𝑎1 = 
δ

𝛼𝛥𝑡
 

𝑎2 = 
1

𝛼𝛥𝑡
 

𝑎3 = 
1

2𝛼 
− 1 

𝑎4 = 
δ

𝛼
− 1 

𝑎5 =
𝛥𝑡

2
(
δ

𝛼
− 2) 

𝑎6 = 𝛥𝑡(1− δ) 

𝑎7 = δ𝛥𝑡 

 

First, the unknown {𝑢𝑛+1}  is calculated using Equation 4.7 Then, the program 

computes the two unknowns {�̇�𝑛+1}   and {�̈�𝑛+1} by using the following equations: 

 

{�̇�𝑛+1} = 𝑎1 ({𝑢𝑛+1}− {𝑢𝑛}) −  𝑎4 {�̇�𝑛}− 𝑎5 {�̈�𝑛} Equation 4.8 

 

{�̈�𝑛+1} = 𝑎0 ({𝑢𝑛+1}− {𝑢𝑛})−  𝑎2 {�̇�𝑛}− 𝑎3{�̈�𝑛} Equation 4.9 

 

The most important factors in choosing an appropriate time integration scheme for the 

finite element semi-discrete equation of motion given in Equation 4.2 are accuracy, 

stability, and dissipation. In conditionally stable time integration algorithms, stability is 

affected by a chosen size of the time step whereas in unconditionally stable time 

integration algorithms, a time step size can be chosen independent of stability 

considerations. 
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In the Newmark method, the amount of numerical algorithm dissipation can be 

controlled by one of Newmark's parameters, δ, as follows  δ ≥
1

2
 

 

α ≥
1

4
(
1

2
+ δ)

2

 
Equation 4.10 

 

With the Newmark parameters satisfying the above conditions, the Newmark family of 

methods may be unconditionally stable. By introducing the amplitude decay factor γ ≥ 

0, the above conditions can be written:        

δ =
1

2
+ 𝛾 

 

                                     α =
1

4
(1 + γ)2 

Equation 4.11 

                                    

γ ≥ 0 

 

Consequently, the program provides the user with the Newmark integration procedure, 

which is unconditionally stable via input of the amplitude decay factor γ. Alternatively, 

the α and δ parameters may be input directly using ANSYS command input when, the 

effect of velocity or acceleration is not significant in the response of the structure for 

the given loading condition, like in case of the pull-out test. The load application is 

gradual and much slower.  The acceleration and velocity component can be removed 

and we can have a static analysis for which the equation can be 

 

                                  𝐾]{𝑢} = {𝐹} Equation 4.12 

 

For thermal analysis  

The governing equation of interest is as follows  

[𝐶]{�̇�} + [𝐾]{𝑢} = {𝐹𝑎} Equation 4.13 

 

where, 
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[𝐶] = damping matrix 

 [𝐾]= coefficient matrix 

 {𝑢}= vector of DOF values 

{�̇�} = time rate of the DOF values 

 {𝐹𝑎} = applied load vector 

 

In a thermal analysis,[𝐶] is the specific heat matrix,[𝐾]the conductivity matrix, {𝑢}the 

vector of nodal temperatures and{�̇�}the applied heat flows 

Physics Degrees of Freedom (DOF) Load 

Structural {𝑢}  Displacement {𝐹𝑎} Force 

Thermal {𝑇}  Temperature {𝑄𝑎}heat flow 

   

The procedure employed for the solution of Equation 4.13 is the generalized 

trapezoidal rule  

 

{𝑢𝑛+1} =  {𝑢𝑛}+ (1 − 𝜃)𝛥𝑡{�̇�𝑛} + 𝜃𝛥𝑡 {�̇�𝑛+1} Equation 4.14 

 

where,  

𝐶 = Transient integration parameter fed as input to software. 

𝛥𝑡 = 𝑡𝑛+1 − 𝑡𝑛  

{𝑢𝑛}= nodal DOF value at time 𝑡𝑛 

{�̇�𝑛}= time rate of the nodal DOF values at time 𝑡𝑛 (calculated from previous time step) 

 

For Transient thermal analysis equation 11 can be written at time 𝑡𝑛+1 as 

 

[𝐶]{�̇�𝑛+1}+ [𝐾]{𝑢𝑛+1} = {𝐹
𝑎} 

 

Equation 4.15 

Substituting {�̇�𝑛+1} Equation 4.14 into Equation 4.15 
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( 
1

𝜃𝛥𝑡
[𝐶] + [𝐾]) {𝑢𝑛+1} =  {𝐹𝑎}+  [𝐶] (  

1

𝜃𝛥𝑡
{𝑢𝑛} +

1−𝜃

𝜃
{�̇�𝑛}) Equation 4.16 

 

The solution of Equation 4.16 employs the same solvers used for static analysis in 

Static Analysis. Once {𝑢𝑛+1} is obtained,{�̇�𝑛+1} is updated using Equation 4.14.  In a 

nonlinear analysis, the Newton-Raphson method (Newton-Raphson Procedure) is 

employed along with the generalized trapezoidal assumption. 

 

The transient integration parameter 𝜃 defaults to 1.0 and can be changed via input 

command (backward Euler method). For all 𝜃 > 0, the system equations that follow 

are said to be implicit. In addition, for the more limiting case of  𝜃 ≥
1

2
, the solution of 

these equations is said to be unconditionally stable, i.e., stability is not a factor in time 

step (𝛥𝑡) selection. The available range of 𝜃 is therefore limited to 

 

1

2 
≤  𝜃 ≤ 1 

Equation 4.17 

 

which corresponds to an unconditionally stable, implicit method. The generalized-

trapezoidal method requires that the values of {𝑢0} and {�̇�0} at the start of the transient 

must be known. Nonzero initial conditions are input either directly (for {𝑢0}) or by 

performing a static analysis load step (or load steps) prior to the start of the transient 

itself. Static load steps are performed in a transient analysis which, by turning off the 

transient time integration effects is to start the transient immediately. This implies 

{𝑢}={�̇�} = {0}.  

 

{𝑢𝑛+1} =  {𝑢𝑛}+ (1 − 𝜃)𝛥𝑡{�̇�𝑛} + 𝜃𝛥𝑡 {�̇�𝑛+1} Equation 4.18 

  

4.3 Develop and Benchmark the Numerical Model 

4.3.1 Concrete Model Validation  

To confirm the suitability of the numerical model developed in this work it was essential 

to benchmark the numerical model developed in this work. For this reason, a numerical 

model developed initially was benchmarked against a study found in the literature. To 

file:///C:/Program%20Files/ANSYS%20Inc/v180/commonfiles/help/en-us/help/ans_thry/thy_anproc1.html
file:///C:/Program%20Files/ANSYS%20Inc/v180/commonfiles/help/en-us/help/ans_thry/thy_tool10.html
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this extent, Dahmani et al. 2010 numerical model was chosen for the purpose of 

benchmarking. The beam dimensions and support conditions were kept exactly the 

same as Dahmani to make sure all the parameters modelled are correct (Figure 4.12). 

From the numerical method in this section, it has been observed that the first crack 

generated (Figure 4.13) was at around 38.4 kN whereas form the analytical calculation 

shown by Dahmani, the first crack generated was at 40.46 kN (Dahmani et al. 2010). 

It is observed that the results matched well with the analytical method (Table 4.1). 

Such a close match in the results confirmed the suitability and accuracy of the 

numerical model developed in this work from which more comprehensive work evolves 

as discussed in the following sections.  In addition, it is understood from the modelling 

(in this section) that, the parameters considered in numerical simulations are 

appropriate and can be used in further investigations concerning concrete. 

 

Figure 4.12: Geometry, loading and beam reinforcements (dimensions in cm)  

 

 

Figure 4.13: Crack generated under bending load 

 

 

Table 4.1: Comparison of FE model with hand calculations 
 

Model Deflection (mm) Load at first crack (kN) 

Ansys model 0.32 38.4 

Dahmani (Hand calculation) 0.29 40.46 
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4.3.2 Interface Bond Model Verification 

Since this study involves the examination of the bonding between SMA-concrete, the 

interface needs to be modelled and verified before more complex work is undertaken. 

To this extent, the interface between the steel rebar and concrete is modelled with 

cohesive zone interface allowing the normal and shear separation (Figure 4.9). The 

model was created based on the specimen details from the experimental study 

conducted by Apparao et al. 2002. A very fine mesh was created at the concrete-steel 

interface to capture the crack initiation and growth in the concrete model (Figure 4.15). 

The cohesion zone normal and shear specimen limit was specified based on the grade 

of concrete and steel rebar materials mentioned by Apparao et al. 2002. Lugs were 

modelled as per rebar geometry to assist in the mechanical interaction of the rebars 

with the concrete at their interface. The constrained boundary condition was applied 

on the face of sample. A known (10mm) displacement was applied to the rod in co-

axial direction to mimic the pull on the rebar for the pull-out and the reaction force is 

measured as the pull-out force. Concrete element (Solid 65) was used in the numerical 

model including cracking and crushing behaviour of concrete. The results showed 

crack propagation (Figure 4.16). The cracks originated at the location of the lug in 

radial direction because of the resistance to the pull-out action. The elements which 

were cracked are plotted in blue and the elements which were not cracked are plotted 

in red. Figure 4.16 shows the progressive growth of the crack during the pull out, 

highlighting the bond failure mechanism. It is observed that numerical and 

experimental pull out force matches quite closely for all different diameter of rebar and 

different embedment length (refer Table 4.2) crack propagation at different stages of 

pull out test is presented in Figure 4.17 and the numerical model developed to study 

the interface between the rebar and concrete hence stand validated and used to 

develop the numerical model to study SMA-concrete bond behaviour. This aspect is 

dealt with in the following section. 
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Figure 4.14: Typical specimen for pull out testing (Apparao et al. 2002) 

 

 

(a)  Fine mesh at concrete steel interface (b) Zoomed view at concrete steel interface 

Figure 4.15: Fine mesh at the concrete – steel interface (a and b) 

 

Table 4.2: Comparison of pull out forces in bond strength test (experimental Vs numerical) 
 

Pull out test model 
Pull out force (experiment) (kN) 

Apparao et al. 2002 

Pull out force 

(FEA) (kN) 

M40,  16 mm dia, 150 mm 58.32 kN 60.32 kN 

M40,  20mm dia,   75 mm 62.58 kN 62.00 kN 

M40,  20mm dia, 150 mm 72.39 kN 75.40 kN 
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Figure 4.16: Zoomed crack growth at the steel-concrete interface   
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Figure 4.17: Progressive crack growth during the different stages of the pull-out 
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4.3.3 Transient Thermal Analysis Verification 

To this extent different components of numerical models such as nonlinear concrete 

and bond interface model have been numerically modelled and verified. The third 

component of a numerical model simulating the pull-out under high temperature during 

a fire event includes the modelling the transient thermal analysis which provides the 

thermal load, capture rise in temperature and its profile with respect to fire duration in 

temperature time history. Eurocode norms provide basic guidelines for the analysis of 

reinforced concrete structures subjected to fire. An example of a simply supported 

reinforced concrete beam subjected to standard fire is considered. The numerical 

model was created for simply supported concrete beam exposed to the fire on external 

faces of the beam with a rectangular cross section of 300mm x 600mm as shown in 

Figure 4.18. Taking the advantage of symmetry and to save the computational time, a 

quarter section of the beam is modelled with symmetric boundary conditions applied 

on the cut-section of beam cross-section.  A temperature time history curve as per ISO 

834 – EN 1992-2004 guideline was applied on the faces of beam which are exposed 

to fire. 

 

 

Figure 4.18: RC beam with fire on all exposed surface  

 

The concrete part of the beam is meshed using 3D solid70 8-node brick element with 

a single temperature degree of freedom. the fire load was applied on the outer faces 

of the symmetric section as shown in Figure 4.18. Temperature profile of the beam 

cross-section is plotted at response of the beam is calculated at every 10 seconds. 

The temperature profiles are constant along the beam length. Results of transient 

thermal analysis were plotted as (a) contour plot and (b) iso-lines plot at the interval of 
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30 mins, 60 mins and 90 mins were plotted and shown in Figure 4.19. Verification of 

these results are made by comparing the temperature profile iso-lines with iso-lines of 

the temperature profile of same cross-section with similar thermal load results 

provided in Annex A in BS EN 1992-1-2 :2004 ( Figure 4.20). 

 

 

Figure 4.19: Temperature profiles a) contour plot and b) Iso-lines at 30, 60 and 90 minutes 

 

 

Figure 4.20: Temperature profiles Iso-line at 30, 60 and 90 minutes (quarter-section): EN 1992-1-2 
:2004-lef t: FEA right) 
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4.4 Numerical Model to study bond stress/bond slip at Rebar-

Concrete interface 

In this work, the various aspects discussed thus far in this chapter such as methods 

and mesh elements such as Solid65 and Solid185, numerical models are used to 

develop a numerical model in ANSYS to examine the bond slip behaviour between 

concrete and rebars (both SMA and Steel) in order to achieve the second AIM of this 

work. The manner in which the numerical model was developed, the meshing 

conditions applied to the CAD models, the boundary conditions applied, the physics 

governing both thermal and structural analysis are all presented as follows. A flow 

chart is provided in Figure 4.21 for ease of understanding. Figure 4.22 shows the 

workflow and also highlights the corresponding software modules that are employed 

for various steps involved in the numerical simulations. 

 

                    

Figure 4.21: Simulation workflow  
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Figure 4.22: Adaptive simulation method and the software tools employed 

 

4.4.1 Establishing the goal and domain identification  

The first step is to define the goal of the numerical study. For the purpose of this 

research the second aim is the goal, which is to investigate the bond stress and 

behaviour at the SMA-concrete interface under high temperature. The domain in this 

study is essentially the experimental apparatus developed in Chapter 3 and as shown 

in Figure 4.23. A CAD model of the above apparatus was developed to assist in the 

numerical studies. The CAD model is shown in Figure 4.24. 

 

 

Figure 4.23: Experiment apparatus developed in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 4.24: CAD model of the experiment apparatus (developed in Chapter 3). 

 

Figure 4.25: CAD model side view (Thermal and Structural Domain) 

 

Unlike physical experiments, numerical models do not require all the 

components/parts to be present to conduct simulations. In most cases the simulation 

is carried out on the most critical components of interest. All other components are 

implied in the boundary conditions. In this study, the domain under consideration is 

only the SMA-concrete specimen under high temperature condition.  
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Since the specimen is heated and the effect of heat is altering the structural behaviour, 

the numerical model needs to address both thermal and structural physics involved in 

the simulation. In Figure 4.25 the domain considered in this work for Thermal and 

Structural studies are identified. The red dotted rectangular block encloses the furnace 

where the specimen is heated to mimic a fire event and hence transient thermal 

analysis is considered (as it follows the time-temperature fire curve) as input. The 

second section enclosed by blue dots is a region where the pulling of the specimen 

happens and therefore the physics that governs the analysis is the structural analysis 

(where the force applied and slip distance were measured). 

 

4.4.2  Step 1-CAD Model 

Taking advantage of the symmetric nature of the SMA-concrete model (Figure 4.26a), 

further simplification of the CAD model was possible. The CAD model was built using 

ANSYS DesignModeler. The dimensions of the concrete cylinder were maintained to 

be the same as the concrete specimen casted for the physical experiments carried out 

in Chapter 3 (Section 3.3.6). A small 1-degree wedge section is considered for the 

numerical analysis as shown in Figure 4.26b. Such a section allowed for full 

consideration of the 3D model albeit with relatively lower mesh size.  The low mesh 

size in turn significantly lowered the computational time for the numerical analysis 

carried out.   

 

 

Figure 4.26: a) Symmetric Model b) Wedge 

 

Various representations are made as alternatives that simplify the CAD model to the 

most essential components for numerical studies as identified in Figure 4.27. For 
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example, the retaining structure is replaced in numerical model by applying an 

appropriate boundary condition (support condition shown in Figure 4.28) to the model.  

   

 

Figure 4.27: Simplified CAD domain modelled for numerical analysis 

 

4.4.3 Step 2-Meshing 

The specimen setup model consists of 3 main parts in the model i.e. concrete, rebar 

and concrete-rebar interface (Figure 4.28). Solid65, an 8-noded brick element is used 

to model the concrete part of the specimen. Solid185, an 8-noded brick element is 

used to model the SMA rebar, and the interface between the concrete and SMA rebar 

is modelled using Inter205, an 8-noded cohesive interface element. The concrete 

Solid65 element models for the non-linear behaviour of concrete material includes the 

capability of cracking and crushing based on the specified compressive strength and 

tensile strength of concrete. This cracking and crushing capability of concrete element 

allows the removal of stiffness of individual elements which are cracked or crushed to 

be part of global stiffness matrix, thereby allowing to model the progressive failure. 

The Inter205 elements is created using the surface nodes of the SMA rebar and 

concrete at the interface location (Figure 4.28). 
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Figure 4.28: Meshing of the symmetric model and mesh at the rebar-concrete interface 
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4.4.4 Step 3-Materials 

4.4.4.1 Concrete: 

The structural analysis includes the temperature dependent degradation of the 

properties of the materials (Table 4.3). Based on the temperature, the program picks 

up the material properties based on temperature dependent degradation data defined 

in material definition. Figure 4.29, Figure 4.30, Figure 4.31 show a) relative tensile 

strength degradation, b) relative compressive strength degradation and c) relative 

elastic modulus with respect to temperature (Phan et al. 2002; Xuhong et. al. 2013). 

The data from the above-mentioned curves were utilised in this work. 

 

 

Figure 4.29: Concrete-Relative tensile strength degradation with temperature 

 

 

Figure 4.30: Concrete-Relative compressive strength degradation with temperature  
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Figure 4.31: Relative elastic modulus degradation with temperature (Concrete) 

 

Table 4.3: Relative strength degradation properties of Concrete under fire condition  
 

Concrete 

Grade 
Fire Duration 

Uniaxial Tensile 

strength (MPa) 

Uniaxial Compressive 

strength (MPa) 

Modulus of  

 elasticity (E) 

M30 

No f ire condition 3 30 29128 

30 Min 2.7 27 26215 

60 Min 1.8 18 17476 

M40 

No f ire condition 3.79 40 32800 

30 Min 3.411 36 29520 

60 Min 2.27 24 19680 

M50 

No f ire condition 4.24 50 34800 

30 Min 3.816 45 31320 

60 Min 2.544 30 20880 

 

4.4.4.2 SMA NiTi – Material  

Sadiq et al. 2013 used NiTi based SMA material to study the effect of heat treatment 

on the recovery stresses of SMA. The phase transformation was found to be around 

105°C (refer Chapter 3) for samples which were heat treated at 400°C. The Elastic 

modulus of SMA used was 65 GPa at room temperature. The modulus of elasticity 

increases with the increase in SMA temperature, till about 300°C and then decreases 
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as the rebar temperature reaches above 400°C (Sadiq et al. 2013).  The data from 

Sadiq et. al. work was employed in this work for SMA materials.  

 

4.4.4.3 Steel:  

Steel rebars were used to benchmark the SMA-concrete bond behaviour. The steel 

rebars selected were of the same dimensions of the SMA rebars. The dimensions 

were kept the same so that a reasonable comparison can be made and correlation 

can be drawn between the two different rebars for their respective bond behaviour with 

concrete. Figure 4.32 and Figure 4.33 shows the a) relative elastic modulus and b) 

relative yield strength degradation with respect to temperature (Heidarpour et al. 2014; 

Wang et al. 2014; Chiew 2014). These values were employed in this work where 

required (Table 4.4). 

 

 

Figure 4.32: Relative elastic modulus variation with temperature (steel) 
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Figure 4.33: Relative yield strength variation with temperature (steel) 

 

Based on Figure 4.33 of the relative strength degradation of Young’s modulus the 

material properties for each fire duration time were evaluated and used as input for 

performing the numerical analysis. Table 3.2 list the material properties of the mild 

steel used in the analysis for different fire exposed duration. 

 

Table 4.4: Relative strength degradation properties of Steel under fire condition 
 

Mild Steel 

Grade  

Fire Exposure 

Duration (Min) 

Modulus of 

 Elasticity E (MPa) 

250 

No f ire condition  2.00E+05 

30 Min  1.90E+05 

60 Min 1.40E+05 

 

4.4.5 CZM Bilinear Model-Modelling the interface between SMA and Concrete 

In this section, an explanation is provided as to how the data from the experiments are 

utilised in deriving the various values required for modelling the interface between 

SMA and concrete. In order to model the SMA-concrete interface, a popular model 

from the literature called the CZM Bilinear model is employed. The model requires the 

following inputs: 

 

• Maximum tangential traction; 

• Tangential displacement jump at completion of debonding; 
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• Ratio; and 

• Non dimensional weigh parameter. 

 

Maximum tangential traction and tangential displacement jump values for SMA for the 

various temperature conditions experienced during a fire event could not be found in 

literature. Hence physical experiments were conducted in this work (Chapter 3) to 

obtain data concerning the above two parameters. To this extent, the data generated 

for SMA rebar that was inserted to a depth of 300mm into the concrete and exposed 

to no fire conditions are presented below as an example. 

 

 

Figure 4.34: Relative compressive strength degradation with temperature  

 

From the above example, the specimen sample (NF-FL-E1-SMA) is considered. The 

name suggests that the specimen is SMA rebar-based concrete, with the depth of 

rebar being 300mm and that it is subjected to no heat exposure during the pull-out test 

conducted as part of physical experiments. From the chart (Figure 4.34), it can be 

noted that the two values for maximum tangential traction (𝑇𝑡
𝑚𝑎𝑥)  and Tangential 

Displacement jump (𝛿𝑡
∗)  are 1.8E+06 Pa and 0.0013 m respectively (refer Table 4.5). 

These values are henceforth used in the numerical analysis as required (structural 
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analysis) to mimic the bond behaviour between SMA and Concrete for the above-

mentioned condition. 

Table 4.5: CZM Bilinear Model Parameters 
 

CZM Model Bilinear Inputs  Value Units 

Maximum tangential traction  1.8E+06 Pa 

Tangential Displacement jump at completion of debonding  0.0013 m 

Ratio (ratio of 𝛿𝑡
∗
 
to 𝛿𝑡

𝑐
 
) 0.5   

Non dimensional weigh parameter 1   

 

In similar ways the values of all four parameters (Maximum tangential traction, 

Tangential displacement jump at completion of debonding, Ratio and Non dimensional 

weigh parameter) were derived or calculated and are presented below in Table 4.6. 

 

Table 4.6: List of CZ parameters extracted from the experimental test study 
 

S.No. Specimen Name 
Max.  Traction 

(τ) MPa 

Traction 
Displacement 

(δ*) mm 

Ratio 
(δ*)/(δc) 

Weight 
Parameter 

1 NF-FL-E1-SMA 1.51 1.4 0.52 1 

2 NF-FL-E2-SMA 1.49 1.45 0.54 1 

3 30F-FL-E1-SMA 1.18 1.5 0.56 1 

4 30F-FL-E2-SMA 1.08 1.65 0.61 1 

5 60F-FL-E1-SMA 0.95 1.5 0.56 1 

6 60F-FL-E2-SMA 0.8 1.5 0.56 1 

7 NF-HL-E1-SMA 1.82 1.3 0.48 1 

8 NF-HL-E2-SMA 1.75 1.3 0.48 1 

9 30F-HL-E1-SMA 1.39 1.5 0.56 1 

10 30F-HL-E2-SMA 1.49 1.5 0.56 1 

11 60F-HL-E1-SMA 1.35 1.4 0.52 1 

12 60F-HL-E2-SMA 1.39 1.55 0.57 1 

13 NF-FL-E1-Steel 3.34 1.15 0.67 1 

14 NF-FL-E2-Steel 3.25 1.15 0.67 1 

15 30F-FL-E1-Steel 3.18 1.15 0.67 1 

16 30F-FL-E2-Steel 3.21 1.15 0.67 1 
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17 60F-FL-E1-Steel 1.98 1.15 0.67 1 

18 60F-FL-E2-Steel 1.96 1.05 0.61 1 

19 NF-HL-E1-Steel 3.61 1.15 0.67 1 

20 NF-HL-E2-Steel 3.59 1.15 0.67 1 

21 30F-HL-E1-Steel 3.17 1.05 0.61 1 

22 30F-HL-E2-Steel 3.18 1.1 0.67 1 

23 60F-HL-E1-Steel 1.81 1.1 0.67 1 

24 60F-HL-E2-Steel 1.78 1.1 0.67 1 

 

Depending on the fire condition, material involved and the depth to which rebar is 

inserted, a corresponding data set from the physical experiments was drawn upon as 

inputs to define the parameters of the CZM bilinear model while defining the material 

characteristics of the interface in the structural analysis. 

4.5 Step 4-Numerical Analysis 

This section acts as the connector between Chapter 3 (Physical experiments) and this 

current Chapter (numerical experiments). It was mentioned earlier that the data from 

the experiments are used in the development of numerical models (Section 4.4.5). The 

following flowchart (Figure 4.35) provides this insight and also sheds light on how the 

outcomes or results from the physical and numerical experiments come together in 

verifying and validating the numerical model developed in this work.  

 

While the physical experiments were developed in Chapter 3 which achieved Aim1, 

the following sections of this Chapter explains the development of numerical models 

and the conduct of numerical experiments concerning both the thermal and structural 

aspects of rebar and concrete interface modelling. Essentially two numerical Models 

are developed as mentioned below with the results of thermal analysis feeding into 

structural analysis: 

 

• Thermal Analysis: deals with the thermal response of the complete specimen 

(concrete, rebar and their interface); and 

• Structural Analysis: also deals with the complete specimen (as above) 

concerning the structural aspects of the specimen while taking into account.  
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➢ the thermal response at any given point in time over the duration of the 

experiment; and  

➢ the behaviour of the interface material for specific thermal and other load 

conditions. 

 

The following novel numerical modelling method developed to examine and study the 

bond stress behaviour between Rebar (both SMA and steel) and concrete at the 

cohesion zone under the influence of both thermal and structural loading is one of the 

major contributions of this thesis to the scientific literature. First the thermal analysis 

methodology adopted is discussed leading into the structural analysis. The manner in 

which the data flows is shown in Figure 4.36. 

 

 

Figure 4.35: The association between chapters and the data flow  

 

4.5.1 Thermal Analysis: Modelling the specimen response to fire 

The bonding between the concrete-rebar during a fire event (or at high temperature) 

depends on the two physics involved i.e. structural and thermal both of which will affect 

the bonds overall response. In situations like this, when two physics are involved it is 

called as coupled physics, i.e. the effect of one physics affect the behaviour of the 

other. In the specific case that is under consideration in this study, the effect of 
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temperature on the specimen (concrete-SMA) will affect both the materials and hence 

the bonding between the same. This coupled physics problem can be addressed in 

two ways (1) one-way coupling and 2) two-way coupling) when it comes to numerical 

modelling based on the how tightly the said physics are coupled.  

 

In one-way coupling, the change in behaviour in one physics affects the other physics, 

for example rise in temperature (thermal) can cause the expansion (structural 

deformation) but the change in deformation doesn’t cause the increase in temperature. 

Whereas, in two-way coupling the change is affected both ways, i.e. thermal condition 

has an effect on the physical properties of the material and change in physical 

properties affect the thermal behaviour of the material. In such analysis, where one-

way coupling of physics is dominant, a sequential coupling is considered.  

 

In sequential coupling, the thermal and the structural physics are solved one after the 

other in a two-step manner. Firstly, a numerical model is solved for the thermal 

conditions, the results of which are exported as thermal loading / thermal profile for 

consideration in structural analysis. The work-flow of the two-step sequential coupling 

analysis is in Figure 4.36. 

 

 

Figure 4.36: Sequential coupling flow  
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For the reasons mentioned above, it is essential to understand the temperature profile 

inside the specimen (during a fire event or high temperature condition). Heat transfer 

through specimen material does alter the physical and mechanical properties of the 

materials which indirectly affect the bond behaviour and bond strength. In the setting 

up of the thermal analysis study, the respective thermal properties of materials (such 

as thermal conductivity (λ), specific heat (cp) and density (ρ)) were applied to concrete, 

steel and SMA. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.37: Thermal boundary condition as applied 

 

It was assumed that the fire is in direct contact with the concrete specimen and the 

temperature boundary condition was applied directly on the outer surface of the 

specimen as shown in Figure 4.37. The transient thermal load applied on to the 

specimen was governed by the fire curve AS1530.4 as shown in Figure 4.38. 
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Figure 4.38: Temperature-time fire curve 

 

A full transient thermal analysis was used to obtain the temperature gradient profile 

for three specific time points over the period of the analysis: 1) at the start under no 

fire condition 2) at 30mins and 3) at 60mins. The numerical model was solved using a 

direct solver by adopting the time step as mentioned by Bergheau et al. 2008. 

 

Only one thermal analysis was required to capture the thermal profile of the specimen 

under investigation. The same profile is used for all the specimens in the various 

parametric studies undertaken in this work. This is due to the fact that the material’s 

thermal property remains the same. Another reason is also to reduce unwarranted 

computational power in solving the full transient structural analysis for each case of 

the parametric study. Since this thermal profile is applied in the structural analysis that 

is discussed in the following section, it was important to highlight the key aspects of 

the thermal profile in this section as described below. 

 

It is quite obvious that at the start of the experiment (at time zero) there was no thermal 

load applied on to the specimen and hence no thermal profile was generated. It is for 

this reason that an image showing the thermal profile is not presented in this work. 
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However, at time 30min and 60min there was temperature profiles generated for the 

concrete block as shown in Figure 4.39a, Figure 4.39b  (3d model) and Figure 4.40 

(2d wedge).  For 30mins of testing the following can be noted (refer Figure 4.40). 

 

• The temperature at the specimen’s surface reached around 720°C; 

• Nearly half way between the external surface of specimen and the rebar the 

temperature of the concrete specimen is in the vicinity of 240°C; and  

• At the rebar’s outer surface, the interface between concrete and rebar the 

temperature was found to be the lowest at 110°C. 

.  

 

Figure 4.39: 3D expanded view of temperature profile a) at 30 mins duration b) at 60 mins duration 

 

 

Figure 4.40: Temperature profile at 30 mins fire duration 
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Figure 4.41: Temperature profile at 60 mins fire duration 

 

Likewise, around one hour of fire exposure, the following key observations can be 

made (Figure 4.41): 

 

• The temperature at the specimen’s surface was nearing 960°C; 

• At nearly half way between the external surface of specimen and the rebar the 

temperature of the concrete specimen is in the vicinity of 530°C; and 

• At the rebar’s outer surface, the interface between concrete and rebar the 

temperature was found to be the lowest at 385°C. 

 

Figure 4.42 shows two thermal profiles: 1) temperature profile on the specimen surface 

as applied by the fire curve and 2) the thermal response of the specimen at the 

interface of the concrete and the rebar. It is evident that the temperature at the location 

of the interface remains just below 110°C at about 30min of fire exposure. Likewise, it 

can also be noted that the core temperature does not reach about 400°C until about 

60min of exposure. Such a find leads to interesting outcomes when smart materials 

SMA are used alongside the steel rebars. These materials gain strength which is 

inversely proportional to that of steel. These aspects are explored and analysed in 

detail in Chapter 5 - Results and discussion. It is hence important to understand the 

implications of such behaviour. The application of thermal loading and its effect on the 

structural strength of the bond interface is discussed next. 
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Figure 4.42: Temperature profiles of the specimen  

 

4.5.2 Structural Analysis – Modelling specimen response to pull-out testing 

To perform the sequentially coupled thermal-structural analysis, the above discussed 

temperature profiles were imported from thermal analysis environment to the structural 

analysis environment so that the pull-out analysis can be performed that can 

essentially mimic pulling of rebar while the concrete was exposed to fire (as performed 

on physical model in Chapter 3). The pull-out test using numerical methods is 

discussed next. As a first step a CAD model of the domain is required.  

 

Step 1-CAD Model of the domain for structural analysis 

 

In order to establish the domain of interest the complete experiment needs to be put 

into perspective. For convenience, Figure 4.43  is repeated below (Figure 4.43) where 

in the CAD model which is representative of the apparatus of the physical experiment 

is shown. 
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Figure 4.43: CAD model of the experiment apparatus (developed in Chapter 3). 

 

Like the thermal model, structural model of interest too only requires the CAD model 

of concrete, rebar and their interface in an assembly state that is representative of the 

castings created in Chapter 3. The isolated CAD model showing the three components 

of the rebar-concrete specimen is shown in Figure 4.44. The model being symmetric 

in nature (cylindrical shape), only a section of the model (1Degree angle) is sufficient 

to study the structural load response. Therefore, the model is further simplified to a 

wedge (a section of the full model) as shown in Figure 4.45. It is this model that is 

used for all the structural analysis studies undertaken in this work including the 

parametric studies (discussed towards the end of this section). On identifying the 

domain and developing the required CAD model of the domain, the next step involved 

is to generate appropriate mesh for each of the specimen components. The profile 

and statistics of the respective domains (concrete, rebar and interface) are shown in  

Table 4.7. 
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Figure 4.44: 3D CAD model of the Rebar-Concrete Model showing the Three components  

 

 

 

Figure 4.45: 2D wedge of the Rebar-Concrete Model (location of the wedge as showing the inset) 
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Table 4.7: Profile and statistics of the specimen domain 
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Step 2-Mesh for structural analysis 

 

The numerical model consists of 3D volumetric solid elements and is selected for their 

unique characteristics from the element library of ANSYS. More specifically, Solid65 

(8-noded) brick element was selected to cater for the non-linear behaviour of concrete 

material. The Solid65 elements in ANSYS is an 8-noded brick element with structural 

degrees of freedom (i.e. 3 displacements i.e. ux, uy and uz. Solid65 also has a special 

ability to model the concrete with its cracking, crushing and stress failure criteria. 

 

To model the rebar, Solid185 element is considered. This element is an 8-noded brick 

element and it’s been selected over the other 20-noded brick element for the reason 

that the nodes of concrete and rebar element should be coincident in order to create 

the interface between the two using the cohesive zone approach. 

 

The concrete and SMA rebar interface were modelled using Inter205 8-nodded 

cohesive element. The Inter205 element was created using the surface nodes of the 

SMA rebar and concrete at the interface location. In addition, this process allowed to 

model the interface between the two surfaces. The tangential and normal separation 

was specified through the cohesive zone material model as discussed in the 

aforementioned section (refer Section 4.2.2).  

 

The different types of mesh elements used are shown in Figure 4.46 where the 

concrete elements, rebar Solid185 element and the interface element are shown Red, 

Green and Yellow. The interface Inter205 element is a zero-thickness element which 

was created using the coincident nodes of the rebar material and concrete material. A 

coincident mesh was created at the interface with a mesh sizing of 0.2mm to capture 

the bond behaviour in detail.  

 

The mesh controls that were applied to simulate the mesh are shown in Table 4.8. A 

complete view of the meshed wedge is shown in Figure 4.47. The meshed model used 

for numerical analysis is shown in Figure 4.47. The statistics of the mesh generated 

are shown in the Table 4.9. 
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Figure 4.46: Numerical Model – Showing element type and the respective material  

 

 

Figure 4.47: Numerical Model – Domain Mesh  
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Table 4.8: Mesh controls 
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Table 4.9: Mesh settings and statistics 
 

 

 

 

Object Name Mesh 

State Solved 

Defaults 

Physics Preference Mechanical 

Relevance 0 

Sizing 

Use Advanced Size Function Off 

Relevance Center Coarse 

Element Size 1.0 mm 

Initial Size Seed Active Assembly 

Smoothing Medium 

Transition Fast 

Span Angle Center Coarse 

Minimum Edge Length 3.4907e-002 mm 

Inflation 

Use Automatic Inflation None 

Inflation Option Smooth Transition 

Transition Ratio 0.272 

Maximum Layers 5 

Growth Rate 1.2 

Inflation Algorithm Pre 

View Advanced Options No 

Patch Conforming Options 

Triangle Surface Mesher Program Controlled 

Patch Independent Options 

Topology Checking Yes 

Advanced 

Number of CPUs for Parallel Part Meshing Program Controlled 

Shape Checking Aggressive Mechanical 

Element Midside Nodes Dropped 

Straight Sided Elements  

Number of Retries Default (4) 

Extra Retries For Assembly Yes 

Rigid Body Behavior Dimensionally Reduced 

Mesh Morphing Disabled 

Defeaturing 

Pinch Tolerance Please Define 

Generate Pinch on Refresh No 

Automatic Mesh Based Defeaturing On 

Defeaturing Tolerance Default 

Statistics 

Nodes 115560 

Elements 54634 

Mesh Metric None 
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Step 3-Boundary conditions for structural analysis 

 

 

Figure 4.48: Load and Boundary condition – Pull-out simulation  

 

The domain under consideration for the pull-out test and corresponding boundary 

conditions that are applied to the model are shown in Figure 4.48. The model is 

constrained on face using compression only support constraint, which represents the 

specimen, is rested against a rigid wall. One-way sequential thermal-structural model 

was set up, and thermal profile generated as a result of the thermal analysis discussed 

in the previous section is applied to the outer wall of the wedge to mimic the fire 

conditions of the furnace in the physical experiments (in other words, thermal load is 

applied to the outer wall of the concrete).  
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A known displacement value of 10mm is applied to the rebar so as to measure the 

reaction force (force required to pull out the rebar by 10mm). The direction of the arrow 

in Figure 4.48 shows the direction of pull. The displacement mimics the pull-out action 

as experienced during the conduct of the physical experiments. Following the creation 

of a CAD model of the domain and subsequently generating the mesh, the boundary 

conditions are applied to the wedge. The location and type of boundary conditions as 

applied to the wedge are shown in Figure 4.48.  

 

Step 4-Material properties for structural analysis 

 

It is typical in the literature that materials used for the pull studies in analysing the bond 

stress values were based on the assumption that the material is not subject to any 

transient conditions, such as varying ambient temperature. Such time/temperature 

dependent variations require the materials to be treated as having non-linear 

properties. This study involves the concrete being exposed to extreme heat replicating 

a fire event and as such is time dependent. The required material data to conduct such 

time and temperature dependent numerical studies is nearly absent in the literature. It 

is for this reason that physical experiments were conducted in this thesis (Chapter 3) 

to generate the required data sets. A sample of such a data set for M30 grade concrete 

and various fire exposure duration is shown in Table 4.10.  

 

Table 4.10: Material model used in analyses 
 

 

 

The values for concrete and steel (rebar) are derived from the standard degradation 

chart used in the literature (Phan et al. 2002; Xuhong et al. 2013) and discussed in 

(Section 1.4.1). For convenience the charts are shown below in Figure 4.49 and Figure 
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4.50 respectively. The values of standard degradation used in this study (for the case 

of NF-FL-SMA-D10-M30) are tabulated in Table 4.10. For SMA rebar, there are two 

values for modulus of elasticity (austenite and martensite) depending on the state of 

transformation the material exists. This data on modulus of elasticity for SMA was 

sourced from literature (Šittner et al. 2014). The SMA rebar in the test specimen is not 

undergoing any deformation or under any stress condition as it is not under any pre-

loading condition, Hence the shape memory effect of SMA is not playing a significant 

role in test conditions.  

 

Also, when it comes to material definition of the interface (both SMA-concrete and 

Steel-concrete) in the cohesive zone, there exists no data in the literature. It is for this 

reason that physical experiments were conducted in this work (Chapter 3). The 

experiments generated the required data that would assist in completing the material 

definition for modelling the cohesive zone, CZM. For convenience the chart showing 

the data set generated for maximum tangential traction (σmax) and tangential 

displacement (δc) for specimen NF-HL-E2-SMA marked by the dotted line as shown in 

Figure 4.51 The development of numerical model that would take into account the 

non-linear behaviour (under conditions of fire) of the cohesive zone is taken up for the 

first time in this work. The results shall validate a novel method of analysing the 

interface bond stress between various materials that are subjected to high 

temperatures. All the above discussed data is shown in Table 4.10 and the same was 

used in the developing the numerical model to conduct structural analysis on the 

specimen.  

 

 

Figure 4.49: Concrete-Relative degradation with temperature a) tensile strength b) compressive 
strength and c) elastic modulus 
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Figure 4.50: Steel-Relative degradation with temperature a) yield strength and b) elastic modulus 

 

Figure 4.51: Specimen interface-bond stress vs slip 

 

Step 5- Solving the numerical model 

 

Having defined the model for the boundary conditions, developing the mesh, and 

assigning the required material properties the domain was prepared for solving. The 

following solver conditions were employed in this work. 
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With the physics defined and the boundary conditions specified in the previous step 

(Step 4) the model was ready for solving. The simulations were developed using a 

machine (a desktop computer) with significantly higher processing capabilities when 

compared to the usual standard desktop units. The machine used was custom built to 

exploit the GPU capabilities of the NVIDIA Tesla processors. The Tesla C2075 

processor delivers parallel processing ability to a standard desktop, meaning that 

simulations could be performed faster. By adding two Tesla processor boards, it was 

possible to accelerate some of the most complex calculations exponentially faster than 

by simply adding a second CPU. The specifications of the machines are presented 

below: 

 

• Operating system: Windows 7 Professional (Service Pack 1); 

• Processor: Intel® Xenon® CPU x5690 @3.47GHz (8 processors); 

• Installed memory (RAM): 8 GB; 

• System type: 64-bit operating system; and 

• GPU processor: NVIDIA Tesla C2075 (2 Nos.) 

 

4.5.3 Convergence accuracy and results  

The order of accuracy of the approximation is determined by the exponent on the mesh 

spacing or time step factor of the largest term in the truncated part of the series 

expansion, which is the first term excluded from the approximation. Increasing the 

order accuracy of an approximation generally implies that errors are reduced more 

quickly with mesh or time step size refinement. Unfortunately, in addition to increasing 

the computational load, high-order approximations are also generally less robust (that 

is, less numerically stable) than their low order counterparts. In order to achieve more 

accurate solutions, second order accurate approximations are employed although 

they are computationally intensive.  

 

A measure of how well the solution is converged can be obtained by plotting the 

residuals for each equation at the end of each time step. The level of convergence 

required depends on the purpose of the simulation (whether qualitative or quantitative 

results are required). Although the required convergence level depends on the model 
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and on individual requirements, the following guidelines concerning the residual levels 

are used in the simulation studies undertaken in this thesis. 

 

• Values larger than 10-4 may be sufficient to obtain a qualitative understanding 

of the flow field; 

• 10-4 is relatively loose convergence, but may be suff icient for many engineering 

applications; 

• 10-5 is good convergence, and usually sufficient for most engineering 

applications; and  

• 10-6 or lower is very tight convergence and is occasionally required for 

geometrically sensitive problems.  

 

The numerical models developed were solved to achieve a converged solution. The 

convergence value was set at 10-6 for reasons mentioned above. Newton-Raphson 

approach evaluates the difference between the loads corresponding to the element 

stresses and applied loads. A minimum of 500 and a maximum of 5000 sub-steps 

were defined to achieve the convergence criteria mentioned above. Automatic time 

stepping function in ANSYS program controls the sub-step size. For the above solver 

conditions, the solution in this work had indeed converged as shown in the Figure 4.52. 

 

 

Figure 4.52: Convergence chart 
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4.6 Numerical Studies – Results and Discussion 

A numerical method of examining various concrete specimens was considered in this 

Chapter. A new method of studying the bond stress at the interface was proposed that 

uses mesh elements that respond to the nonlinear behaviour of the rebar and concrete 

under the conditions of fire. Since the data required to define such mesh elements 

were absent in the literature, experiments were carried out as described in Chapter 3 

that resulted in the generation of required data sets (Table 3.12-Chapter 3) on bond 

stress values of specimens that are subjected to conditions of fire. The above-

mentioned data sets were employed in the CZM model to analyse the nonlinear 

behaviour of the SMA-concrete interface for the first time in this work. To this extent, 

the numerical framework, methodology and the numerical experiments conducted 

using the novel numerical approach are discussed in this Chapter thus far. The results 

of the numerical experiments are presented next wherein the results from the thermal 

analysis that predicts the thermal profile of the specimen is discussed f irst followed by 

the results on the nonlinear structural analysis that employs such above-mentioned 

thermal profile. 

 

4.6.1 Results- Thermal Analysis 

 

 

Figure 4.53: Thermal load on specimen 

 

In order to replicate the conditions of fire in a furnace (as elaborated in Chapter 3), in 

the numerical studies the thermal load was applied to the surface of the concrete as 
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shown in Figure 4.53. Full transient thermal analyses were performed using fire curve 

(AS 1530.4) to obtain the temperature profile. The thermal response of the concrete-

Interface-SMA rebar and concrete-Interface-steel rebar are studied first as a step 

leading to the use of such a thermal profile in the structural analysis. A full transient 

thermal analysis was used to obtain the temperature gradient profile for three specific 

time points over the period of the analysis 1) at the start under no fire condition, 2) at 

30mins, and 3) at 60mins. While the methodology and the numerical setup including 

the solving of the numerical model was discussed as in Chapter 5, in this section the 

results of the thermal analysis on both the above-mentioned specimen types are 

discussed in detail.  

 

4.6.1.1 Concrete-Steel Specimen Thermal Analysis results 

All materials respond to thermal loading in a way that is unique and one that is defined 

by their respective thermal conductive properties. In general, metals are to be 

expected to conduct heat at a rate that is faster than non-metals such as concrete. In 

this study, the rebar material is metal (both SMA and steel) which is used in 

conjunction with concrete (a non-metal). It is important to note the temperature the 

metal rebars reach in an event of fire so as to understand their failure modes. In the 

experimental study the temperature profile with respect to time is capture by the 

thermocouple which recorded the temperature at surface of the specimen (T1), 

halfway between external surface & concrete rebar (T2) and at rebar interface (T3) 

(Figure 3.43). Thermal analysis temperature results are probed at the same location 

as per the experimental thermocouple probe results and are shown in Figure 4.54. In 

both the experiments and numerical analysis, the temperature can be seen to have 

ramped up to heat the specimen surface; the response of the specimen is noted at 

about 3600sec (60min). It can be noted that at about 60min, there is very close 

agreement of the temperature values between the physical experiment and the 

numerical study. In this case the temperature of the SMA rebar at the interface is 

380°C and 330°C for experiment and numerical studies respectively.  
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Figure 4.54: Temperature profile SMA rebar full insert: Experimental Vs Numerical 

 

The difference in the surface temperature from the numerical and experimental is 

mainly attributed to two main reason 1) In numerical analysis the time-temperature fire 

curve input data was directly applied on the specimen surface, whereas in 

experimental studies the fire curve was given by FP21 controller to the electric furnace, 

the controller was not able to ramp up the temp with smaller increment and hence 

fluctuation on the temperature profile T1 (Expt-surface) can be observed and 2) was 

the heat loss from the furnace was delaying the temperature rise with respect to time. 

On the other hand, there was no losses and heat was directly applied on the specimen 

surface in the numerical analysis. To improve the correlation numerical model for 

thermal analysis to incorporate the heat loss due to convection on furnace and use the 

advanced controller to capture the fire curve with smaller increments. 

 

In the CAD model (Figure 4.55) there are three zones identified 1) concrete 2) interface 

between concrete and steel rebar and 3) steel rebar. The response of the interface to 

the thermal load applied on the specimen is critical to the bond stress between the 

above-mentioned and as a consequent the strength specimen (Figure 4.56).  
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Figure 4.55: 3D CAD of Concrete-Steel rebar and the interface  

 

Figure 4.56: 3D Cross-section identifying the locations (to read thermal profiles) 

 

[NOTE: For convenience all Figures mentioned in this section are presented towards 

the end of this section.] 

 

The location from which the data for the thermal profiles are recorded is shown in 

Figure 4.56 The response is noted for three-time intervals: 

 

1. At start under no fire condition; 

2. At 30mins; and  

3. At 60mins. 
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In general, it can be said that the effect of heating has caused gradual increase in the 

temperature of the concrete surface from room temperature to about 930°C over a 

period of 60min. 3D cross-sectional view of the concrete and its corresponding 

temperature at the above said time points is shown in Figure 4.58. 

 

In Figure 4.59 and Figure 4.60, the 2D cross-section thermal profiles along the axial 

and radial direction of the specimen are shown respectively. It is evident from the 

thermal profile that the steel rebar temperature remains below 95°C from the start of 

the experiment to about 30min from which time there is gradual increase leading to 

60min at which point the rebar temperature is about  375°C. A further comparison of 

the thermal profiles (Figure 4.61, Figure 4.62 and Figure 4.63) at the above-mentioned 

points in time reveals that the thermal load applied on to the surface of the concrete 

had indeed penetrated the interface and reached the steel rebar (heating from room 

temperature to 96°C at about 30min and further to 375°C at 60min duration). It is also 

important to note in the above-mentioned figures that the inner wall temperature of the 

concrete and the outer wall temperature of the interface had the same temperature 

readings, meaning that the heating of the interface had occurred as expected and that 

the heat passed through the interface at levels that ensured uniform temperature of 

the interface. Likewise, the heat from the interface can also be seen to have 

transferred to the steel rebar without any hindrance, since the inner wall of the interface 

and the outer wall of the rebar had matching temperature profiles at every time frame 

that the results were captured. 

 

 

Figure 4.57: Bond strength degradation between concrete and steel rebars (Lublóy et al. 2014) 
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One of the most important observation is that for the conditions for which the specimen 

was subjected to, the steel rebar temperature had indeed reached temperatures close 

to 400°C. Lubloy et al. studied the bond behaviour of steel-concrete under high 

temperature and based on the material degradation, with the rising temperature steel 

rebar starts losing its bond strength significantly as shown in Figure 4.57 (Lublóy et al. 

2014). In this work, SMA was investigated for use as rebar. The results of which are 

discussed following the figures mentioned in this section. 
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Figure 4.58: 3D Thermal profile of the Concrete-Steel Rebar and interface at (a) Start (b) 30min and 
(c) 60min f ire exposure 
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Figure 4.59: 2D Axial Thermal profile of the Concrete-Steel Rebar and interface at (a) Start (b) 30min 
and (c) 60min f ire exposure 
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Figure 4.60: 2D Radial Thermal profile of the Concrete-Steel Rebar and interface at (a) Start (b) 
30min and (c) 60min f ire exposure 
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Figure 4.61: 2D Radial Thermal profile of the Concrete at (a) Start (b) 30min and (c) 60min fire 
exposure 
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Figure 4.62: 2D Radial Thermal profile of the Concrete-Steel Rebar Interface at (a) Start (b) 30min 
and (c) 60min f ire exposure 
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Figure 4.63: 2D Radial Thermal profile of the Steel Rebar at (a) Start (b) 30min and (c) 60min fire 
exposure 
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4.6.1.2 Concrete-SMA Specimen Thermal Analysis results 

The numerical study involved the study of bond stress between two sets of specimens 

1) involving steel rebar and 2) involving SMA rebar. The results on the steel rebar were 

discussed in the previous section. In this section the results concerning the SMA rebar 

is discussed. The location on the specimen from where the thermal profiles are record 

for the discussion in this section remain the same as shown in Figure 4.56. The thermal 

response is noted for three-time intervals as in the precious case with steel rebar: 

 

1. At start under no fire condition;  

2. At 30mins; and  

3. At 60mins. 

 

In the case of SMA rebars in concrete, it can be said that the effect of heating has 

caused gradual increase in the temperature of the concrete from room temperature to 

about 930°C over a period of 60min. 3D cross sectional view of the concrete and its 

corresponding temperature at the above said time points is shown in Figure 4.64. 

 

In Figure 4.65 and Figure 4.66, the 2D cross-section thermal profiles along the axial 

and radial directions of the specimen are shown respectively. It is evident from the 

thermal profile that the SMA rebar temperature remains below 145°C from the start 

and reaching 725°C at about 30min into the experiment and reaching 962°C at the 

60min. A further comparison of the thermal profiles (Figure 4.67, Figure 4.68 and 

Figure 4.69) at the above mentioned points in time reveals that the thermal load 

applied on to the surface of the concrete had indeed penetrated the interface and 

reached the steel rebar (heating from room temperature to 99°C at about 30min and 

further to 383°C at 60min duration). It is also important to note in the above mentioned 

figures that the inner wall temperature of the concrete and the outer wall temperature 

of the interface had the same temperature readings, meaning the heating of the 

interface had occurred as expected and that the heat passed through the interface at 

levels that ensured uniform temperature of the interface. Likewise, the heat from the 

interface can also be seen to have transferred to the SMA rebar without any hindrance, 
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since the inner wall of the interface and the outer wall of the rebar had matching 

temperature profiles at every time frame that the results were captured. 

 

 

Figure 4.64: 3D Thermal profile of the Concrete-SMA Rebar and interface at (a) Start (b) 30min and 
(c) 60min f ire exposure 
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Figure 4.65: 2D Axial Thermal profile of the Concrete-SMA Rebar and interface at (a) Start (b) 30min 
and (c) 60min f ire exposure 
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Figure 4.66: 2D Radial Thermal profile of the Concrete-SMA rebar and the interface at (a) Start (b) 
30min and (c) 60min f ire exposure 
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Figure 4.67: 2D Radial Thermal profile of the Concrete (specimen with SMA rebar) at (a) Start (b) 
30min and (c) 60min f ire exposure 
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Figure 4.68: 2D Radial Thermal profile of the Concrete-SMA Rebar Interface at (a) Start (b) 30min 
and (c) 60min f ire exposure 
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Figure 4.69: 2D Radial Thermal profile of the SMA Rebar at (a) Start (b) 30min and (c) 60min fire  

Exposure 
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Figure 4.70: Similarities in thermal profiles between Steel and SMA rebar concrete specimens 
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Figure 4.71: Temperature profiles of the specimens (both steel and SMA) as a close approximation 

 

The similarities in the trend in both the concrete-steel rebar and in the case of 

concrete-SMA rebar are very close as can be noted in Figure 4.70. The similarity 

between the above two mentioned cases more evident at the interface can be seen in 

Figure 4.70 (c). While in the case of Concrete-SMA the temperature profile 

consistently showed marginally higher figures as compared to Concrete-steel rebar 

specimens. However, in both cases that were tested for the thermal response the bar 

temperatures were close to 400°C. In fact, the steel and SMA rebars had reached a 

temperature of 374°C and 383°C respectively.  

 

At the above-mentioned temperature of 400°C, Steel rebar starts losing strength as 

explained in the previous section. On the contrary the SMA which is a smart material 

that is trained to regain its shape at about 400°C gains strength. The use of the two 

rebars is a situation that may be ideal and one that is bound to increase the fire 

resistance rating of the structure. The following charts show the inverse relationship in 

their respective strengths between SMA and Steel rebar at about 400°C.  
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A single chart that approximates and summaries the thermal profile and that reflects 

very closely the thermal response of both SMA and steel rebars in concrete as shown 

in Figure 4.70 for quick reference. For the purpose of conducting the structural analysis 

though, the most accurate data as generated for both SMA and Steel rebar-based 

studies discussed thus far shall be used. 

 

4.6.2 Results- Nonlinear structural analysis 

While in the previous section the thermal response of various specimens considered 

in this work was discussed in detail, the intent of such an exercise was to generate the 

required thermal profile for use in the structural analysis of the specimens. The 

application of thermal profile onto the specimen is dealt with in a novel way in this 

thesis, where the interface is made to respond to both thermal and structural loading 

effect. Such a method of examination of the interface is new to the literature and is a 

significant contribution of this work to the existing knowledge in the literature. The 

methodology for such a study was elaborately discussed earlier in this chapter. In this 

section the results of the structural analysis on the specimens considered in this work 

are presented with a view to examine and establish the interface bond stress. In 

achieving such a goal and by validating the results against the physical experiments 

the first objective of AIM 2 of this research is achieved. To this extent, first the structural 

analysis results on steel-concrete specimens are presented next, followed by the 

results on SMA-concrete specimens. Like the previous section, the figures discussed 

in this section are presented towards the end of the respective sections to maintain 

the flow arguments.  

 

4.6.2.1 Bond stress between Steel-concrete 

In order to examine the bond stress behaviour using the novel numerical method 

developed in this work, first it is important to establish the area of focus. In this case, 

it is the wedge (Figure 4.72b) rather than the entire specimen model (Figure 4.72a) 

that is of concern for reasons mentioned earlier. This domain is identified in the figure 

below for quick reference in Figure 4.72(b). 
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Figure 4.72: a) Symmetric Model b) Wedge 

 

In the pull-out study conducted in the numerical work, it is the pulling force on the rebar 

that creates the required pull effect and as a consequence, there is displacement that 

happens on the bar. The quantum of displacement though is based on the surface 

roughness, material, bonding with concrete to name a few. The above-mentioned 

parameters were taken into account as part of the numerical model setup.  

 

Since the displacement is a response to the pull force, the maximum amount of force 

required to pull the rebar out of the concrete is shown in Figure 4.73. In the figure, the 

force shown is per wedge. In order to obtain the full force value, the force value needs 

to be multiplied by a value of 360 (for a full 360-degree model with 360 wedges of one-

degree angle each). From the figure it can be noted that the force drops quite 

significantly as the temperature of the concrete builds over the 60min period of testing 

(while all other parameters being the same). Till about 30 min the influence of 

temperature did not seem to have an effect on the steel rebar-concrete bond. This can 

be attributed to the poor thermal conductivity of the concrete as discussed in the 

previous section (Section 5.3.1.1). The maximum and minimum force being 79.6N and 

49.8N for no fire and 60min of fire exposure conditions respectively (For 1° wedge 

symmetric model). The low force required to pull the rebar out at higher temperatures 

could indicate the softening of the concrete. More importantly, the above variations 

indicate the influence of thermal loading on the interface and as an extension on the 

rebar. The fact that the interface is responding to both the thermal and structural load 

renders the novel method adopted in this work to study the interface functional. How 
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effective this method has been can be arrived at by analysing other data that is 

available from the structural analysis.  

 

For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction. For the force that is applied 

on the bar, there has to be a displacement (or a movement) of the bar that should be 

observed as the bar is pulled out of the concrete specimen. The displacement results 

for steel-concrete specimens are presented in Figure 4.74. While there seems to be 

no displacement of the concrete in each of the case that was examined, there had 

been a displacement of the rebar from the model albeit with varying degree of 

displacement value (minimum and maximum being 0.83 and 0.99mm respectively). In 

other words, the displacement shown represents the displacement of the interface. 

Therefore, the effect of such displacement on the bonding between the rebar and 

concrete needs to be examined. 

 

In Figure 4.75 the interface on the concrete side is shown for the three fire duration 

conditions. The red areas (value 16 as indicated in the legend) represent the elements 

of mesh that are un-disturbed during the pull test. However, the blue areas (value 1 

as indicated in the legend) are elements that have undergone displacement as a result 

of the pull test to the greatest degree. Other colours represent displacement of varying 

degree between the above two mentioned values. Other views and details of the 

interface showcasing the displaced elements are shown in Figure 4.74 and Figure 

4.75. 

 

It is evident in Figure 4.75 and Figure 4.76 that the elements are subjected to 

displacement on all three test cases. It is also evident that the displacement of 

elements is more evident as the concrete becomes softer due to longer exposure to 

the thermal loading. In the 60min exposure case that is considered, it can evidently be 

noted that the elements across the length of the steel rebar and within the close 

proximity of the outer surface of the rebar have all indeed undergone displacement 

(Figure 4.76). Such an effect is bound to result in cracks if this situation was to present 

itself in real life scenario and in the specimens that are subjected to physical testing 

(as discussed in Chapter 3). The results from these numerical studies and the physical 

experiments are compared towards the end of the next section.  
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Figure 4.73: Resultant force for full insert Steel rebar-Concrete Specimen at a) No Fire  b) 30min of 
Fire exposure (c) 60min of Fire exposure 
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Figure 4.74: Full insert Steel rebar displacement profile for a) No Fire  b) 30min of Fire exposure (c) 
60min of  Fire exposure and for respective loads shown in Figure 4.73 
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 Figure 4.75: Full insert Concrete interface element displacement profile for a) No Fire  b) 30min of 
Fire exposure (c) 60min of Fire exposure and for respective loads shown in Figure 4.73 
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Figure 4.76: Axial section view of Full insert steel rebar Concrete interface element displacement 
prof ile for a) No Fire  b) 30min of Fire exposure (c) 60min of Fire exposure and for respective loads 

shown in Figure 4.73 
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Table 4.11: Bond Stress at interface from numerical Analysis for full steel rebar insert  

 

 

Table 4.11 shows the force-displacement chart for the full-length steel embedded 

rebar for no-fire, 30mins and 60 mins fire condition pull-out numerical simulation. The 

highlighted values in the cell can be traced back to Figure 4.73. The bond stress was 

calculated as per the explanation provided in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2.2). For 
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convenience, the equation is given below as per the equations provided by Apparao 

et al. 2002. 

 

 
 
Equation 4.19 

 

 

 

Figure 4.77: Bond Stress at interface from numerical Analysis for full steel rebar insert under No Fire, 
30min and 60min of Fire exposure for respective loads shown in Figure 4.73 

 

The AIM 2 of this research is to study the bond stress at the interface of the concrete 

and rebar through numerical methods, where-in the thermal loading is considered as 

part of the non-linear structural studies on the specimen that is subjected to fire 

exposure. The stress figures achieved via the numerical Method developed in this 

work was compared to the corresponding data set from the experiments carried out 

on physical experiments (in Chapter 3).  
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4.6.3 Validation of Numerical Method developed in this work- A comparison 

with Physical Experiments 

 

Figure 4.78: Comparison of Bond Stress values from (a) numerical experiments results and (b) 
Physical experiment results  

 

The bond stress values achieved via the numerical experiments were found to be in 

close agreement with the corresponding values from the physical experiments. For 

example, the bond stress value between a steel rebar inserted fully into the concrete 

for no fire condition was found to be 3.5 MPa and 3.1 MPa for physical experiment 

and numerical studies respectively. Likewise, it can also be noted that the peak stress 
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occurred at about 1.05mm slipped (displacement of the rebar). The results can be 

found to be in such close agreement for the two fire conditions tested (30min and 

60min) too. In the case of 30min fire exposure, the maximum Bond Stress value noted 

was just under 3 MPa in both physical experiments and numerical experiments. 

Likewise, the maximum stress peaked at about 1mm slip value (displacement of rebar) 

in both physical and numerical experiments. Such a close match in values between 

physical and numerical experiments undoubtedly validated the numerical 

model/method developed in this work. 

 

The achievement of the data presented in Figure 4.77 and the subsequent comparison 

done (refer Figure 4.78) that establishes the tight agreement of the bond stress values 

obtained from physical and numerical experiments establishes the successful 

achievement of AIM 2. Having successfully validated the novel numerical method and 

model developed in this work, the novel model was put to use to examine the bond 

stress behaviour of the remaining eleven specimens considered in this work. The 

corresponding Figures, Tables and Charts that were developed from the results 

obtained from the numerical simulations are presented next (Figure 4.79 -Figure 4.82). 

These results follow the sequence of tables and figures presented in this section thus 

far and segregated based on the specimen name. For convenience the list of 

specimens can be found in Table 4.12. is provided below. 
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Table 4.12: List of specimens examined using numerical method developed in this work 

 

 

Table 4.12 tabulates the list of figures for each specimen showing the result for the 

force-displacement chart, displacement contour plot, contour plot for the element 

cracking/displacing at the interface and the zoom view of the same for no fire, 30 mins 

and 60 mins fire durations. (a, b, and c for No fire, 30 mins and 60mins fire duration).  
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Figure 4.79: Resultant force for half insert Steel rebar-Concrete Specimen at a) No Fire  b) 30min of 
Fire exposure (c) 60min of Fire exposure 
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Figure 4.80: Half insert Steel rebar displacement profile for a) No Fire  b) 30min of Fire exposure (c) 
60min of  Fire exposure and for respective loads shown in Figure 4.79. 
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Figure 4.81: Half insert Concrete interface element displacement profile for a) No Fire  b) 30min of 
Fire exposure (c) 60min of Fire exposure and for respective loads shown in Figure 4.79. 
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Figure 4.82: Axial section view of half insert steel rebar Concrete interface element displacement 
prof ile for a) No Fire  b) 30min of Fire exposure (c) 60min of Fire exposure and for respective loads 

shown in Figure 4.79. 
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Table 4.13: Bond Stress at interface from numerical Analysis for half insert steel rebar 

Interface Bond Stress - Steel rebar half insert into concrete

Maximum NF Steel 30min f steel 60min f steel NF 30min 60min 

5.00E-02 1 1 1 0.076 0.076 0.076

0.1 9.8692 9.0499 7.7466 0.754 0.691 0.592

0.15 11.152 10.065 9.2151 0.852 0.769 0.704

0.2 13.915 12.505 11.66 1.063 0.955 0.891

0.25 16.778 15.044 14.122 1.282 1.149 1.079

0.3 19.646 17.59 16.591 1.501 1.344 1.267

0.35 22.518 20.135 19.084 1.720 1.538 1.458

0.4 25.388 22.67 21.494 1.939 1.732 1.642

0.45 28.162 25.057 23.703 2.151 1.914 1.811

0.5 30.875 27.403 26.049 2.358 2.093 1.990

0.55 33.412 29.819 27.107 2.552 2.278 2.071

0.6 36 32.206 27.279 2.750 2.460 2.084

0.65 38.244 34.266 29.895 2.921 2.617 2.284

0.7 40.685 36.13 28.177 3.108 2.760 2.152

0.75 43.157 37.58 25.839 3.297 2.871 1.974

0.8 44.784 38.309 24.05 3.421 2.926 1.837

0.85 43.52 37.101 22.455 3.324 2.834 1.715

0.9 41.774 36.501 21.281 3.191 2.788 1.626

0.95 35.758 33.675 20.253 2.731 2.572 1.547

1 31.554 30.247 4.5999 2.410 2.310 0.351

1.05 29.02 26.877 0.11314 2.217 2.053 0.009

1.1 27.455 23.361 1.8098 2.097 1.784 0.138

1.15 26.064 19.862 1.8475 1.991 1.517 0.141

1.1768 16.23 8.8354 3.3413 1.240 0.675 0.255

1.1968 4.6882 5.5492 3.1128 0.358 0.424 0.238

1.2201 3.0831 5.2181 3.7707 0.236 0.399 0.288

1.2495 3.0448 5.3529 2.1641 0.233 0.409 0.165

1.4 3.4998 5.7613 2.1058 0.267 0.440 0.161

1.45 6.7203 6.3169 2.3702 0.513 0.483 0.181

1.5 5.904 6.9357 2.7736 0.451 0.530 0.212

1.55 5.7614 7.5637 5.1767 0.440 0.578 0.395

1.6 6.903 8.1669 2.2687 0.527 0.624 0.173

1.65 3.2654 8.7259 2.0578 0.249 0.667 0.157

1.7 3.1903 9.2251 2.041 0.244 0.705 0.156

1.75 5.0849 9.6803 2.0318 0.388 0.739 0.155

1.8 3.1237 10.081 3.4919 0.239 0.770 0.267

1.85 2.978 11.659 2.1464 0.227 0.891 0.164

1.9 2.9654 9.7556 2.0484 0.227 0.745 0.156

1.95 2.9645 8.7479 2.0414 0.226 0.668 0.156

2 2.9648 8.2964 2.041 0.226 0.634 0.156

2.05 2.9512 7.928 0.225 0.606 0.000

2.1 6.8215 0.000 0.521 0.000

2.15 6.4271 0.000 0.491 0.000

6.4606 0.000 0.493 0.000

6.7543 0.000 0.516 0.000

7.1933 0.000 0.549 0.000

Force Values From Numerical experiments                                                 

FORCE VS DISPLACEMENT CHART                         

(Figure 5.35)

BOND STRESS calculated using 

corresponsing force observed in the force vs 

displacement chart
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Figure 4.83: Bond Stress at interface from numerical Analysis for full steel rebar insert under No Fire, 
30min and 60min of Fire exposure for respective loads shown in Table 4.13 
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Figure 4.84: Comparison of Bond Stress values from (a) numerical experiments results and (b) 
Physical experiment results  
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Figure 4.85: Resultant force for Full insert SMA rebar-Concrete Specimen at a) No Fire  b) 30min of 
Fire exposure (c) 60min of Fire exposure 
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Figure 4.86: Full insert SMA rebar; displacement profile for a) No Fire  b) 30min of Fire exposure (c) 
60min of  Fire exposure and for respective loads shown in Figure 4.85. 
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Figure 4.87: Full insert SMA rebar; Concrete interface element displacement profile for a) No Fire  b) 
30min of  Fire exposure (c) 60min of Fire exposure and for respective loads shown in shown in Figure 

4.85. 
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Figure 4.88: Axial section view of Full insert SMA rebar Concrete interface element displacement 
prof ile for a) No Fire  b) 30min of Fire exposure (c) 60min of Fire exposure and for respective loads 

shown in Figure 4.85 
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Table 4.14: Bond Stress at interface from numerical Analysis for full insert SMA rebar 

 

 

 

 

 

Interface Bond Stress - SMA rebar full insert into concrete

Maximum NF Steel 30min f steel 60min f steel NF 30min 60min 

5.00E-02 3 3 3 0.115 0.115 0.115

0.1 4.7297 4.98 5.2091 0.181 0.190 0.199

0.15 6.1478 6.0748 6.4889 0.235 0.232 0.248

0.2 7.9267 7.6468 8.2309 0.303 0.292 0.314

0.25 9.738 9.2789 10.028 0.372 0.354 0.383

0.3 11.553 10.921 11.834 0.441 0.417 0.452

0.35 13.369 12.566 13.642 0.511 0.480 0.521

0.4 15.184 14.211 15.45 0.580 0.543 0.590

0.45 17 15.856 17.259 0.649 0.606 0.659

0.5 18.815 17.5 19.067 0.719 0.668 0.728

0.55 20.631 19.145 20.875 0.788 0.731 0.797

0.6 22.447 20.79 22.679 0.857 0.794 0.866

0.65 24.262 22.435 24.382 0.927 0.857 0.931

0.7 26.078 24.08 26.141 0.996 0.920 0.998

0.75 27.893 25.725 27.774 1.065 0.982 1.061

0.8 29.709 27.37 29.485 1.135 1.045 1.126

0.85 31.524 29.015 31.13 1.204 1.108 1.189

0.9 33.16 30.515 32.493 1.266 1.165 1.241

0.95 34.488 32.145 33.507 1.317 1.228 1.280

1 35.518 33.369 34.337 1.357 1.274 1.311

1.05 36.25 34.312 34.844 1.384 1.310 1.331

1.1 36.673 34.978 35.018 1.401 1.336 1.337

1.15 36.755 35.353 34.769 1.404 1.350 1.328

1.1768 36.433 35.406 33.619 1.391 1.352 1.284

1.1968 35.565 35.069 31.237 1.358 1.339 1.193

1.2201 33.648 34.179 24.721 1.285 1.305 0.944

1.2495 30.335 32.253 17.638 1.159 1.232 0.674

1.4 25.669 29.247 10.508 0.980 1.117 0.401

1.45 19.822 25.318 8.9325 0.757 0.967 0.341

1.5 13.012 20.661 3.0023 0.497 0.789 0.115

1.55 5.9853 15.466 2.3865 0.229 0.591 0.091

1.6 2.1908 9.9152 2.4008 0.084 0.379 0.092

1.65 1.4219 4.8013 3.4293 0.054 0.183 0.131

1.7 1.2816 2.6892 2.2084 0.049 0.103 0.084

1.75 1.2563 2.1033 1.9687 0.048 0.080 0.075

1.8 1.2518 1.9521 1.9094 0.048 0.075 0.073

1.85 1.251 1.9135 1.8937 0.048 0.073 0.072

1.9 1.2508 0 1.8897 0.048 0.000 0.072

1.95 1.2508 1.8887 0.048 0.000 0.072

2 1.2508 1.8884 0.048 0.000 0.072

2.05 1.2508 1.8883 0.048 0.000 0.072

2.1 1.2508 1.8883 0.048 0.000 0.072

Force Values From Numerical experiments                                                 

FORCE VS DISPLACEMENT CHART                         

(Figure 5.41)

BOND STRESS calculated using 

corresponsing force observed in the force vs 

displacement chart
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Figure 4.89: Bond Stress at interface from numerical Analysis for full SMA rebar insert under No Fire, 
30min and 60min of Fire exposure for respective loads shown in Table 4.14 
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Figure 4.90: Comparison of Bond Stress values from (a) numerical experiments results and (b) 
Physical experiment results  
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Figure 4.91: Resultant force for half insert SMA rebar-Concrete Specimen at a) No Fire  b) 30min of 
Fire exposure (c) 60min of Fire exposure 
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Figure 4.92: Half insert SMA rebar; displacement profile for a) No Fire  b) 30min of Fire exposure (c) 
60min of  Fire exposure and for respective loads shown in Figure 4.91. 
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Figure 4.93: Half insert SMA rebar; Concrete interface element displacement profile for a) No Fire  b) 
30min of  Fire exposure (c) 60min of Fire exposure and for respective loads shown in Figure 4.91 
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Figure 4.94: Axial section view of Half insert SMA rebar Concrete interface element displacement 
prof ile for a) No Fire  b) 30min of Fire exposure (c) 60min of Fire exposure and for respective loads 

shown in Figure 4.91 
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Table 4.15: Bond Stress at interface from numerical Analysis for half insert SMA rebar 

 

Interface Bond Stress - SMA rebar half insert into concrete

Maximum NF Steel 30min f steel 60min f steel NF 30min 60min 

5.00E-02 1 1 1 0.076 0.076 0.076

0.1 0.48107 3.5537 3.1058 0.037 0.271 0.237

0.15 0.57127 4.016 3.3676 0.044 0.307 0.257

0.2 0.80551 4.9922 4.1416 0.062 0.381 0.316

0.25 1.1657 6.0135 4.9567 0.089 0.459 0.379

0.3 1.7074 7.0392 5.7755 0.130 0.538 0.441

0.35 2.5208 8.0654 6.5946 0.193 0.616 0.504

0.4 3.7395 9.0917 7.4138 0.286 0.694 0.566

0.45 4.8726 10.118 8.233 0.372 0.773 0.629

0.5 6.4105 11.144 9.0521 0.490 0.851 0.691

0.55 7.9066 12.171 9.8712 0.604 0.930 0.754

0.6 9.4516 13.197 10.69 0.722 1.008 0.817

0.65 11.004 14.223 11.51 0.841 1.086 0.879

0.7 12.532 15.249 12.329 0.957 1.165 0.942

0.75 14.079 16.276 13.148 1.075 1.243 1.004

0.8 15.627 17.302 13.965 1.194 1.322 1.067

0.85 17.174 18.255 14.671 1.312 1.394 1.121

0.9 18.722 19.27 15.399 1.430 1.472 1.176

0.95 20.271 19.687 16.021 1.548 1.504 1.224

1 21.751 16.57 16.807 1.661 1.266 1.284

1.05 22.784 15.004 17.561 1.740 1.146 1.341

1.1 22.868 13.366 18.276 1.747 1.021 1.396

1.15 20.811 13.692 18.791 1.590 1.046 1.435

1.1768 17.716 10.614 16.003 1.353 0.811 1.222

1.1968 15.548 8.9377 15.922 1.188 0.683 1.216

1.2201 13.4 7.4343 11.006 1.024 0.568 0.841

1.2495 11.216 5.9534 8.4115 0.857 0.455 0.643

1.4 10.765 4.4767 6.1187 0.822 0.342 0.467

1.45 10.358 3.0001 3.8648 0.791 0.229 0.295

1.5 9.7532 1.5234 3.2794 0.745 0.116 0.250

1.55 8.8469 2.6217 0.676 0.000 0.200

1.6 7.4874 1.8101 0.572 0.000 0.138

1.65 5.4481 1.9209 0.416 0.000 0.147

1.7 3.2992 2.1969 0.252 0.000 0.168

1.75 1.1502 2.4759 0.088 0.000 0.189

1.8 0.99871 3.6734 0.076 0.000 0.281

1.85 0.34936 1.2679 0.027 0.000 0.097

1.9 0.37476 0.029 0.000 0.000

1.95 0.38038 0.029 0.000 0.000

2 0.38765 0.030 0.000 0.000

2.05 0.39535 0.030 0.000 0.000

2.1 0.4031 0.031 0.000 0.000

Force Values From Numerical experiments                                                 

FORCE VS DISPLACEMENT CHART                         

(Figure 5.47)

BOND STRESS calculated using 

corresponsing force observed in the force vs 

displacement chart
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Figure 4.95: Bond Stress at interface from numerical Analysis for full SMA rebar insert under No Fire, 
30min and 60min of Fire exposure for respective loads shown in Table 4.15 

 

4.7 Numerical Studies - Results and Discussion 

Following the generation of the required data sets on the bond stress of both SMA and 

Steel rebar based concrete specimens the thesis set to explore the possibility of 

applying such data to a novel method of analysing concrete-rebar interface (that is 

subjected to fire conditions) using numerical simulations. It is for the first time that such 

a study was attempted, and a successful development of the numerical model 

contributes greatly to the advancement of knowledge in the literature. The numerical 

studies in this thesis were divided into two major sections a) thermal analysis b) non-

linear structural analysis. To this extent, in order to establish the thermal profile of the 

specimen’s thermal analysis of the specimen was carried out. Since materials 

remained the same and the thermal properties remain the same over a period of 

60min, only one thermal analysis was carried out as discussed in section 4.5.1. The 

results are discussed next following which the results from the non-linear structural 

analysis is discussed. The results of the thermal analysis on SMA rebar-based 

specimen heated for 60min is shown in Figure 4.96, while the thermal profile at start 

(No Fire) and 30min of fire exposure is also discussed in this chapter. Such thermal 

profiling studies were taken up on specimen with steel rebar too for conformation of 
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the thermal profile generated. The similarities in the trend in both the Concrete-steel 

rebar and in the case of Concrete-SMA rebar are very close. In both cases that were 

tested for the thermal response the rebar temperatures were close to 400°C. In fact, 

the steel and SMA rebars had reached a temperature of 374°C and 383°C 

respectively.  

 

 

Figure 4.96: 2D Radial Thermal profile at 60min of thermal exposure (a) Concrete (b) Concrete-SMA 
rebar interface and (c) SMA Rebar 
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A failure mode of a specimen (SMA rebar that is fully inserted into concrete) that was 

subjected to pull-out test both experimentally and numerically is shown in Figure 4.97. 

In the physical testing of the specimen, at about 60 mins of thermal exposure and the 

specimen was subjected to the pull-out test. The specimen was analysed for cracks 

and the results are shown in Figure 4.97 (a) and (b). It can be noted from these figures 

that the rebar had smoothly pulled out of the specimen without cracking the concrete. 

The interface looks smooth and clean without any rupture. This is evident from any 

lack of concrete residue on the SMA rebar. In order to establish the consistency of the 

numerical model/method developed in this work, it is essential to observe similar 

results on the corresponding model used in numerical study. In Figure 4.97(b) the 

results from numerical study are presented. The results of the numerical study too 

predict a smooth pull-out of the rebar as observed in the case of physical experiments. 

This reiterates the accuracy of the novel method developed to analyse bond stress as 

a response to both thermal and structural loading. 

 

 

Figure 4.97: Failure Modes: Pull out test under high temperature a) physical experiment and b) 
numerical study 
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Figure 4.98: Comparison of Bond Stress values from (a) numerical experiments results and (b) 
Physical experiment results  

 

The bond stress values achieved via the numerical experiments were found to be in 

close agreement with the corresponding values from the physical experiments. For 

example, the bond stress value between a steel rebar inserted fully into the concrete 

for no fire condition was found to be 3.5 MPa and 3.1 MPa for physical experiment 

and numerical studies respectively. Likewise, it can also be noted that the peak stress 

occurred at about 1.05mm slipped (displacement of the rebar). The results can be 

found to be in such close agreement for the two fire conditions tested (30min and 

60min) too. In the case of 30min fire exposure, the maximum Bond Stress value noted 
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was just under 3MPa in both physical experiments and numerical experiments. 

Likewise, the maximum stress peaked at about 1mm slip value (displacement of rebar) 

in both physical and numerical experiments. Such a close match in values between 

physical and numerical experiments undoubtedly validated the numerical 

model/method developed in this work. The achievement of the data presented in 

Figure 4.77 and the subsequent comparison done (refer Figure 4.78) that establishes 

the tight agreement of the bond stress values obtained from physical and numerical 

experiments establishes the successful achievement of AIM 2.   

 

Having established that for similar thermal and structural inputs the specimen in both 

experimental and numerical study responded in similar ways, it was decided to employ 

the novel numerical method developed in this work to examine the bond stress at the 

interface of all the specimens that were tested in experimental studies. In all, 12 

specimens were subjected to the nonlinear testing using the numerical model 

developed in this work. In effect, six specimens each were examined with steel and 

SMA rebars. The six specimens in each group were further divided into two groups a) 

half insert of rebar and b) full insert of rebar. The examination of the 12 specimens 

allowed for the comparison of the bond stress for the specimens in the respective 

grouping. The following two figures (Figure 4.99 and Figure 4.100) summaries these 

results and key findings.  

 

Figure 4.99 is a chart that shows the bond stress values (as observed from the 

numerical experiments) on specimens that had rebar inserted to half the length of the 

concrete (150mm depth). Likewise, Figure 4.100 is a chart that shows the bond stress 

values (as observed from the numerical experiments) on specimens that had rebar 

inserted to full length of the concrete (300mm depth). In both the above-mentioned 

cases, it could be noted that at elevated temperatures (400°C achieved at around 

60mins of fire exposure), in the cohesive zone (the concrete-rebar interface) the steel 

rebar starts losing its strength (as a reflection of the falling bond stress values). The 

loss of strength (3MPa to 1.5MPa) can be noted at around 1mm displacement value 

and continues a rapid decline till about 1.75mm displacement due to sustained fire 

exposure.  
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On the contrary, the SMA rebar continues to gain strength as the temperature of the 

rebar-concrete interface approaches 400°C. This is evident from the increased bond 

stress values which raise from about 1MPa to about 1.5MPa. An inverse relationship 

in the bond stress values is established between SMA and steel rebar for specimens 

that are exposed to 60min of fire conditions.  

 

 

Figure 4.99: Effect of fire duration on bond stress of Half embedded rebar – SMA and Steel M30)  

 

 

Figure 4.100: Effect of fire duration on bond stress of Full embedded rebar – SMA and Steel M30)  
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Figure 4.101 shows the plot for concrete M30, SMA and steel rebar 10mm and under 

three fire exposure conditions and for both physical (denoted by “E” followed by a 

number in the specimen name) and numerical experiments (denoted by “FEA” in the 

specimen name). It can be observed that there is good correlation between the 

experimental test result and numerical simulation results. The bond stress of steel is 

generally higher because of the surface friction and material modules of elasticity of 

the steel at normal temperature. It can also be noted that as the temperature the 

concrete specimens with steel rebars increases as response to thermal loading, the 

bond stress value begins to drop.  For example, at around 30 minutes (the interface 

temperature is around 110°C as discussed earlier in this Chapter) there is 4 % 

reduction in steel rebar bond stress and as heating of the specimens continue to about 

60min (where the concrete-rebar steel interface reaches a temperature of 400°C), the 

bond stress drop quite significantly by 42%. This can be attributed to the significant 

reduction in the elastic modulus of steel at such temperatures. 

 

 

Figure 4.101: Experimental and FEA correlation  

 

On the other hand, in the case of concrete with SMA rebars shown an 18% reduction 

in SMA rebar concrete bond stress at about 30min and about 8% at about 60min of 

fire exposure conditions. This can be explained by the fact that at about 400°C, the 

SMA rebars undergoes austenite phase transformation and gains stiffness because 
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of increased modulus of elasticity. Interestingly, the overall drop in the bond stress at 

60 minutes fire duration in SMA bar is not as significant as steel bar (refer to Figure 

4.101).  

 

In all of the above cases it can be noted that the bond stress values noted for a 

particular case in the physical experiment is in very close and tight agreement with the 

bond stress prediction made by the numerical experiments; the average margin of 

error was less than 10% which validates the numerical model. Such a situation further 

validates and confirms the effectiveness of the novel non-destructive numerical 

method of testing a specimen’s bond stress developed in this work. The development 

of such a numerical method to study the bond stress at the interface of concrete and 

rebar that are subjected to thermal loading successfully achieves AIM 2 of this thesis.  

 

AIM 2 Achieved 

“Develop a numerical model to study the bond stress and bond slip 

behaviour in the cohesive zone of SMA-concrete and steel-concrete 

specimens under various fire conditions” 

 

A comprehensive analysis and comparison of the results from both the physical and 

numerical experiments validate the novel numerical model developed in this work. 

Such a situation presents an opportunity to further apply such numerical model to 

examine various other parameters that were exempted from both numerical and 

physical experiments considered in this work thus far. Such studies will assist in the 

development of an empirical equation which achieves the Aim 3 of this work. The 

manner in which the numerical results presented in this Chapter interacts with the rest 

of the Chapters in this thesis is shown in Figure 4.102. 
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Figure 4.102: Interaction of numerical results with other Chapters  
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CHAPTER 5: Parametric Studies 

 

In Chapters 3, only a limited number of specimens (M30 Concrete, NiTi SMA, steel 

rebar, both of 10mm diameter) were examined to understand the bond stress between 

rebar and concrete while the specimen was subjected to both thermal and structural 

loading. The constraint was mainly due to the high cost of the materials involved and 

the long-time frame involved in conducting each physical experiment (mainly related 

to heating and cooling of the furnace). The results of the physical experiments allowed 

for the defining of various parameters in a novel numerical model (in Chapter 4) that 

predicts the interface response to thermal and structural loading. A validation study 

between the results of the physical and numerical experiments established the 

accuracy of the numerical model developed in this work in Chapter 4. The novel 

numerical model developed in this work allows for the study of bond stress between 

rebar and concrete interface without the need for physical apparatus or 

experimentation. This situation presented an opportunity to conduct further studies on 

the influence of various other parameters on the bond stress of SMA-concrete. Such 

a parametric study will conclusively establish the importance of each of the parameters 

considered. This Chapter is divided into two main sections 1) Parametric studies and 

2) Regression analysis. First the parametric studies conducted in this work are 

presented and clearly identify the parameters that have the greatest influence on the 

bond stress values. Such parameters are then be subjected to a regression analysis 

in the latter half of this Chapter. The regression analysis leads to the development of 

an empirical formula that allows for quick estimation of bond stress at the interface of 

the rebar and concrete that is subjected to various conditions of fire. Such a formula 

achieves the Aim 3 of this thesis. The Aim 3 and the corresponding objectives are:  

  

▪ To develop an empirical equation for quick assessment of the bond stress that 

takes into account the influence of fire on the concrete; 

• To employ the numerical model developed in AIM 2 to conduct 

parametric studies on various specimens developed; 
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• Regression analysis of parametric study; 

• To develop empirical equation taking into consideration the outcome of  

the parametric study taken up in AIM2 that facilitates quick bond stress 

calculations; and 

• To validate the empirical equation against the results of the experiments 

conducted in this work and also against work from literature. 

5.1 The parametric studies  

The numerical model developed in this work in Chapter 4 to predict the bond stress in 

the cohesive zone is employed in this section to examine and to identify the 

parameters that have the greatest influence on the bond stress. The following 

parameters are considered for this exercise: 

 

• Rebar diameter (8, 10 and 12 mm); 

• Rebar Material (SMA and Steel); 

• Concrete grade (M30, M40 and M50); 

• Embedded length of rebar (150 mm and 300 mm); 

• Duration of fire (No fire, 30mins and 60mins); and 

• Sand coating on the rebar (300µm). 

 

5.1.1 Effect of bar diameter 

To study the influence of the bar diameter on bond stress, three different bar diameters 

(i.e. D8, D10 and D12) and concrete grades (M30, M40 and M50) were considered in 

this parametric study. Each of the above parameters was observed for three different 

fire exposure times 1) no fire (NF), 2) 30min of fire exposure (30F) and 3) 60min of fire 

exposure (60F). The observations made on the bond stress for half and full embedded 

SMA rebar case are presented in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 respectively.   

 

The bond stress distribution works on the interface area between the rebar and 

concrete. The increase in the bar diameter increases the interface surface area, which 
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leads to an increase in the chemical adhesion and frictional area. It is noted in the 

above-mentioned Figures that the bond stress increases with the increase in the bar 

diameter. It can also be noted that for the same concrete grade, fire condition and 

embedded length, an increase in the bar diameter correspondingly increases the pull-

out force thereby increasing the bond stress. It was found that the increase in bond 

stress from diameter 8mm to 10 mm was around 12%, for the same embedded length, 

whereas it was around 22% for 10mm to 12mm bar diameter. Moreover, the increase 

in bar diameter does reduces the concrete cover, which contribute in dropping of the 

bond stress. For example, for rebar diameter more than 22mm the bond stress 

reduces with increase in the bar diameter (Muntasir et al. 2016). 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Effect of bar diameter on bond stress (Half embedded length)  
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Figure 5.2: Effect of bar diameter on bond stress (Full embedded length) 

 

5.1.2 Effect of concrete grade 

The force transfer in a reinforced concrete specimen takes place through the bond 

between the concrete and rebar and is directly proportional to the strength of the 

materials involved. In the case of concrete, the grade of concrete denotes concretes 

strength. Higher the grade, higher is the strength (for example M30, M50). Concrete 

strength is one of the important factors that influences the bond strength. This is due 

to the fact that the shear and tangential separation at the interface between the bar 

and concrete is mostly governed by the concrete strength.  

  

Figure 5.3 shows the plot of normalised bond stress for different bar diameter (8, 10 

and 12mm) with different concrete grades (M30, M40 and M50). The response of the 

bond stress for different bar diameter and the fire expose duration is noted. It can be 

observed that there is an increase in the bond strength of around 20% to 22% by just 

changing the grade from M30 to M40 and from M40 to M50. It is evident that the bond 

stress increases with the increase in the concrete grade. Similar trend is observed in 

the case of full embedded rebar as well, as presented in Figure 5.14.  
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Figure 5.3: Effect of concrete grade on bond stress a) SMA Half embedded and b) SMA Full 
embedded 
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5.1.3 Effect of embedded length  

Two different embedment lengths were considered for the parametric study so as to 

study its effect on the bond strength. Essentially, full (300mm) and half embedment 

length (150mm) of SMA rebars of 8, 10 and 12mm diameter were considered. In Figure 

5.4 and Figure 5.5, the normalised bond stress values as determined for the half and 

full embedded lengths for the above mentioned parameters are presented. The bond 

stress follows a trend that is comparable between the two insert depths considered. It 

is observed that the bond stress of the half-embedded length is on the higher side by 

around 14% as compared to the full embedment length (Figure 5.4). The main reason 

for the bond stress in the half embedment length being on the higher side is due to the 

low surface area available at the interface to resist the pull-out force. The following two 

charts ( Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5) show the bond stress values as predicted for M50 

grade concrete for both half and full rebar insert depths, different rebar diameters and 

fire exposure durations.  

 

 

Figure 5.4: Effect of embedded length on bond stress (No Fire condition – M50) 
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                                                                    (a) 

 

   (b) 

Figure 5.5: Effect of embedded length of SMA rebar on bond stress in M50 concrete at a) 30min and 
b) 60min f ire exposure 
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5.1.4 Effect of fire exposure duration   

As understood from the discussion thus far, the bond stress is dependent on 

embedded length, rebar diameter and more importantly the strength of the concrete 

and rebar interface. SMA are known to exhibit structural properties that are different 

to that of steel when exposed to fire conditions. Hence the fire exposure time was also  

considered as one of the parameters in the parametric studies.  

 

SMA offers a unique capability wherein it exhibits increased stiffness as it undergoes 

a phase transformation between martensite to austenite under the influence of high 

temperature. Such behaviour is contradictory to that of steel, where in steel rebar 

shows a loss in stiffness under high temperature.  At room temperature (no fire 

condition), a steel rebar having the same diameter as an SMA rebar, displays 

significantly higher stiffness than that of the SMA rebar. Typically, at room 

temperature, the bond stress of steel bar is around 2 times higher as compared to 

SMA. However, when exposed to conditions of fire and higher temperatures, SMA is 

expected to gain strength and rightly so the following points are made from the 

parametric studies conducted in this work.  

 

Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 compares the maximum bond stress for different rebar 

diameter (8, 10 and 12 mm) in combination with different concrete grade ( M30, M40 

and M50) under three different fire exposure times 1) No fire, 2) 30Min and 3) 60min. 

In general, it can be seen that there is a drop in maximum bond stress at about 30 min 

of fire exposure. It is to be noted that at 30 min, the temperature at the SMA rebar-

concrete interface did not reach the phase transformation temperature; and hence the 

SMA was yet to gain the intended stiffness at 30min of fire exposure. On the contrary, 

at 60min fire exposure, the SMA rebar temperature was noted to be close to 400°C. It 

is at this temperature that the SMA undergoes phase transformation and hence there 

is not much reduction in bond stress. On the contrary the bond strength seemed to 

have increased for rebars of 12mm diameters. Similar observations can be drawn for 

both full and half embedment rebar specimens (refer Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7). The 

above-mentioned figures show the bond stress plot for a 10 mm diameter SMA rebar 

under different fire conditions and concrete grade (M30, M40 and M50).  
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Figure 5.6: Effect of fire duration on bond stress (rebar half insert) 

 

Figure 5.7: Effect of fire duration on bond stress (rebar full insert)  
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5.1.5 Effect of sand coating  

SMA has lower bond strength as compared to steel rebars owing to its smooth surface. 

To overcome this limitation, sand coating is provided onto the SMA rebar. The purpose 

of the sand coating is to improve the surface friction. For the purpose of the parametric 

studies undertaken in this work, 300μm sand coated SMA bar is considered. For this 

exercise, the concrete grade considered was M50. Figure 5.8 shows a chart that 

compares the bond stress vs displacement values of SMA and sand Coated SMA 

rebars, for No fire, 30min and 60min of fire exposure. There is clearly a significant 

improvement in the bond stress of the sand coated rebar as compared to standards 

SMA rebar for all three fire conditions (Figure 5.8) that they were exposed to.  

 

From Figure 5.9 it can be observed that the bond strength of sand coated SMA bar 

has shown more than 41% increase in bond strength. This effectively means the 

difference between steel and sand coated SMA is about 16% as compared to 56% 

between steel and standard SMA rebar. There seems to be about 40% improvement 

in the bond stress values of sand coated SMA even when they are subjected to fire 

exposure (both 30 and 60min) as noted in  Figure 5.9. 

 

 

Figure 5.8: Effect of sand coating on bond stress (Full embedded length – M30)  
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Figure 5.9: Effect of sand coating on bond stress (Full embedded length - SMA-steel – M30)  

 

5.1.6 Key highlights of the parametric studies 

Results from parametric studies of the pull-out studies showed a clear trend in how 

the various parameters affect the bond stress. Importantly, the current study which is 

carried out on plain rebar is purely to understand the bond stress behaviour between 

SMA and concrete, and for the same reason plain SMA and plain steel rebar were 

considered for the comparative analysis.  

 

The influencing parameters from the parametric studies conducted using the 

numerical model developed in this thesis were combined together and were plotted in 

the 3D surface plots to understand the influence that each parameter has on bond 

stress. Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 show the different parameters that were 

considered in the parametric studies and how they had influenced the bond stress as 

such. The factors which seemed to influence the bond stress the most are concrete 

grade, rebar material, embedded length of the rebar, rebar diameter and material 

degradation of concrete and rebar material under high temperature. The above-

mentioned parameters were all considered in the development of the empirical formula 

using regression analysis which is discussed next. 
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Figure 5.10: Inf luence of parameters on (a) 8mm (b) 10mm and (c) 12mm diameter SMA fully 
embedded rebar 
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Figure 5.11: Inf luence of parameters on (a) 8mm (b) 10mm and (c) 12mm diameter SMA half 
embedded rebar 
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5.2 Empirical Equation  

Regression analysis is a powerful statistical method that allows for the examination of 

the relationship between two or more variables of interest i.e. dependent and 

independent variables. In this research, the dependent variable is the bond stress (), 

which is also known as criterion variable. The factors which affect the bond stress and 

influence this dependent variable are called as independent variable. In this work, the 

parameters considered in the numerical and parametric studies i.e. bar diameter, 

embedded length, rebar material, concrete grade and degradation of the concrete and 

rebar material are the independent variables. 

 

Regression analysis allows to achieve a good understanding on the influence of the 

independent variables (concrete grade, rebar material, bar diameter, material 

degradation etc.) (both positive and negative) on the dependent variable (bond stress). 

It also allows to mathematically determine how strongly a variable affects the 

dependent variables and quantifies the same. Technically, regression analysis model 

is based on the sum of squares, which is a mathematical way to find the dispersion of 

data points. The goal of a model is to get the smallest possible sum of squares and 

draw a line that comes closest to the data.  

 

Since there were several independent variables identified in this work, a multivariate 

regression analysis was carried out (using the data analysis tool in Microsoft Excel) to 

establish the correlation between bond strength (the dependent variable) and the 

independent variables. When the number of independent variables is high, literature 

suggests the use of stepwise regression (SR) as a robust approach to determine the 

best combination of independent variables in predicting the dependent variable (Cevik  

et al. 2010).  

 

Regression analysis produces an output summary which consists of regression 

statistics and correlation coefficients. The regression statistics consists of Multiple R, 

R Square, adjusted R Square, standard error and observations. Multiple R is the 

Correlation Coefficient that measures the strength of a linear relationship between two 

variables. R square (R2) is the coefficient of determination, which is used as an 
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indicator of the goodness of fit. It shows how many points fall on the regression line. 

The R2 value is calculated from the total sum of squares. More precisely, it is the sum 

of the squared deviations of the original data from the mean. Adjusted R Square is the 

R square adjusted for the number of independent variables in the model.   

 

Standard error is another goodness-of-fit measure that shows the precision of the 

regression analysis conducted- the smaller the number, the more certainty about the 

regression equation that is developed. While R2 represents the percentage of the 

dependent variables variance that is explained by the model, Standard Error is an 

absolute measure that shows the average distance that the data points fall from the 

regression line. The observations are the number of samples used in the regression 

analysis. The correlation coefficients (identified as β1 , β2, β3 etc) also called as 

parameter coefficients are the respective multiplying factor (constant value) generated 

for the respective parameter selected. The correlation coefficient can be any value 

between -1 and 1, and its absolute value indicates the relationship strength. The larger 

the absolute value, the stronger the relationship. The negative value indicates negative 

strong relationship, positive value indicates positive strong relationship and if the 

correlation coefficient is zero, it means it’s not related.   

 

5.2.1 Regression Analysis – Discussion on Case studies 

Based on the discussion on the parametric studies in the previous section, key 

parameters that influenced the bond stress the most were identified for the regression 

analysis. These are: 

1) Embedded length; 

2) Bar diameter; 

3) Degradation of concrete (concrete modulus); and 

4) Rebar material (rebar modulus). 

 

In Table 5.1 the bond stress values as observed during the parametric studies for the 

various combinations of the above four identified parameters are presented. A total of 

92 cases (as indicated in Table 5.1) are considered in this work for the regression 

analysis covering the various permutation and combination of the aforementioned 
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parameters. These cases were specifically selected in a manner that represents a 

sample which consists of all the combination of the parameters considered in this 

work.  

 

Table 5.1: Partial list of dependent and independent variables as derived from parametric studies  

S.No. 
  

Bond stress Bar Dia 
Rebar 

Modulus 
embedded 

Concrete 
modulus 

1 1.29 
8.00 65.00 150.00 29.13 

2 1.26 
8.00 61.75 150.00 26.22 

3 1.23 
8.00 60.00 150.00 17.48 

4 1.51 
10.00 65.00 150.00 29.13 

5 1.29 
10.00 61.75 150.00 26.22 

6 1.18 
10.00 60.00 150.00 17.48 

7 1.92 
12.00 65.00 150.00 29.13 

8 1.20 
12.00 61.75 150.00 26.22 

9 1.28 
12.00 60.00 150.00 17.48 

10 1.82 
8.00 65.00 150.00 32.80 

11 1.26 
8.00 61.75 150.00 29.52 

12 1.35 
8.00 60.00 150.00 19.68 

13 1.98 
10.00 65.00 150.00 32.80 

14 1.29 
10.00 61.75 150.00 29.52 

15 1.17 
10.00 60.00 150.00 19.68 

16 2.30 
12.00 65.00 150.00 32.80 

17 1.29 
12.00 61.75 150.00 29.52 

18 1.17 
12.00 60.00 150.00 19.68 

19 1.82 
8.00 65.00 150.00 34.80 

20 1.27 
8.00 61.75 150.00 31.32 

21 1.13 
8.00 60.00 150.00 20.88 

22 2.35 
10.00 65.00 150.00 34.80 

23 1.29 
10.00 61.75 150.00 31.32 

24 1.52 
10.00 60.00 150.00 20.88 

25 2.69 
12.00 65.00 150.00 34.80 

26 1.29 
12.00 61.75 150.00 31.32 

27 1.53 
12.00 60.00 150.00 20.88 

28 1.52 
8.00 65.00 300.00 29.13 

29 1.26 
8.00 61.75 300.00 26.22 

30 1.23 
8.00 60.00 300.00 17.48 

31 1.32 
10.00 65.00 300.00 29.13 

32 1.29 
10.00 61.75 300.00 26.22 

33 1.18 
10.00 60.00 300.00 17.48 

34 1.92 
12.00 65.00 300.00 29.13 

35 1.20 
12.00 61.75 300.00 26.22 

36 1.28 
12.00 60.00 300.00 17.48 

37 1.82 
8.00 65.00 300.00 32.80 
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38 1.26 
8.00 61.75 300.00 29.52 

39 1.35 
8.00 60.00 300.00 19.68 

40 1.98 
10.00 65.00 300.00 32.80 

41 1.29 
10.00 61.75 300.00 29.52 

42 1.17 
10.00 60.00 300.00 19.68 

43 2.30 
12.00 65.00 300.00 32.80 

44 1.29 
12.00 61.75 300.00 29.52 

45 1.17 
12.00 60.00 300.00 19.68 

46 1.82 
8.00 65.00 300.00 34.80 

47 1.27 
8.00 61.75 300.00 31.32 

48 1.13 
8.00 60.00 300.00 20.88 

49 2.35 
10.00 65.00 300.00 34.80 

50 1.29 
10.00 61.75 300.00 31.32 

51 1.52 
10.00 60.00 300.00 20.88 

52 2.69 
12.00 65.00 300.00 34.80 

53 1.29 
12.00 61.75 300.00 31.32 

54 1.53 
12.00 60.00 300.00 20.88 

55 
3.34 10.00 210.00 300.00 

29.13 

56 
3.25 10.00 199.50 300.00 

26.22 

57 
3.18 10.00 105.00 300.00 

17.48 

58 
3.21 10.00 210.00 300.00 

29.13 

59 
1.98 10.00 199.50 300.00 

26.22 

60 
1.96 10.00 105.00 300.00 

17.48 

61 
3.61 10.00 210.00 150.00 

29.13 

62 
3.59 10.00 199.50 150.00 

26.22 

63 
3.17 10.00 105.00 150.00 

17.48 

64 
3.18 10.00 210.00 150.00 

29.13 

65 
1.81 10.00 199.50 150.00 

26.22 

66 
1.78 10.00 105.00 150.00 

17.48 

67 3.34 8.00 
210.00 300.00 29.13 

68 3.03 8.00 
199.50 300.00 26.22 

69 1.97 8.00 
105.00 300.00 17.48 

70 4.03 8.00 
210.00 300.00 32.80 

71 3.67 8.00 
199.50 300.00 29.52 

72 2.37 8.00 
105.00 300.00 19.68 

73 4.42 8.00 
210.00 300.00 34.80 

74 4.04 8.00 
199.50 300.00 31.32 

75 2.72 8.00 
105.00 300.00 20.88 

76 3.34 10.00 
210.00 300.00 29.13 

77 3.24 10.00 
199.50 300.00 26.22 

78 2.06 10.00 
105.00 300.00 17.48 

79 4.10 10.00 
210.00 300.00 32.80 

80 3.75 10.00 
199.50 300.00 29.52 

81 2.52 10.00 
105.00 300.00 19.68 

82 4.20 10.00 
210.00 300.00 34.80 

83 4.24 10.00 
199.50 300.00 31.32 

84 2.81 10.00 
105.00 300.00 20.88 
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85 3.35 12.00 
210.00 300.00 29.13 

86 3.28 12.00 
199.50 300.00 26.22 

87 2.17 12.00 
105.00 300.00 17.48 

88 4.26 12.00 
210.00 300.00 32.80 

89 3.95 12.00 
199.50 300.00 29.52 

90 2.58 12.00 
105.00 300.00 19.68 

91 4.77 12.00 
210.00 300.00 34.80 

92 4.37 12.00 
199.50 300.00 31.32 

93 2.85 12.00 
105.00 300.00 20.88 

 

Formulation of the empirical equation  

A multiple linear regression model with k predictor variables x1, x2, ..., xk and a 

response y, can be written as 

 

y= β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + … βkxk  

 

As before, there are the residual terms of the model and the distribution assumption 

we place on the residuals will allow us later to do inference on the remaining model 

parameters and interpret the meaning of the regression coefficients β0, β1, β2, ..., βk 

in this model.  

 

More complex models may include higher powers of one or more predictor variables, 

e.g. 

y = β0 + β1x + β2x2  

 

or interaction effects of two or more variables  

 

y = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + β12x1x2   

 

Models of this type can be called linear regression models as they can be written as 

linear combinations of the β-parameters in the model. The x-terms are the weights and 

they may be non-linear in x. Models with two predictor variables (say x1 and x2) and 

a response variable y can be understood as a two-dimensional surface in space. The 

shape of this surface depends on the structure of the model. The observations are 
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points in space and the surface is plotted to best approximate the observations. For 

example: The simplest multiple regression model for two predictor variables is 

 

y = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2  

 

In general, the regression analysis output can be expressed in the linear equation as 

shown in equation. The equation relates dependent variable (on left hand side) with 

the independent variable (on right hand side).  

 

𝑃0 = β1(P1)+ β2(P2)+ β3(P3)+ β4(P4)  

 
 

Equation 5.1 

  

Where, P0 is a dependent parameter and P1, P2, P3 and P4 are the independent 

parameters which defines the relationship with dependent parameter using the 

coefficients of parameter β1 , β2, β3  and β4 respectively. These coefficients provide the 

information about the weightage and how it affects (i.e. positively or negatively) the 

output results. The positive constant value signifies that the parameter affects output 

positively and negative constant value signifies the parameters affect the output 

negatively. 

 

For the regression analysis carried out in this study, the dependent parameters P1, 

P2, P3 and P4 are bond stress (τ𝑚𝑎𝑥) and independent parameters are bar diameter  

(db), rebar modulus (Rm), embedded length (ld) and concrete modulus (Ec) 

respectively. Substituting P0, P1, P2, P3 and P4 with.  τ𝑚𝑎𝑥 ,𝑑𝑏 ,  Rm , 𝑙𝑑 and 𝐸𝑐   

respectively in Equation 5.1 results in the following equation. 

 

𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 = β1(𝑑𝑏) + β2(𝑅𝑚)+ β3(𝑙𝑑) +β4(𝐸𝐶) 

 

where,  

            max  = maximum bond strength (MPa)  

              Ec   = modulus of elasticity of concrete  

              db   = bar diameter  

              ld    = embedded length  
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              Rm = modulus of elasticity of bar 

 

In order to establish the respective values for the coefficients of parameter 

β1 , β2, β3 and β4 accepted regression analysis methodology from the literature (Abbas 

et al. 2017) is adopted. An excel work book was developed to conduct the Multiple 

Parameter Regression Analysis using the governing equations mentioned above and 

based on the methodology commonly adopted for such a work book in general. A 

partial view of the excel sheet is shown in Figure 5.13. 

 

The inputs for the regression analysis are the dependent and independent parameters 

as identified in Table 5.1. The outcome of the regression analysis resulted in 

identifying the coefficients of parameter β1, β2, β3 and β4 as shown in  

Table 5.2 and as identified in the summary output of the regression analysis as 

indicated in the partial view of regression analysis excel work-sheet (Figure 5.13) 

 

Equation 5.2 is derived from the regression analysis conducted on the data from the 

numerical parametric analysis on the plain rebar and hence does not account for the 

ribbed rebars or deformed rebars. Moreover, the bond stress in ribbed or deformed 

rebar also depends on factors such as relative rib area, rib factors and surface 

preparation of the rebar in addition to the parameters studied in the numerical 

parametric studies. To incorporate the effect of the ribbed or deformed rebar a rib 

factor (Rf) is introduced. The rib factor calculations are based on parameters pertaining 

to ribbed rebar, such as friction, ribs spacing, relative rib area and length of embedded 

rebar. The total bond stress evaluated by Equation 5.2  multiplied by rib factor Rf.  

 

𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 = (0.0053 𝑑𝑏 + 0.0136 𝑅𝑚− 0.00044𝑙𝑑+ 0.02137𝐸𝐶) Equation 5.2 

 

Table 5.2: Coefficient for parameters in Empirical equation  

Parameters Component Coefficient Units Abbreviation 

Bond stress - - MPa τ𝑚𝑎𝑥 

Bar diameter P1 β1 =  0.0053 mm db 

Rebar modulus P2 β2 =  0.0136 GPa Rm 
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Embedded Length P3 β3 = -0.00044 mm ld 

Concrete Modulus P4 β4 =  0.02137 MPa Ec 

 

 

Figure 5.12: Regression Analysis – Coefficient for parameter 

 

The transfer of forces from the rebar to the surrounding concrete by chemical 

adhesion, frictional forces arising from the roughness & relative slip between the bar 

and the surrounding concrete and mechanical interlocking or bearing of the rebar ribs 

against the concrete surface. Based on the coefficient and normalised value of 

coefficient the weightage and physical interpretation of the parameters included in the 

regression analysis can be summarised in the Table 5.3 below. 

 

Table 5.3: Coefficient for parameters in Empirical equation: Weightage and Interpretation  

Parameter Coefficient of 

empirical equation 

Physical interpretation 

Value Normalised 

Value 

 

Rebar 

diameter  

 

0.0053 

 

0.24 

 

In the case of the smooth bars, wherein 

rupture caused by slipping occurs, the bond is 

mainly carried out by using the chemical 

adhesion between the concrete and the rebar. 

When that connection is broken, the strength 

that leads to the slipping appears due to 
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friction, being that its intensity depends on the 

type of the surface of the bar. Therefore, the 

force capable of breaking the bond is 

proportional to the size of the area of the bar in 

contact hence it can be seen that as the bar 

diameter increase the increase in the bond 

stress. 

 

Rebar 

Modulus 

0.0136 0.63 The force transmitted by rebar to the 

surrounding concrete depends on the 

elongation which is based on rebar modulus.  

This elongation results in transfer of tensile 

stress to the surrounding concrete results in 

more damage to the surrounding concrete 

thus reducing the bond stress. 

 

Concrete 
modulus 

0.0213 1 The increase tensile stresses in the 

surrounding concrete with pullout force until 

reaching the limit of tensile strength resulting 

in splitting and cracking failure. Thus, the bond 

strength increases from the increasing of 

tensile strength capacity of the concrete which 

is proportional to the concrete grade 

 

Embedded 
length 

 

0.0004 0.02 The smooth rebars have no ribs to have the 

mechanical interlocking to offer resistance to 

the force, hence once the when slip occurs the 

length of the embedded length have very little 

influence on the bond stress especially in the 

smooth rebars. 
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Figure 5.13: Regression analysis – Statistics 
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In the following Figures (Figure 5.14 - Figure 5.17) some of the key highlights of the 

regression analysis are shown using scattered plots. The line fit plots show the 

variation in the bond stress values with respect to the individual parameters and for 

both predicted data and the data from the parametric studies.  It can be noted that in 

each of the above-mentioned Figures, the trend line of the regression analysis 

matches closely with the results from the numerical parametric studies. It is further 

noted that the embedded length affects the bond stress negatively, whereas bar 

diameter, rebar modulus and concrete modulus affect the bond stress positively. 

 

 

Figure 5.14: Line f it plot for the embedded length variable  

 

 

Figure 5.15: Line f it plot for the bar diameter variable 
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Figure 5.16: Line f it plot for the concrete modulus variable 

 

 

Figure 5.17: Line f it plot for the rebar modulus variable 

 

In all the studies taken up in this work (physical, numerical, parametric and the 

regression) only plain surfaced rebars were considered. Whereas it is common for 

rebars to have ribs to provide additional bond strength. Therefore, in order to 

incorporate such an effect in the equation developed (Equation 5.2) using the 

regression analysis Rib factor is included and is calculated as shown below. 
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Rib factor (Rf) 

Rib factor is a term which includes the details about the deformed or ribbed rebar. Rib 

factor is evaluated from the equation below. The rib factor is proportional to the 

following factors: 

• Relative rib area; 

• Friction; 

• Embedded length; and 

• Spacing of ribs. 

 

𝑅𝑓 =
𝜋𝑙𝑑  𝐹𝑅 µ 

0.056 (𝑙𝑑 − 𝑆𝑅 )
 

 

 
Equation 5.3 

where,  

            𝑙𝑑  = embedded length of rebar  

            μ   = static coefficient of friction of rebar with concrete 

            SR = spacing of transversal ribs  

            FR = relative rib area   

 

Furthermore, relative rib area (FR) is defined as the ratio between the projected rib 

area and the cylindrical surface area of one rib space. FR is based on the angle of the 

ribs, height of ribs and spacing of the ribs on the rebar. The relative rib area (FR) is 

calculated by  Equation 5.3.  

 

 

Figure 5.18: Definition of relative rib area, FR. (Jokela 1979) 
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            𝑑𝑏   = bar diameter  

             a    = length between the transverse ribs and  

            SPR  = projective area of the transversal ribs 

             FR  = Relative rib area   

 

The bond stress value for the ribbed rebar is then calculated as a product of the Rf 

calculated in Equation 5.3 and the sum of all the independent variables in the empirical 

equation (Equation 5.2). Therefore, the new empirical equation in relation to the ribbed 

rebars is given as follows. 

𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 = (0.0053 𝑑𝑏 + 0.0136 𝑅𝑚− 0.00044𝑙𝑑

+ 0.02137𝐸𝐶) 𝑅𝑓 

Equation 5.4 

 

 

Sand Roughness factor (KR) 

It is understood from the parametric studies that sand coating can significantly improve 

the bond strength. Equation 5.2 the empirical equation can incorporate the rebar  

surface coating e.g. sand coated rebar. To integrate the effect of the sand coated rebar 

sand roughness factor (KR) is introduced (Muntasir et al. 2016) and KR is calculated 

as follows 

 

𝐾𝑅 = 0.17 𝛼
2− 1.92 α +6.5  Equation 5.5 

where,  

            KR     = sand roughness factor   

             α     = sand size coefficient (α = 2/sand size in mm) 

 

The sand roughness factor includes the effect of the surface modification in improved 

concrete adhesion with rebar. The surface modification of sand coated rebar mainly 

depends on the sand grain size. The sand roughness factor increases with the 

increase in sand grain size coefficient. The bond stress in such cases can then be 

evaluated as product of the 𝐾𝑅 and the sum of all the independent variables in the 

empirical Equation 5.2. Therefore, the new empirical equation in relation to the surface 

roughness is given as: 
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𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 = (0.0053 𝑑𝑏 +0.0136 𝑅𝑚− 0.00044𝑙𝑑

+ 0.02137𝐸𝐶)𝐾R 

 
Equation 5.6 

 

A combination of sand coating along with the rib effect can then be represented as  

 

𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 = (0.0053 𝑑𝑏 +0.0136 𝑅𝑚− 0.00044𝑙𝑑

+ 0.02137𝐸𝐶)𝐾R 𝑅𝑓 

 
Equation 5.7 

 

For the plain rebar and no surface preparation KR = 1 and Rf = 1; for ribbed rebar and 

surface coating Rf  the values are derived as explained above.  

 

Equation 5.7 is an novel empirical equation developed in this work for 

the quick assessment of bond stress.  

 

Having developed an empirical equation for quick assessment bond stress it is 

important to validate and test the accuracy of the equation for robustness in predicting 

the bond stresses. The validation of the empirical is discussed next. 

 

5.2.2 Validation of case studies for empirical equation 

The empirical equation developed in this work is validated through a benchmarking 

study with the results compared against the results of bond stress values as 

experienced or predicted by: 

 

1) the experimental studies; 

2) numerical studies; and 

3) experimental data from the literature. 

 

To this extent, first the bond stress results of both the numerical and physical 

experiments are compared. In Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20 a comparison is made 

between the maximum bond stress values as obtained from experimental tests, 
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numerical studies and the empirical formula for SMA and steel rebar respectively (10 

mm diameter). From Figure 5.19 it can be noted that the SMA rebar at 30 mins and 

60 mins fire duration for half embedded length shows the empirical equation predicted 

bond stresses value matches closely with the experimental results. Whereas the 

predicted value for the full embedded rebar for 30 min and 60 min fire duration is on 

the higher side (around 5 %) when compared to the numerical and experimental study 

results. Similar trend has been observed in Figure 5.20, where the empirical equation 

bond stress value is in close proximity of the numerical and experimental results for 

all the cases of fire duration except for 60 min fire duration. From the chart it can be 

noted that the bond stress values between the three types of studies mentioned above 

are in good agreement overall. 

 

 

Figure 5.19: FEA-Test-Empirical formula comparison (SMA) 
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Figure 5.20: FEA-Test-Empirical formula comparison (Steel) 

 

Having established a good agreement between the physical, numerical and the 

empirical formula, couple of cases from the literature was selected to test the error 

margins. In Case 1 (Apparao et al. 2002), a 16 mm deformed rebar with an embedment 

length of 150mm was pulled out from M40 Grade concrete specimen. Figure 5.21 

shows the typical bond stress-slip response. The maximum bond stress value 

observed by the authors was 8 MPa (for unconfined specimen). For similar inputs as 

Apparao et al. (Table 5.4), the empirical equation developed in this work predicted the 

bond stress to be 8.56MPa which is in good agreement with the test results. 

 

 

Figure 5.21: Bond-slip response pull-out test (Apparao et al. 2002) 
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Table 5.4: Statistics used for bond stress evaluation for pullout test (Apparao Rao) 

S.No. Description Value 

1 Bar diameter 16 mm 

2 Concrete grade M40 40 MPa 

3 Steel grade 415 (E) 200 GPa 

4 Bar embedded length  150 mm 

5 Relative rib area 𝐹𝑅 0.1 

7 Rib spacing  7.5 mm 

8 Friction between rebar concrete 0.4 

9 Rib factor calculated area 𝑅𝐹 (based on eqn) 2.36 

10 Bond stress calculated   𝝉𝒎𝒂𝒙  based on eqn 8.56 MPa 

11 Bond stress evaluated by experiment (Apparao et al. 

2002) 

8.0 MPa 

 

In Case 2 (Katz et al. 1999), experiments on bond stress was conducted at high 

temperature and for steel rebar based concrete specimen. The degradation in bond 

stress was observed on the ribbed steel rebar at various temperatures (20°C, 105°C, 

210°C and 260°C). For the same temperature conditions and the material modulus  

considered by Katz et al. 1999 (Table 5.5) and other parameters as identified in  

Table 5.6 , the empirical formula developed in this work predicted the bond stress 

values that were in good agreement with that of Katz et al. 1999 as shown in Table 

5.7 and Figure 5.22. 

  

Table 5.5: Material degradation used for evaluation  

Temperature Material modulus 

Steel rebar (GPa) Concrete (GPa) 

20°C 210 35 

105°C 146 31.5 

210°C 126 29.75 

260°C 79 12.92 
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Table 5.6: Statistics used for bond stress evaluation for pull-out test (Katz et al. 1999) 

S.No. Description Value 

1 Bar diameter 12 mm 

2 Concrete grade M40 35 MPa 

3 Steel grade  210 GPa 

4 Bar embedded length  60 mm 

5 Relative rib area 𝐹𝑅 0.12 

7 Rib spacing  7.7 mm 

8 Friction between rebar concrete 0.4 

9 Rib factor calculated area 𝑅𝑓 (based on equation) 2.83 

 

Table 5.7: Comparison of bond stress (Katz et al. 1999) 

Temperature Bond Stress 

Katz et al. 1999 Test Empirical output 

10°C 10.1 10.2 

105°C 8.39 8.43 

210°C 6.63 7.21 

260°C 3.5 3.25 

 

 

 

Figure 5.22: Katz Test-Empirical formula comparison (Steel Test) 
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5.2.3 Estimating the error margin 

To understand the accuracy of the empirical formula developed in this work it was 

important to estimate the error margin in the bond stress values noted between the 

physical and numerical experiments with respect to bond stress value predicted by the 

empirical Equation 5.6. Table 5.8 summaries the bond stress values as observed 

during both physical and numerical experiments for both steel and SMA rebar-based 

specimens considered in this work. Also, comparison is made between the bond stress 

values observed in specific studies in the literature and the bond stress values 

predicted for similar cases by the empirical model developed in this work.   

 

In the case of SMA based specimens, the percent error was between 1.39 % and 

20.6%. The highest error was noted for the full embedded no-fire conditions test 

specimen (the corresponding numerical model being NF-FL-SMA-M30-D10), whereas 

the lowest percentage difference of 1.39 % was observed for the half embedded 

specimen 30min fire duration SMA test specimen (the corresponding numerical model 

being 30F-HL-SMA-M30-D10).  Likewise, in the case of steel rebar embedded 

specimens, the percent error range was noted to be between 1.22% and 13.16%. The 

highest error was noted for the full embedded 60 min fire duration steel (60F-FL-Steel-

M30-D10), whereas the lowest percentage difference of 1.22 % was observed for the 

full-embedded specimen no fire steel test specimen (the corresponding numerical 

model being NF-FL-STEEL-M30-D10).  

 

Table 5.8: Estimation of error in empirical equation with respect to physical test and numerical model 
Case study Case Bond Stress (MPa) % Error with empirical 

equation 

Physical 

test 

Numerical 

analysis test 

Empirical 

equation 

Numerical 

Model 

Test 

SMA and 

Steel rebar 

physical 

test and 

numerical 

model  

NF-FL-SMA-M30-D10 1.5 1.39 1.43 2.88 4.67 

30F-FL-SMA-M30-D10 1.13 1.15 1.25 8.70 10.62 

60F-FL-SMA-M30-D10 0.87 0.91 1.05 15.38 20.69 

NF-HL-SMA-M30-D10 1.78 1.74 1.65 5.17 7.30 

30F-HL-SMA-M30-D10 1.44 1.5 1.42 5.33 1.39 

60F-HL-SMA-M30-D10 1.37 1.39 1.23 11.51 10.22 

NF-FL-Steel-M30-D10 3.29 3.4 3.25 4.41 1.22 

30F-FL- Steel -M30-D10 3.19 2.8 3.05 8.93 4.39 
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60F-FL- Steel -M30-D10 1.97 1.85 1.92 3.78 2.54 

NF-HL- Steel -M30-D10 3.6 3.42 3.32 2.92 7.78 

30F-HL- Steel -M30-D10 3.17 2.92 3.12 6.85 1.58 

60F-HL- Steel -M30-D10 1.79 2.28 1.98 13.16 10.61 

Apparao et 

al.  

16 mm ribbed rebar M40 
8 - 8.56 - 7.00 

Katz et al. Steel rebar at 20°C 10.1 - 10.2 - 0.99 

Steel rebar at 105°C 8.39 - 8.43 - 0.48 

Steel rebar at 210°C 6.63 - 7.21 - 8.75 

Steel rebar at 260°C 3.5 - 3.25 - 7.14 

 

From Table 5.8 it can be said that the overall percentage error is below 10% except in 

case of 60 min fire duration full embedded SMA test (Corresponding numerical model 

60F-FL-SMA-M30-D10). The overall response of the result from the empirical 

equation was deemed to be acceptable thereby validating the empirical equation 

developed in this work. The proposed working range for the empirical equation is 

governed by the parameters and factors that are considered in this work. These are:  

 

1) Temperature range - up to 900ºC;  

2) SMA Materials – NiTi Alloy; 

3) Bar Diameter – 8mm to 12mm; 

4) Concrete grade – M30 to M50; and  

5) Fire duration up to 1 hour. 

 

The successful development of an empirical formula that can predict bond stress as 

established in this section thus far achieves the third and final aim (AIM3) of this 

research. The empirical formula is presented below. 

 

𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 = (0.0053 𝑑𝑏 + 0.0136 𝑅𝑚− 0.00044𝑙𝑑

+ 0.02137𝐸𝐶) 𝑅𝑓 𝐾𝑅 

where,  

            max  = maximum bond strength (MPa)  

              Ec   = Modulus of elasticity of concrete  

Equation 5.8 
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              db   = bar diameter  

              ld    = embedded length  

              Rm = modulus of elasticity of bar 

              Rf = rib factor 

              KR= sand roughness factor 

 

AIM 3 Achieved 

“Develop an empirical equation for quick assessment bond stress”   

 

5.2.4 Summary of Parametric Studies and Regression Analysis 

The numerical model developed in this work (in Chapter 4) to predict the bond stress 

in the cohesive zone was further employed in parametric studies. The parameters that 

are considered for the parametric studies are shown in Figure 5.23. 

 

 

Figure 5.23: Parameters considered for further studies 

 

In addition, the materials of various grades of concrete such as M30, M40 and M50 

were considered. Three rebar types namely, the plain steel rebar, the plain SMA rebar 

and sand coated SMA rebar were considered. Likewise, the rebar diameters 8, 10 and 

12 mm were considered. The parameter variance is shown in Table 5.9. 
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Table 5.9: The parameter variance  
 

Parameters 
Parameters 
variance 

Rebar Material 
SMA (NiTi) 

Steel 

Rebar Diameter 

8 mm 

10 mm 

12 mm 

Embedded 
length 

Half  
embedded 

Full  
embedded 

Concrete Grade 

M30 

M40 

M50 

Duration of Fire 
Exposure 

No Fire 

30 mins 

60 mins 

Sand Coating 
(SMA) 

300μ sand 
size 

 

 

Table 5.10: Number of Parametric Numerical Simulation  
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The bond strength of concrete for the above-mentioned variations was examined on 

close to 200 virtual specimens. The matrix on the number of analysis conducted in this 

work using the Numerical Model developed is shown in Table 5.10. Regression 

analysis performed on the identified parameters resulted in the development of the 

following empirical formula.  

 

𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 = (0.0053 𝑑𝑏 + 0.0136 𝑅𝑚− 0.00044𝑙𝑑+0.02137𝐸𝐶) 𝑅𝑓 𝐾𝑅 

 

This formula was tested against a case each from the physical and numerical 

experiments conducted in this work and two from the literature. The bond stress values 

predicted by the above said empirical equation were found to be in close agreement 

with all other studies conducted in this thesis and that from the literature. The overall 

error margin was found to be less than 10%.  

 

Hence a new formula that allowed for quick estimation of the bond stress at the 

interface was deemed to have been developed which achieves the third and final Aim 

of this thesis.  

 

The manner in which all of the Aims and objectives have been achieved is shown in 

the Figure 5.24. In the following Chapter the key results and findings from the physical 

experiments (Chapter 3), numerical experiments (Chapter 4), the parametric studies 

(Chapter 5) are discussed and summarised. 
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Figure 5.24: Achieving AIM 1, 2 and 3 (Results flow) 
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CHAPTER 6: Summary of Results and 

Key Highlights 

6.1 Introduction 

A comprehensive analysis of the results from the experimental, numerical and 

parametric studies conducted in this work are presented Chapters 3, 4 and 5 

respectively. Key results from each of the above-mentioned Chapters are summarised 

in this chapter in a manner that clearly establishes and addresses each of the research 

question framed in Chapter 1 and the specific aims developed in Chapter 2. First the 

results concerning the physical experiments are discussed. More specifically, the bond 

stress values that were derived from the force and slip values observed during the 

physical experiments on 12 specimens are presented. Such a data set achieves the 

first aim of this thesis. Key aspects of the results from the numerical studies are then 

presented. The results from the physical and numerical experiments are compared to 

establish the validity and accuracy of the numerical model developed in this work. The 

validation of the numerical model achieves the second aim of this work. The validated 

numerical model was employed to study the influence of various parameters on the 

bond stress resulting in the identification of the four key parameters. These parameters 

were then selected to be used in the regression analysis so as to establish their 

weightage and relationship in estimating the bond stress. Such an effort led to the 

development of an empirical formula for quick evaluation of bond stress in specimens 

which are subjected to conditions of fire. The development of such an empirical 

formula achieves the final aim of this thesis. 

6.2 Results – Physical Experiments 

In the experimental studies, both steel and SMA were used as rebars in the concrete 

specimens. While steel as a rebar is well understood in the literature, the knowledge 

on the SMA rebar that is subjected to fire conditions seems to be very limited in the 

literature. For this reason, it was essential to first establish the phase transformation 

temperature of the SMA. It is this temperature that governs the maximum applicable 
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thermal load beyond which the smart material loses its shape retaining ability. In this 

thesis, parametric study was conducted on samples extracted from the SMA rebar 

using a differential scanning calorimeter (DSC 8500). The data obtained suggests that 

in the case of the SMA samples, the phase transformation limit increases with the 

increase in the heat treatment temperature. The highest phase transformation 

temperature for the SMA under investigation was found to be 105°C for a sample that 

was annealed at 400°C. Based on these observations, all of the SMA rebars used in 

this thesis were heat treated at 400°C. 

 

From the results of the physical experiments, the data related to force and 

displacement were retrieved and applied to the equation,  

 

 

Equation 6.1 

Where,  is the calculated bond stress value. This value was calculated from the value 

of force (P) as noted at any given point during the pull-out test for a known embedded 

length lb of the rebar and the diameter of the rebar lb. The  data set was further plotted 

against the displacement (slip) noted during the experiment to establish the maximum 

bond stress value  (𝜏𝑡
𝑚𝑎𝑥)  and other parameters of concern such as tangential 

displacement (𝛿𝑡
∗) , Ratio (ratio of 𝛿𝑡

∗
 
to 𝛿𝑡

𝑐) and non-dimensional weigh parameter. The 

process was repeated for 24 specimens (12 with steel rebars and 12 with SMA rebars) 

and the corresponding data on τ vs displacement was plotted. In total there were 24 

specimens that were tested. The summary of the maximum bond stress values  (𝜏𝑡
𝑚𝑎𝑥) 

for each of the 24 specimens tested in this work is presented in Table 6.1 and  

Table 6.2. 

 

The failure modes were examined and documented for the validation of the numerical 

model developed in this thesis as part of achieving AIM 2. An important observation 

was made in the process of analysing the specimens during the failure analysis. The 

specimens with SMA rebar all pulled out clean from the concrete during the pull-out 

tests as compared to the specimens with steel rebar. This behaviour is attributed to 

the smooth surface finish of the SMA rebars. This also indicated that the bond stress 
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of SMA rebar specimen was lesser as compared to a specimen of similar nature but 

with a steel rebar.  

 

The bond stress values between SMA-concrete and steel-concrete specimens as 

calculated from the force and other values as explained earlier for each of the 

specimens is tabulated in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 respectively and are presented in 

Chapter 3 and are shown in this section for the quick reference. It could be noted that 

there are 2 tests for each specimen type. The tests were duplicated to get the average 

values.  

 

Table 6.1: Summary of data on SMA-concrete rebar pull-out tests  

 

 
Table 6.2: Summary of data on steel-concrete rebar pull-out tests 
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The above two complete data sets record the maximum force and the corresponding 

maximum bond stress for the specified test case. Following charts of bond stress vs 

bond slip were plotted one each for half and full embedded steel rebar inside concrete 

respectively (Figure 6.1 a, b) and another similar set for half and full embedded SMA 

rebar inside concrete respectively (Figure 6.2 a, b). 

 

 

(a) Steel-Concrete (half embedded)  

 

(b) Steel-Concrete (full embedded)  

Figure 6.1: Steel-Concrete a) half embedded and b) full embedded, bond stress at various conditions 
and parameters  
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 (a) SMA-Concrete (half embedded)  

 

(b) SMA-Concrete (full embedded) 

Figure 6.2: SMA-Concrete a) half embedded and b) full embedded, bond stress at various conditions 
and parameters 
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A data set created as shown in Table 6.3 for all the specimens considered in this work 

provides all of the parameters required to define the respective interface material of 

the cohesive zone (CZM Bilinear model) in the numerical studies. The information 

generated on the parameters as presented in Table 6.3 contributes greatly in 

numerical model method of analysing bond stress between SMA-concrete and steel-

concrete rebars that are exposed to high temperatures. As numerical model presented 

now takes into account the non-linear structural effects that are influenced by thermal 

loading. The absence of such temperature specific data and the model related 

information in the literature made the requirement of physical experiments absolute 

necessary in this work. The experimental studies conducted and the resulting data set 

generated achieved AIM1 of this thesis. 
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Table 6.3: Displacement, Ratio and Non dimensional weigh parameter 

 

 

The generation of the above-mentioned data set achieves Aim1 of this thesis. 

 

AIM 1 Achieved 

“Conduct experimental studies to understand the bond stress 

behaviour of concrete-steel rebar and concrete-SMA rebars that are 

subjected to high temperature” 
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6.3 Results – Numerical Studies 

Following the generation of the required data sets on the bond stress of both SMA and 

steel rebar based concrete specimens the thesis set to explore the possibility of 

applying such data to a novel method of analysing concrete-rebar interface (that is 

subjected to fire conditions) using numerical simulations. It is for the first time that such 

a study was attempted and a successful development of the numerical model 

contributes greatly to the advancement of knowledge in the literature. 

 

The numerical study involved the study of bond stress between two sets of specimens 

1) involving steel rebar and 2) involving SMA rebar. The numerical studies (as 

explained in Chapter 4) in thesis were divided into two major sections a) thermal 

analysis b) non-linear structural analysis. To this extent, in order to establish the 

thermal profile of the specimens, thermal analysis of the specimen was carried out. 

Since materials remained the same and the thermal properties remain the same over 

a period of 60min, only one thermal analysis was carried out. The results are discussed 

next following which the results from the non-linear structural analysis is discussed. 

The thermal response is noted for three-time intervals as in the previous case with 

steel rebar: 

 

4. At start under no fire condition; 

5. At 30mins; and 

6. At 60mins. 

 

An example of the results of the thermal analysis on SMA rebar-based specimen 

heated for 60min is shown in Figure 4.96. Such thermal profiling studies were taken 

up on specimen with steel rebar too for conformation of the thermal profile generated. 

The similarities in the trend in both the concrete-steel rebar and in the case of 

concrete-SMA rebar were found to be very close. In both the cases that were tested 

for the thermal response the rebar temperatures were close to 400°C. In fact, the steel 

and SMA rebars had reached a temperature of 374°C and 383°C respectively.  
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Figure 6.3: 2D Radial Thermal profile at 60min of thermal exposure (a) Concrete (b) Concrete-SMA 
rebar interface and (c) SMA Rebar 

 

Equipped with the thermal profile and the data sets from Table 6.3 the cohesive zone 

model (CZM) and thermal parameters were defined for the nonlinear structural 

analysis. This is the first time such a CZM is being employed that takes into account 

the SMA related data and combines it with the thermal and structural loading to predict 

the bond stress at the interface of the concrete and rebar specimen. The observations 

made on the SMA rebar Concrete specimen is discussed below. 

 

In the pull-out study conducted in the numerical work (non-linear structural analysis), 

it is the pulling force on the rebar that creates the required pull effect and as a 

consequence there is displacement that happens on the bar. The quantum of 

displacement is determined based on the surface roughness, material, bonding with 
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concrete to name a few. The above-mentioned parameters were taken into account 

as part of the numerical model setup.  

 

It is evident that the elements in concrete were subjected to displacement on all three 

fire exposure durations to varying degree and in both SMA and steel rebar specimens. 

It was also evident that the displacement of elements was more pronounced as the 

concrete becomes softer due to longer exposure to the thermal loading in both the 

SMA and Steel rebar-based specimens. The displacement was more noticeable in the 

case of steel rebar as compared to the SMA rebar-based specimens. Such an effect 

is bound to result in cracks in the steel rebar specimen if this situation was to present 

itself in real life scenario. The smooth pull-out of the SMA rebar can be explained by 

its smooth surface finish as compared to steel rebar. The results from SMA rebar 

specimen are shown in Figure 6.4. The bond stress observed for this specimen is 

presented in Figure 6.5. Similar data sets were generated for each of the 12 specimens 

considered in the numerical studies. 

 

 

Figure 6.4: Axial section view of Full insert SMA rebar Concrete interface element displacement 
prof ile for a) No Fire  b) 30min of Fire exposure (c) 60min of Fire exposure and for respective loads 

shown in Figure 4.81 
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Figure 6.5: Bond Stress at interface from Numerical Analysis for full SMA rebar insert under No Fire, 
30min and 60min of Fire exposure for respective loads shown in Table 4.14 

 

To understand the accuracy of the numerical model developed in this work it was 

important to compare and contrast the results of the physical and numerical 

experiments. This aspect is dealt with next. 

 

6.4 Compare and contrast experimental Vs numerical results 

In this section, a comparison is made between various aspects of the physical 

experiments (Chapter 3) and Numerical studies (Chapter 4). Essentially, the accuracy 

of the novel numerical method developed in this work is established by comparing:  

 

a) The thermal loading conditions;  

b) Failure mode analysis;  

c) Normalised bond stress: response of specimen to thermal and structural 

loading;  

d) Bond Stress values comparison; and 

e) Estimating the error margin. 
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6.4.1 The thermal input conditions 

 

 

Figure 6.6: Temperature profile SMA rebar full insert: Experimental Vs Numerical  

 

In order to provide a level comparison, it is essential to first establish that the input 

conditions are the same for both experiments and numerical analysis. Furthermore, it 

is important to establish that the temperature at the core of the specimens (interface) 

is in agreement. Figure 6.6 provides information on the above-mentioned topics. In 

both the experiments and numerical analysis, the temperature can be seen to have 

ramped up to heat the specimen surface; the response of the specimen is noted at 

about 3600sec (60min). It can be noted that at about 60min, there is very close 

agreement of the temperature values between the physical experiment and the 

numerical study. In this case the temperature of the SMA rebar at the interface is 

380°C and 330°C for experiment and numerical studies respectively. Having 

established that the numerical model responds to thermal loading in similar ways to 

the specimen from the physical experiments, it was time to examine the numerical 

model and the physical specimen for failures.  
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6.4.2 Failure mode analysis 

When a specimen is subjected to thermal and structural loading it is bound to respond 

in ways that are unique to the specimen. In this section, the failure modes of similar 

specimens from both physical experiments and the corresponding model from the 

numerical study are compared. 

 

 

Figure 6.7: Failure Modes: Pull-out test under high temperature a) physical experiment and b) 
numerical study 

 

A comparison of SMA rebar that is fully embedded to concrete and that was subjected 

to pull-out test both experimentally and numerically is shown in Figure 6.7. In the 

physical testing of the specimen, at about 60mins of thermal exposure and the 

specimen was subjected to the pull-out test. The specimen was analysed for cracks 

and the results are shown in Figure 6.7 (a) and (b). It can be noted from these figures 

that the rebar had smoothly pulled out of the specimen without cracking the concrete. 

The interface looks smooth and clean without any rupture. This evident from any lack 

of concrete residue on the SMA rebar. In order to establish the consistency of the 

numerical model/method developed in this work it is essential to observe similar 

results on the corresponding models used in numerical study. In Figure 6.7 (b) the 

results from numerical study are presented. The results of the numerical study too 

predict a smooth pull-out of the rebar as observed in the case of physical experiments. 
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This reiterates the accuracy of the novel method developed to analyse bond stress as 

a response to both thermal and structural loading. 

 

Having established that for similar thermal and structural inputs the specimen in both 

experimental and numerical study responded in similar ways it was decided to study 

the bond stress at the interface of all the specimens that were tested in both 

experimental and numerical studies; the purpose of this thesis. 

 

6.4.3 Normalised bond stress: response of specimen to thermal and structural 

loading 

To understand the mechanism of bond stress of SMA rebar in comparison with steel 

rebar and to plot the results for different grade of the concrete in the same plot, as 

normalised bond stress is used. The normalised bond stress is calculated using the 

maximum bond stress as listed in Table 3.8 & Table 3.9 and then dividing it by the 

flexural strength of the particular grade concrete (maximum bond stress / √Fc). Figure 

6.8 shows the normalised bond stress obtained from test result from two sets of 

experiments (E1 & E2) and numerical simulation for different tested fire conditions.  

 

 

Figure 6.8: Experimental and FEA correlation  
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Figure 6.8 shows the plot for concrete grade M30, SMA and steel rebar of 10mm and 

under three different aforementioned fire conditions and for both physical experiments 

(denoted by “E” followed by a number in the specimen name) and numerical studies 

(denoted by “FEA” in the specimen name). It can be observed that there is good  

correlation between the experimental test results and numerical simulation results. 

The bond stress of steel is generally higher because of the surface friction and material 

modules of elasticity of the steel at normal temperature. It can also be noted that as 

the temperature the concrete specimens with steel rebars increases as response to 

thermal loading, the bond stress value begins to drop.  For example, at around 30 

minutes (the interface temperature is around 110°C as discussed earlier in this 

Chapter) there is 4% reduction in steel rebar bond stress and as heating of the 

specimens continues to about 60min (where the concrete-rebar steel interface 

reaches a temperature of 400°C), the bond stress drops quite significantly by 42%. 

This can be attributed to the significant reduction in the elastic modulus of steel at such 

temperatures. 

 

On the other hand, in the case of concrete with SMA rebars shown, an 18% reduction 

in SMA rebar concrete bond stress at about 30min and about 8% at about 60min of 

fire exposure conditions. This can be explained by the fact that at about 400°C, the 

SMA rebars undergoes austenite phase transformation and gains stiffness because 

of increased modulus of elasticity. Interestingly, the overall drop in the bond stress at 

60 minutes fire duration in SMA bar is not as significant as steel bar (refer to Figure 

6.8). 

 

In all of the above cases, it can be noted that the normalised bond stress values noted 

for a particular case in the physical experiment is in very close and tight agreement 

with the bond stress prediction made by the numerical experiments. Such a situation 

further validates and confirms the effectiveness of the novel non-destructive numerical 

method of testing a specimen’s bond stress developed in this work.   

 

The AIM 2 of this research is to study the bond stress at the interface of the concrete 

and rebar through numerical methods, where in the thermal loading is considered as 

part of the non-linear structural studies on the specimen that is subjected to fire 
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exposure. The stress figures achieved via the numerical model developed in this work 

was compared to the corresponding data set from the experiments carried out on 

physical experiments (in Chapter 3).  

 

6.4.4 Bond Stress comparison- Numerical Vs Physical Experiments 

 

Figure 6.9: Comparison of Bond Stress values from (a) Numerical experiments results and (b) 
Physical experiment results  
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From Figure 4.74 it can be said that the bond stress values achieved via the numerical 

experiments were found to be in close agreement with the corresponding values from 

the physical experiments. For example, the bond stress value between a steel rebar 

inserted fully into the concrete for No fire condition was found to be 3.5 MPa and 3.1 

MPa for physical experiment and numerical studies respectively. Likewise, it can also 

be noted that the peak stress occurred at about 1.05mm slipped (displacement of the 

rebar). The results can be found to be in such close agreement for the two fire 

conditions tested (30min and 60min) too. In the case of 30min fire exposure, the 

maximum Bond Stress value noted was just under 3 MPa in both physical experiments 

and numerical experiments. Likewise, the maximum stress peaked at about 1mm slip 

value (displacement of rebar) in both physical and numerical experiments. Such a 

close match in values between physical and numerical experiments undoubtedly 

validated the numerical model/method developed in this work. The error margin is 

estimated. 

 

6.4.5 Estimating the error margin 

To understand the accuracy of the numerical model developed in this work it was 

important to estimate the error margin in the bond stress values noted between the 

physical and numerical experiments. In Table 6.4, the bond stress values as observed 

during both physical and numerical experiments for both (a) steel and (b) SMA rebar-

based specimens considered in this work is presented. Two tests were carried out for 

each specimen type and an average bond stress value is adopted to be compared 

with the experimental results. 

 

In the case of SMA-based specimens (Table 6.4 a) the percent error range was noted 

to be between 1.4% and 7.3%. The highest error was noted for the full embedded no-

fire conditions NF-FL-E2-SMA (the corresponding numerical model being NF-FL-

SMA-M30-D10), whereas the lowest percentage difference of 1.4 % was observed for 

the half embedded specimen 60F-HL-E2-SMA (the corresponding numerical model 

being 60F-HL-SMA-M30-D10).  Likewise, in the case of steel rebar embedded 

specimens (Table 6.4 b), the percent error range was noted to be between 5% and 

27%. The highest error was noted for the full embedded no-fire conditions 60F-HL-E2-
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Steel (the corresponding numerical model being 60F-FL-Steel-M30-D10), whereas the 

lowest percentage difference of 5 % was observed for the half -embedded specimen 

60F-HL-STEEL-M30-D10. The higher value of 27% can be discarded as a discrepancy 

as can be noted in Figure 6.8. Based on the information provided in Table 6.4 (a) and 

(b) it can be said that the overall percentage error is below 10% and deemed to be 

acceptable thereby validating the numerical method developed in this work. 

 

Table 6.4: Estimation of error in bond stress between results from physical and numerical 
experiments for (a) SMA and (b) Steel rebar 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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In all of the above cases it can be noted that the bond stress values noted for a 

particular case in the physical experiment are in very close and tight agreement with 

the bond stress prediction made by the numerical experiments. Such a situation further 

validates and confirms the effectiveness of the novel non-destructive numerical 

method of testing a specimen’s bond stress developed in this work. The development 

of such a numerical method to study the bond stress at the interface of concrete and 

rebar that are subjected to thermal loading successfully achieves AIM 2 of this thesis.  

 

AIM 2 Achieved 

“Develop a Numerical model to study the bond stress and bond slip 

behaviour in the cohesive zone of SMA-concrete and Steel-concrete 

specimens under various fire conditions” 

 

6.5 Results - Parametric Studies and Development of Empirical 

Formula 

Having successfully validating the numerical model developed in this work against the 

physical experiments (Chapter 3), the accuracy and stability of the numerical model is 

established beyond any reasonable doubt. It was therefore conceived to use the novel 

numerical model to conduct a parametric study on the various parameters that 

influence the bond stress at concrete and rebar interface and their influence on each 

other. Such an understanding will provide the required knowledge to develop an 

empirical formula to quickly predict the bond stress behaviour. The development of the 

empirical is the third aim of this thesis. The manner in which it is achieved is presented 

next. 

 

The numerical model developed in this work to predict the bond stress in the cohesive 

zone was further employed in parametric studies that involved the parameters such 

as Rebar diameter, Concrete grade, Embedded length of rebar, Duration of fire and 

Effect of sand coating on the rebar. In all 92 cases were considered for the parametric 
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studies which resulted in identifying the parameters that had the most influence on the 

bond stress at the interface. These four parameters are: 

 

• Embedded length of the rebar; 

• Bar diameter; 

• Modulus of concrete at various temperatures; and 

• Modulus of rebar at various temperatures. 

 

 

Figure 6.10: Line f it plot for the Embedded length variable 

 

 

Figure 6.11: Line f it plot for the Bar diameter variable 
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Figure 6.12: Line f it plot for the concrete modulus variable 

 

 

Figure 6.13: Line f it plot for the rebar modulus variable 

 

Regression analysis performed on the identified parameters resulted in the 

development of an empirical formula.  
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𝝉𝒎𝒂𝒙 = (𝟎.𝟎𝟎𝟓𝟑 𝒅𝒃+𝟎.𝟎𝟏𝟑𝟔 𝑹𝒎+𝟎.𝟎𝟐𝟏𝟑𝟕𝑬𝑪

−𝟎.𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟒𝟒𝒍𝒅) 𝑹𝒇𝑲𝑹 

 

Equation 6.2 

 

AIM 3 Achieved 

“Develop an empirical equation for quick assessment bond stress”   

 

The formula was tested against a case each from the numerical analysis conducted in 

this work and one from literature. The results were a close match. Hence a new 

formula that allowed for quick estimation of the bond stress at the interface was 

developed. Development of such a formula achieved AIM3 of this research.  

 

The correctness of the empirical equation was tested through a benchmarking study 

where the parameters from the study conducted by Apparao et al. (2002) were 

considered to derive the bond stress values using the empirical equation developed in 

this work. Likewise, similar cases were selected from both the physical and numerical 

experiments conducted in this work and tested against the bond stress values 

predicted by the equation. First the benchmark studies against the parameters from 

literature are discussed followed by the discussion on the numerical and physical 

experiments conducted in this work. 

 

Apparao et al. (2002) conducted experimental studies where in 16 mm deformed rebar 

is pulled out from M40 Grade concrete at 150mm embedment length. Figure 6.14 

shows a typical bond stress-slip response. The maximum bond stress was found to 

be 8 MPa for unconfined specimen. 
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Figure 6.14: Bond-slip response pull-out test (Apparao et al. 2002) 

 

Table 6.5 shows the statistics used for evaluation of the bond stress. While Apparao 

et al. 2002 predicted the bond stress for the mentioned conditions using experimental 

means to be 8Mpa, the empirical equation developed in this work predicted this 

value to be 8.56MPa, which is in good agreement with the results from the literature. 

 

Table 6.5: Statistics used for bond stress evaluation for pullout test (Apparao et al. 2002) 

S.No. Description Value 

1 Bar diameter 16 mm 

2 Concrete grade M40 40 MPa 

3 Steel grade 415 (E) 200 GPa 

4 Bar embedded length  150mm 

5 Relative rib area 𝐹𝑅 0.1 

7 Rib spacing  7.5 

8 Friction between rebar concrete 0.4 

9 Rib factor calculated area 𝑅𝐹 (based on eqn) 2.36 

10 Bond stress calculated   𝝉𝒎𝒂𝒙  based on eqn 8.56 MPa 

11 Bond stress evaluated by experiment (Apparao et al. 

2002) 

8.0 MPa 

 

Another case (Katz et. al 1999) from the literature was tested wherein the authors 

conducted experimental studies on the bond stress of specimens that were subjected 

to high temperature pull-out.  The parameters from Katz et. al studies were employed 
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in the empirical formula developed in this work to test the accuracy of the bond stress 

predictions. The comparison of bond stress values as noted by Katz et. al and the 

estimations provided by the empirical formula developed in this work is presented in  

Table 6.6. It can be noted from Table 6.6 that the empirical formula developed has 

estimated the bond stress values that are a very close match to the respective values 

noted in the experimental studies conducted by Katz et. al. The parameters considered 

in the experimental studies are as shown in Table 6.7. 

 

Table 6.6: Comparison of bond stress (Katz et al. 1999) 

Temperature Bond Stress 

Katz et al. 1999 Test Empirical output 

10°C 10.1 10.2 

105°C 8.39 8.43 

210°C 6.63 7.21 

260°C 3.5 3.25 

 

Table 6.7: Statistics used for bond stress evaluation for pullout test (Katz et al. 1999) 

S.No. Description Value 

1 Bar diameter 12 mm 

2 Concrete grade M40 35 MPa 

3 Steel grade  210 GPa 

4 Bar embedded length  60 mm 

5 Relative rib area 𝐹𝑅 0.12 

7 Rib spacing  7.7 

8 Friction between rebar concrete 0.4 

9 Rib factor calculated area 𝑅𝐹  2.83 

 

Having established that the empirical formula closely estimated the bond stress values 

against similar works in the literature, it was deemed essential to test the estimation 

of the empirical equation to the predictions noted in the numerical studies and the 

values derived from the physical experiments conducted in this work. Figure 6.15 and 

Figure 6.16 compares the maximum bond stress obtained by experimental tests, 

numerical studies and from the proposed empirical formula for 10mm diameter SMA 
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and steel rebar respectively. The chart compares for different embedded length and 

fire conditions for M30 concrete grade. From the chart it can be seen that the results 

are in good agreement overall. 

 

 

Figure 6.15: Bond stress benchmark numerical (FEA), physical (Test) and empirical formula 
comparison (steel) 

 

 

Figure 6.16: Bond stress benchmark Numerical (FEA), Physical (Test) and Empirical formula 
comparison (SMA) 
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From Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16 and from the benchmark studies against the 

experimental studies found in literature (as discussed above), it can be conclusively 

said that the empirical formula developed in this work not only provides a means of 

quickly estimating the bond stress at the interface of metal rebar and concrete, it 

further validates the physical and numerical experiments conducted in this work. 

Hence a novel formula is developed in this work that allows for quick prediction of the 

bond stresses, which achieves the final aim of this thesis.  

 

The manner in which all of the aims and objectives are achieved is summarised in the 

flow chart (Figure 5.24) and presented below as Figure 6.17. In the following chapter, 

the conclusions of thesis are drawn. The limitations of this work are described and key 

recommendations are made for future scope of work. 
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Figure 6.17: Achieving AIM 1, 2 and 3 (Results flow)  
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CHAPTER 7: Conclusions and 

Recommendations  

7.1 Introduction 

In successfully addressing the three fundamental aims set out at the beginning of this 

work, three significant conclusions are drawn. These conclusions can be viewed as 

the significant contributions of this thesis to the existing knowledge on the non-

destructive methods of analysing bond stress between smart material based rebars 

and concrete when subjected to conditions of fire. The first conclusion is that a data 

set on the bond stress between a) SMA rebar-concrete and b) steel rebar-concrete for 

varying conditions of fire exposure duration and embedded length of the rebar is 

developed. Another significant conclusion is that the use of cohesive zone modelling 

using the datasets mentioned above allowed for the development of a non-destructive 

method of analysing bond stress using numerical models which take into account the 

effect of fire on the concrete specimens. Essentially, a quicker, cost effective and an 

alternative to the physical pull-out test experiments is developed that can model both 

the effect of thermal and structural loading and predict the bond stress values that are 

in good agreement with the physical experiments. In fact, it is established (via 

validation studies) that the percentage error in the bond stress predictions between 

physical and numerical experiments (based on the numerical method developed in 

this work) are well below 10%. A parametric study was conducted based on the novel 

numerical method developed in this work to further identify the various parameters 

(rebar material, rebar embedded length, rebar diameter, fire exposure duration, and 

concrete grade) that govern and influence the bond stress values. A regression 

analysis was carried out based on the above parameters identified. Finally, from the 

regression analysis, it is concluded that an empirical formula is developed for quick 

assessment of the bond stress between concrete and rebar that take into account the 

effect of fire.  
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This chapter is divided into three sections. In the first section, the conclusions of the 

research are drawn upon based on the results obtained in Chapter 5. The connections 

are established between the results and the research questions. The contributions of 

this research to the existing literature on the non-destructive methods of analysing 

bond stress on specimens that are subjected to conditions of fire are highlighted. The 

implications of such a novel numerical method developed and the data sets generated 

is discussed next. The limitations of this study are considered and presented in view 

of the limited SMA materials, the time and cost of physical experiments that was 

restrictive to conducting more in-depth studies. The potential to further develop the 

ideas and contributions of this work are discussed in the concluding section of this 

chapter.  

7.2 Conclusions 

Reinforced concrete is used widely across the construction industry for its versatility , 

strength and durability. One of the main constituents of concrete is steel. At room 

temperature, the steel rebars improve the strength of concrete significantly. However, 

under conditions of fire when the temperature can reach as high as 900°C in just under 

60 minutes of fire exposure, (during a fire event) both the concrete and reinforcing 

steel lose their respective strength. It is confirmed in the literature that on an average 

the steel loses around 50% of its strength when the temperature reaches around 

400°C. This situation leads to catastrophic failure of structures and leaving very little 

time to save lives and the property. Design for fire safety includes numerous active 

and passive measures such as increased concrete cover or providing insulation on 

the concrete. However, these measures (especially for structural fire protection of 

concrete elements) have their own limitations such as continuous weakening of 

structural materials that are exposed to fire. 

 

To overcome the above-mentioned limitations, smart material such as shape memory 

alloy (SMA) could potentially be employed. The excellent physical and mechanical 

properties of SMA have made them successful candidates for use in structural 

engineering applications. The use of shape memory alloys (SMAs) has increasingly 

expanded in recent decades finding their way into commercial products in the 

construction, aerospace, medical and other industries. 
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This thesis aimed at exploring the possibility of using one such smart material as a 

potential candidate for rebars in concrete. The hypothesis is that SMA’s can be trained 

to remember shapes at certain temperature and that such ability can counter act where 

steel rebars are expected to lose strength. Exploring such a possibility required 

extensive literature survey on the topic of concern. It was noted from the literature that 

there were numerous studies (both physical and numerical experiments) on steel -

concrete interaction. More specifically the bond stress between steel rebars and 

concrete has been extensively studied with well-established experimental methods 

and processes. The physical experiments are typically pull-out tests carried out on the 

specimens. Such experiments require the construction of the physical specimens and 

require a lot of mechanical gear to conduct the tests. Specimens almost always result 

in physical damage (in other words these are destructive tests) and hence several 

specimens are required to confirm outcomes. All these activities are costly and time 

consuming. To overcome the above-mentioned issue, an alternative approach has 

evolved in the literature. The use of numerical models and methods has provided a 

means of examining the bond stress in a non-destructive manner and one that was 

quick and less expensive, since fewer physical specimen needed to be prepared.  

 

Therefore, in this thesis it was decided to employ the numerical method of testing the 

hypothesis discussed earlier. To this extent the following three research questions 

evolved: 

 

1) Are there any existing studies that modelled the interface response to thermal 

exposure during fire event using numerical methods?  

2) Is there sufficient data available to model such an interface? and  

3) Is there a means to validate the results from such numerical experiments 

using other mathematical methods (such as empirical formula) without getting 

into physical experiments?  

 

Comprehensive review of the literature to provide answers to the above questions was 

inconclusive. Such numerical models, methods and data sets could not be found in 
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the literature. It is from these gaps in the literature that the following three AIMs of this 

thesis evolved.  

 

• Conduct experimental studies to understand the bond stress behaviour of 

concrete-steel rebar and concrete-SMA rebars that are subjected to high 

temperature;  

• Develop a numerical model to study the bond stress and bond slip behaviour 

in the cohesive zone of SMA-concrete and steel-concrete specimens under 

various fire conditions; and 

• Develop an empirical equation for quick assessment of bond stress that takes 

into account the influence of fire on the concrete.  

 

The main findings of this study are reported in the following section: the significance 

in relation to the research questions will be established. 

7.3 Main findings, significance and contributions 

A numerical method relies heavily on how well the model is defined. The definition 

includes defining the materials and the corresponding parameters, boundary 

conditions and the likes. It is in this respect that data set from achieving AIM 1 proves 

essential to the successful outcome of AIM 2. The response (maximum bond stress) 

at interface of SMA-concrete and the steel-concrete specimens to a combination of 

fire exposure and structural loading was not available in the literature. As a 

consequence, this work set out to fill this gap in the literature by conducting physical 

experiments on both the above said specimen categories.  

 

SMA rebars needed to be characterised for their use as rebar in concrete specimens. 

In this process the phase transformation temperature was established through testing 

of the samples extracted from the SMA rebars using differential scanning calorimeter. 

The heat flow through the specimen and the reference were monitored for any 

differential heating. Any difference in the heat flow indicated that an endothermic or 

exothermic transformation had occurred in the tested material. In Figure 7.1 the data 
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obtained during the testing on the phase transformations of the three sample 

(annealed at 150°C, 250°C and 400°C) is presented. 

 

 

Figure 7.1: Phase transformation of samples at different heat treatment 

 

The data suggests that in the case of the SMA samples, the phase transformation limit 

increases with the increase in the heat treatment temperature. The highest phase 

transformation temperature for the SMA under investigation was found to be 105°C 

for a sample that was annealed at 400°C. Based on these observations, all of the SMA 

rebars used in this thesis were heat treated at 400°C. This study in itself is a 

contribution to the literature in that the phase transformation response of the SMA 

(NiTi alloy) is established. 

 

Both SMA and steel rebars were employed in this work. Over 24 concrete specimens 

(12 each SMA and steel rebars respectively) were tested in the pull test physical 

experiments for three fire conditions a) No Fire, b) 30min fire exposure and c) 60min 

fire exposure. The force vs displacement data for each of the above mention specimen 

cases was recorded and the corresponding bond stress was calculated using the 

formula; 
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Equation 7.1 

 

It is from this equation that respective bond stresses were calculated and bond slip vs 

displacement charts were created. Essentially, the τ values for the respective test case 

was further plotted against the displacement (slip) noted during the experiment  to 

establish the Maximum Bond stress value  (𝜏𝑡
𝑚𝑎𝑥) and other parameters of concern 

such as Tangential Displacement (𝛿𝑡
∗) , Ratio (ratio of 𝛿𝑡

∗
 
to 𝛿𝑡

𝑐) and Non dimensional 

weigh parameter. The summary Maximum Bond stress values (τt
max) for each of the 

24 specimens tested in this work is presented in Table 7.1. 

 

The comprehensive experimental study conducted in this work that included several 

parameters such as rebar materials, embedded length of rebars, fire exposure 

duration, resulted in the generation of the valuable data set that is crucial for the 

development of the numerical experiments concerning the bond stress at the 

intersection of rebar and concrete in general and more specifically the modelling of the 

cohesive zone (interface) as a response to both thermal and structural loading. The 

data set that evolved of the physical experiments is a significant contribution to the 

literature and achieves Aim1 of this thesis and paves way to conduct numerical 

experiments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

𝜏 =
𝑃

𝜋 𝑙𝑏  𝑑𝑏
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Table 7.1: Summary of data on Maximum tangential traction, Tangential Displacement, Ratio and Non 
dimensional weigh parameter 

 

 

It is mentioned earlier that 24 physical specimens were tested in the course of 

conducting the physical experiments. In the numerical experiments, representations 

that correspond to each of the 24 specimens were adopted in the form of CAD model 

and the assignment of suitable material properties. The numerical experiments were 

carried out in two phases 1) to generate thermal profile and 2) to assess the specimen 

response to non-linear structural loading which takes into account the thermal 
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response. While thermal studies could be performed without the need for data derived 

(Table 7.1), the structural analysis could not proceed without the same. It was decided 

that only one thermal profile was sufficient for a reason that for given thermal load, 

material properties, physical dimensions of rebar, the rebar location and rebar 

diameter, the response of concrete over 60min duration would not change much. 

Hence only one thermal profile was required that would be applied to the 24 models 

during the structural analysis.  The thermal profile of concrete, interface of concrete-

steel rebar and that of the fully embedded rebar itself is shown in figure for fire 

exposure duration of 60mins. From the figure it can be noted that the core temperature 

is in the vicinity of 400°C. It was earlier mentioned that 400°C is a critical temperature 

beyond which the SMA rebar loses its memory retaining ability. Therefore, from the 

observation made from the thermal profile it could be said that the conditions are 

suitable for SMA use in lieu of steel rebar.  
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Figure 7.2: 3D Thermal profile of the Concrete-Steel Rebar and interface at (a) Start (b) 30min and (c) 
60min f ire exposure 
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In order to proceed further with the structural analysis, the material properties of 

concrete and rebar were retained. However, to enable the interface response in a way 

that is reflective of the physical experiments, it was decided to apply a cohesive zone 

model (by appropriate selection of mesh elements such as Solid65, Inter205 and 

Solid185 for concrete, interface and rebar respectively in ANSYS). While concrete 

material properties were adopted to define concrete and SMA and Steel rebar 

properties for respective rebars, the properties of the interface were defined by 

parameters that were taken from the data set generated from physical experiments 

mentioned earlier (Table 7.1).  In addition, the thermal profile generated was also 

applied on to the specimen model to define the thermal characteristics at any given 

point over the 60min exposure. It is for the first time that such an attempt is made to 

examine bond stress at the interface using numerical methods where the interface is 

made to accept data generated from real world experiments and is further made to 

respond to both thermal and structural loading. 

 

The results from numerical experiments were compared to the ones from the physical 

experiments where in the failure modes were analysed to confirm the accuracy of the 

numerical model developed in this work. The results of the non-linear structural 

analysis on SMA-concrete specimen where in the rebar is fully embedded into 

concrete and is subjected to 60min of fire exposure is shown below. These results 

allow for validation of the numerical model developed in this work. In the physical 

testing of the specimen, after 60mins of thermal exposure and subjected to the pull-

out test, the specimen was analysed for cracks and other failures. It can be noted from 

the Figure 7.3 (a) that the rebar had smoothly pulled out of the specimen without 

cracking the concrete. The interface looks smooth and clean without any rupture. This 

is evident from any lack of concrete residue on the SMA rebar. In order to establish 

the consistency of the numerical model/method developed in this work it is essential 

to observe similar results on the corresponding model used in numerical study. In 

Figure 7.3 (b) the results from numerical study are presented. The results of the 

numerical study too predict a smooth pull-out of the rebar as observed in the case of 

physical experiments. This reiterates the accuracy of the novel method developed to 

analyse bond stress as a response to both thermal and structural loading. 
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Figure 7.3: Failure Modes: Pull out test under high temperature a) physical experiment and b) 
numerical study 

 

Specimens with SMA rebars show an 18% reduction in SMA rebar concrete bond 

stress at about 30min and about 8% at about 60min of fire exposure conditions. This 

can be explained by the fact that at about 400°C, the SMA rebars undergoes austenite 

phase transformation and gains stiffness because of increased modulus of elasticity. 

Interestingly, the overall drop in the bond stress at 60 minutes fire duration in SMA bar 

is not as significant as that of the steel bar (refer to Figure 7.4).  

 

In all of the 24 specimen cases considered, it can be noted that the bond stress values 

noted for a particular case in the physical experiment is in very close and tight 

agreement with the bond stress prediction made by the numerical experiments. The 

bond stress predictions from numerical analysis on both SMA and Steel rebar are 

shown in Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6 for both half and full embedded rebars respectively. 

Such a situation further validates and confirms the effectiveness of the novel non-

destructive numerical method of testing a specimen’s bond stress developed in this 

work.  
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Figure 7.4: Experimental and FEA correlation 

 

 

Figure 7.5: Effect of fire duration on bond stress of Half embedded rebar – SMA and Steel M30) 
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Figure 7.6: Effect of fire duration on bond stress of Full embedded rebar – SMA and Steel M30) 

 

 

Figure 7.7: Effect of sand coating on bond stress (Full embedded length - SMA-steel – M30) 

 

A comparative study on SMA, sand coated SMA rebar and steel made suggested the 

effectiveness of the sand coated SMA rebars. It is shown that the sand coated SMA 

rebars had the advantage of comparable strength with that of steel rebars at about the 

60min exposure to fire (1.5mm displacement). It must be noted that from this point 

onwards, the SMA further gains strength reaching a maximum of about 2 MPa, on the 
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contrary, specimen with steel rebar had lost significant strength (-25%) and had 

dropped to about 1.5 MPa during the same period (Figure 7.7).  

 

On successfully developing a numerical method of analysing the bond stress the 

thesis proceeded to examine the influence of various parameters that influence the 

bond stress so as to identify the key parameters for the conduct of a regression 

analysis that will assist in the development of an empirical formula (for quick estimation 

of bond stresses). The key parameters and their respective variation of parameters 

such as concrete grade, bar diameter, embedded length, fire exposure duration and 

its effect on bond stress were  studied and plotted in 3d surface plot  for understanding 

the positive and negative influence on the bond stress (Figure 7.8). 
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Figure 7.8: Inf luence of parameters on (a) 8mm (b) 10mm and (c) 12mm diameter SMA fully 
embedded rebar 
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7.4 Limitation and constraints of the current studies 

The experimental study was limited in scope mainly due to two reasons: 1) expensive 

resources especially SMA material and 2) the length of time for each physical 

experiment (as one complete day was required to cool down the oven before the next 

sample can be tested). The numbers of samples that can be tested were limited; 

therefore, the experimental program was designed to get more information on bond 

strength rather than observing variation of other parameters such as bar diameter or 

concrete grade.  

7.5 Recommendation for future works  

This thesis highlights the significant advantages of using SMA rebars as reinforcement 

in concrete more so under conditions of fire accidents. Shape memory alloys can be 

efficiently used in the hybrid reinforced beam to improve the fire resistance level. The 

following recommendations are made for future studies on the application of SMA to 

improve the structural integrity of reinforced concrete that is subjected to conditions of 

fire: 

• The current research can be extended to SMA rebar with ribs; 

• Sand coated SMA rebar bond strength under high temperature need to be 

explored and confirmed through experimental studies; 

• Further studies may examine the possibilities of increasing the bond stress 

by considering parameters such as rebar coated with epoxy materials, sand 

grain size and length of sand coating; and 

• A full scale SMA hybrid simply supported reinforced concrete beam can be 

studied under a real fire scenario to understand the effect of high temperature 

on bond stress and fire resistance level with varying SMA to steel 

reinforcement ratio. 
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